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Preface to ”Nanogrids, Microgrids, and the Internet of
Things (IoT): Towards the Digital Energy Network”
In the coming years, ICTs aim to converge with energy systems to make them smarter, more
efﬁcient, and more reliable. With the advent of embedded submetering, the energy information
available will become more granular and more easily attributable to speciﬁc appliances or systems.
The proliferation of thousands of IoT sensors throughout the power grid will create volumes of
information about usage patterns, failures or the state of assets hitherto inconceivable.

Rapid

advances in machine learning and big data analytics are enabling the emergence of a wide range of
disruptive energy products and personalized services that will beneﬁt and empower digital citizens.
This whole transition from the smart grid toward the digital energy platform is also posing new
challenges to security and privacy. Deﬁnitively, this will change markets, business, and employment.
Let us turn the page and dive into this universe; the adventure has only just begun.
Antonio Moreno-Munoz
Special Issue Editor
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1. Introduction
I started hearing a lot about energy digitization a little over a year ago, talking to my colleagues
during conferences and meetings. People did not agree with what they meant by “digitization”. In my
opinion, the power grid has long since ceased to be analog. The smart grid has always essentially
been digital. So why this term, and why now? Is it just one of those buzzwords that are used for
marketing purposes and does not really mean much at all? Once the word “smart” was exhausted, the
technological gurus had to ﬁnd another one that groups enough novelties and was broad as well. May
not has been the right choice, but here we are, now with the need to give content or highlight some
nuances that were no longer present in the pioneering smart grid concept.
A good approximation is the one we have used in the European Technology and Innovation
Platform for Smart Networks for the Energy Transition Working Group on Digital Energy (ETIP SNET
WG4). According to our position paper [1], digitization consists of “using digital technologies in order
to change business models and provide new revenue streams and value-producing opportunities”.
This means that the Internet of Things, machine (M2M) communications, artiﬁcial intelligence, machine
learning, digital twin, and other developments must ﬁnd their use in the energy system. Indeed,
the digitization of the energy system is not a recent development. Driven by new regulations, new
market structures, and new energy resources, the smart grid has in recent decades been the trigger for
profound changes in the way electricity is generated, distributed, managed and consumed. The smart
grid has raised the traditional power grid by using two-way electricity and information ﬂows to create
an advanced, automated power supply network. Seen with insight, it could be said that smart grids
have been the ﬂagship application of digital technology in the energy sector. However, so far, the
focus has been on the operation of the infrastructure. In the future energy systems, smart meters
and appliances will expand the demand-response potential, enabling new relationships between the
end-user and the energy system, and where service will be key.
In today’s technological landscape, we can access feasible data and knowledge that has so far
been merely inconceivable. This special issue aims to address this landscape towards which, the smart
grid is progressing due to the advent of all these pervasive technologies. It will be the advanced
exploitation of the massive data generated from internet of things (IoT) sensors that will become the
main driver in evolving the concept of smart grids towards a digital energy network paradigm, focused
on service. Furthermore, collective intelligence will improve the processes of decision making and
empower citizens.
This issue includes outstanding cases of the use of these technologies and their advantageous
energy system application at diﬀerent levels, such as generation, distribution, or consumption.
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2. A Short Review of the Contributions in This Issue
The paper “A Novel Direct Load Control Testbed for Smart Appliances” [2] proposes a novel Direct Load
Control (DLC) testbed, aiming to conveniently support the research community, as well as analyzing
and comparing their designs in a laboratory environment. Based on the LabVIEW computing
platform, this original testbed enables access to knowledge of major components such as online
weather forecasting information, distributed energy resources (e.g., energy storage, solar photovoltaic),
dynamic electricity tariﬀ from utilities and demand response (DR) providers, together with diﬀerent
mathematical optimization features given by a General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS). This
intercommunication is possible thanks to the diﬀerent applications’ programming interfaces (API)
incorporated into the system and to intermediate agents specially developed for this case. Diﬀerent
basic case studies have been presented to envision the possibilities of this system in the future and
more complex scenarios, to actively support the DLC strategies. These measures will oﬀer enough
ﬂexibility to minimize the impact on user comfort combined with support for multiple DR programs.
Thus, given the successful results, this platform can lead towards a solution that has more eﬃcient use
of energy in the residential environment.
The paper “An Alternative Internet-of-Things Solution Based on LoRa for PV Power Plants: Data
Monitoring and Management” [3] proposes a wireless low-cost solution based on long-range (LoRa)
technology able to communicate with remote photovoltaic (PV) power plants, covering long distances
with minimum power consumption and maintenance. This solution includes a low-cost open-source
technology at the sensor layer and a low-power wireless area network (LPWAN) at the communication
layer, combining the advantages of long-range coverage and low power demand. Moreover, it oﬀers an
extensive monitoring system to exchange data in an Internet-of-Things (IoT) environment. A detailed
description of the proposed system at the PV module level of integration is also included in the paper, as
well as detailed information regarding LPWAN application to the PV power plant monitoring problem.
In order to assess the suitability of the proposed solution, results collected in real PV installations
connected to the grid are also included and discussed.
The paper “Advantages of Minimizing Energy Exchange Instead of Energy Cost in Prosumer
Microgrids” [4] two novel approaches are proposed: Firstly, a diﬀerent objective function, relative
to the mismatch between generated and demanded power is tested and compared to a classical
objective function based on energy price, by means of a genetic algorithm method; secondly, this
optimization procedure is applied to batteries’ coordinated scheduling of all the prosumers composing
a community, instead of single one, which better matches the microgrid concept. These approaches
are tested on a microgrid with two household prosumers, in the context of Spanish regulation for
self-consumption. Results show noticeably better performance of mismatch objective functions and
coordinated scheduling, in terms of self-consumption and self-suﬃciency rates, power and energy
interchanges with the main grid, battery degradation, and even economic beneﬁts.
In the paper “An Analysis of Voltage Quality in a Nanogrid during Islanded Operation” [5] voltage
quality data has been collected in a single house nanogrid during 48 weeks of islanded operation and
54 weeks of grid-connected operation. The voltage quality data contains the voltage total harmonic
distortion (THD), odd harmonics three to 11 and 15, even harmonics four to eight, voltage unbalance,
short-term ﬂicker severity (Pst) and long-term ﬂicker severity (Plt) values, and voltage variations at
timescales below 10 min. A comparison between islanded and grid-connected operation values was
made, where some of the parameters were compared to relevant grid-standard limits. It is shown that
some parameters exceed the deﬁned limits in the grid-standards during islanded operation. It was
also found that the islanded operation has two modes of operation, one in which higher values of the
short circuit impedance, individual harmonic impedance, harmonic voltage distortion, and voltage
unbalance were reached.
In the paper “An Analysis of Frequency Variations and its Implications on Connected Equipment for a
Nanogrid during Islanded Operation” [6] frequency, voltage and reliability data have been collected in a
nanogrid for 48 weeks during islanded operation. Frequency values from the 48-week measurements
2
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were analyzed and compared to relevant limits. During 19.5% of the 48 weeks, the nanogrid had
curtailed the production due to insuﬃcient consumption in islanded operation. The curtailment of
production was also the main cause of the frequency variations above the limits. When the microgrid
operated on stored battery power, the frequency variations were less than in the Swedish national
grid. Of all the interruptions that occurred in the nanogrid, 39.4% are also indirectly caused by the
curtailment of solar production
A smart inverter should oﬀer some features such as plug and play, self-awareness, adaptability,
autonomy, and cooperativeness. These features are introduced and comprehensively explained in the
paper “Smart Inverters for Microgrid Applications: A Review” [7]. In order to achieve higher functionality,
eﬃciency and reliability, in addition to improving the control algorithms it is beneﬁcial to equip the
inverters with “smart” features. One interpretation of “smartness” refers to minimizing the requirement
of communication and therefore switching from centralized to decentralized control. At the same time,
being equipped with eﬃcient and state of the art communication protocols also indicates “smartness”
since the requirement of communication cannot be completely omitted. One contribution discussed
here is the possibility of achieving long-range wireless communication between inverters to empower
various control schemes. Although current eﬀorts aim to modify and improve power converters in a
way that they can operate communication free, if a suitable and functional communication protocol is
available, it will improve the accuracy, speed, and robustness of them.
Conﬂicts of Interest: The authors declare no conﬂict of interest.
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Abstract: In a microgrid, with several distributed generators (DGs), energy storage units and loads,
one of the most important considerations is the control of power converters. These converters
implement interfaces between the DGs and the microgrid bus. In order to achieve higher functionality,
efﬁciency and reliability, in addition to improving the control algorithms it is beneﬁcial to equip
the inverters with “smart” features. One interpretation of “smartness” refers to minimizing the
requirement of communication and therefore switching from centralized to decentralized control.
At the same time, being equipped with efﬁcient and state of the art communication protocols
also indicates “smartness” since the requirement of communication cannot be completely omitted.
A “smart inverter” should offer some features such as plug and play, self-awareness, adaptability,
autonomy and cooperativeness. These features are introduced and comprehensively explained
in this article. One contribution discussed here is the possibility of achieving long-range wireless
communication between inverters to empower various control schemes. Although current efforts
aim to modify and improve power converters in a way that they can operate communication free, if a
suitable and functional communication protocol is available, it will improve the accuracy, speed and
robustness of them.
Keywords: smart inverter; microgrid; distributed generation; communication; wireless

1. Introduction
Microgrids are a form of small-scale grids that contain DGs, energy storage units and linear or
nonlinear loads that can operate in grid-connected or islanded mode. In microgrids, DGs can be
of renewable or non-renewable nature, and the components of such grids are interfaced by power
converters [1–3]. The CIGRE working group C6.22 Microgrid Evolution Roadmap (WG6.22) provides
a standard deﬁnition for microgrids: Microgrids are electricity distribution systems containing loads
and distributed energy resources, (such as distributed generators, storage devices, or controllable
loads) that can be operated in a controlled, coordinated way either while connected to the main power
network or while islanded [4]. In the early years of introducing renewable energy sources (RES),
the power generated by them was not substantial in comparison to the large conventional generators
powering up the grid, therefore, their impact on the performance of the grid was almost unnoticeable.
At those years, the scheme was to allow them to produce as much power as possible and inject it into
the grid by using their own algorithms. The main conventional generators could regulate the small
unbalances and ﬂuctuations caused by these DGs [5,6].
However, due to the recent development and expansion of renewable energy technologies, RESs
have become a major energy source in some countries. Therefore, the quality and parameters of their
injected power into the grid must be carefully monitored. In other words, their operation needs to be
accompanied by power management schemes centered on power sharing or load sharing to be fully
controllable [7].

Energies 2019, 12, 840; doi:10.3390/en12050840
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The concept of power sharing between parallel DGs was initially introduced for synchronous
generators in large-scale grids, and recently some novel approaches were proposed to incorporate
the idea of droop control algorithms into microgrids [8–13]. Although using droop-based methods
can be very beneﬁcial, some drawbacks can be identiﬁed. For example, the trade-off between voltage
regulation and load sharing [14], the ineffective management of harmonics introduced by nonlinear
loads [15] and the slow dynamic response due to the incorporation of low pass ﬁlters for calculating
average values of active (P) and reactive (Q) power [16]. Because of the problems of conventional
droop control, its principles have undergone numerous modiﬁcations and improvements. In [17] a
new droop scheme aiming to regulate the voltages of each inverter and improve current sharing was
proposed. When nonlinear loads such as rectiﬁers are present, they introduce harmonics in the system,
and prevent droop control from working efﬁciently. In [18], this problem was addressed and regulated
by adding harmonic droop characteristics. This issue can also be compensated by using a virtual
variable impedance in series with the load. As its name indicates, this impedance is purely simulated
and no physical components are added to the circuit [19–22]. In [13] a hierarchical control method
was proposed to control microgrids. This hierarchy consists of three layers: the primary level is droop
control; the secondary level compensates for the unbalances and deviations resulted by the ﬁrst level
by sending voltage and frequency references; and the tertiary level (energy management level) which
sends the droop coefﬁcients is where the connection with the grid. In this method, only the ﬁrst level
works as communication free, since it is droop control, while the rest of them require communication
between inverters.
Although most of the existing microgrids are supplied in AC to simplify their interface with
utility grids, DC microgrids are attracting more attention in recent years. This is not only because of
the DC nature of several RESs such as solar energy, fuel cells and energy storage units like batteries
and supercapacitors, but also because of some additional beneﬁts. In a DC microgrid, the problem
of harmonic current sharing no longer exists. Neither is there reactive power sharing. What is more,
the system can be more efﬁcient and simple as there is no more need for AC-DC-AC converters.
These converters are commonly used for wind or hydro energy conversion and they consist of two
back-to-back bidirectional AC-DC converters with a DC link. This DC link decouples two 3-phase
AC systems with different parameters enabling the maximization of the output power by using
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms and the synchronization with the grid [12,13,23–26].
The hierarchical control for DC microgrids is similar to the one proposed for AC but simpler. At the
primary level, the droop control of DC microgrids only consists of voltage versus current droop
in contrast to AC microgrids where active and reactive power droop controls must be provided.
The secondary control regulates voltage deviations resulted from the primary control and restores
the values to nominal levels, which is only applied at islanded mode. In grid-connected mode,
the references comes from the grid parameters. Similar to AC microgrids the tertiary control regulates
the power ﬂow with a stiff DC grid at energy management level [13,27,28].
The power converters are able to play different roles when incorporated into a microgrid, namely
grid forming, grid feeding and grid following. These are deﬁned in [10] alongside with control
structures at the converter level. Another fact that should be considered is that DGs in a microgrid
are commonly placed far away from each other. Even though using various droop control schemes
reduces the requirement of communication between inverters, a link is unavoidable if a good power
sharing control scheme is desired. However, to implement fast communication links which can fulﬁll
the requirements of this kind of applications and be sufﬁciently reliable can be very costly [10,29].
Therefore, ﬁnding a long range and preferably low operating cost communication protocol to ﬁll in
for the current lack of effective bidirectional communication between inverters can be considered
a very promising ﬁeld for research and development. In this paper, a literature review on “smart
inverters” and their application to microgrids is conducted. The “smartness” features are introduced
and explained in detail. In each section, different methods and challenges regarding each of these
indicators are addressed and are empowered by equations and tabular or illustrative information
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where required. The technological achievements, as well as present gaps, are introduced throughout
the article. Finally, the discussion section presents the main conclusions drawn from the study and
provides insights into possible paths for further research and development.
2. Smart Inverters
Deﬁning a device as “smart” means that it has the ability to operate efﬁciently and autonomously
with limited operator intervention required. The role of an inverter in a microgrid is to operate as an
interface between energy generation and consumption points. Therefore, its role is not limited to AC
DC conversion or vice versa (depending on the type of the converter) but also to control the power
ﬂow, sense faults, disconnect when necessary and other functions. Since these are the main factors
that concern the microgrid control, it can be stated that the inverters are the thinking and processing
components of a microgrid, which collect data and conﬁgure themselves in order to operate in a safe,
controlled and effective environment. Furthermore, each power converter acting as an interface for a
distributed energy resource (DER) to the grid has to fulﬁll the requirements of the IEEE 1547 standards
series [30]. These standards have been implemented and periodically revised to deal with aspects such
as voltage and power quality, grounding, islanding detection, etc [5,8,13]. The latest version, IEEE
1457-2018, was modiﬁed for inverter based microgrids. What is more, in the last 2018 release of the
standard the DERs require to contain grid-supporting features such as voltage and frequency ride
through capabilities and continue to function in case of parameter unbalances. This is in contrast to
the original version, IEEE 1457-2003, that trip the DER ofﬂine in these situations [30–33].
In [34], the major indicators of smartness for an inverter were described. Each of these indicators
contains some operational features that are described in separate sections and sub-sections in this
article. Figure 1 is an illustration of the “smartness” indicators and their operational features.

Soft start

Ramp rate
Control

Plug and Play

Reactive power
Sharing
Communication
Protocols

Who am I?

Self-Awareness

Decentralized
power
control

Adaptability
Diagnostics

Who am I?

Mode flexibility

Autonomy
Condition
monitoring

Fault tolerance

Cooperativeness

Prognosis
Islanding detection

Figure 1. Indicators of smartness for smart inverters.

2.1. Plug and Play
For an inverter to be able to present this feature, it needs to be compatible with the standard
communication protocols that control the microgrid. As mentioned before, the modern hierarchical
control of microgrids still requires communication between different components of the grid even
if they are droop based. This means that a reliable long-range communication protocol is required.
In [35], the different communication technologies for smart grids has been introduced accompanied
by a discussion on their advantages and disadvantages. The beneﬁts and drawbacks of wireless
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connection for smart grids are presented comprehensively in [36]. Generally, the major communication
requirements for a smart grid or microgrid have been presented [35,37,38] as follows:

•

•

•

•

•

Data rate: This is one of the most important requirements, as not all of the communication
structures are able to provide the required data rate. For example for a home or industrial area
network application (HAN and IAN) the required data rate is less than 100 kbps. In contrast to a
wide area application (WAN) where this ﬁgure can rise to more than 10 Mbps [39].
Range: A microgrid consists of several DGs, energy storage systems (ESSs) and consumers.
These are all interfaced to the microgrid bus by inverters that need to be able to communicate.
Depending on the size of the microgrid the distance between these points can be noticeable
(in the scale of tens of kilometers or more) so no all communication technologies are able to fulﬁll
this requirement.
Security: If the communication structure is not secure enough [40], the whole system will be
vulnerable to both physical and cyber-attacks. This is a challenging aspect regarding some natural
characteristics of a smart grid. For example, the smart grid is very sensitive to latency and
implementing conventional security measures might introduce new and more delays [41].
Latency: Depending on the function of the device in a smart grid, the allowed threshold for
the latency is different. In the concept of inverter control signals, this allowance is less than
ten milliseconds.
Reliability and Scalability.

In order to nominate a communication protocol for smart grids and subsequently smart
inverters, the aspects addressed above should be considered carefully and the differences between
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication and human-to-human (H2H) communication should
be understood. Both wired and wireless communication technologies can be implemented for
smart inverters.
2.1.1. Wired Communication Technologies
There are some beneﬁts to using wired communication technologies. They are more immune to
interferences and their operational dependency on batteries are less than with wireless technologies.
However, they present some drawbacks such as high implementation costs and signal quality
degradation in power line communication (PLC) technology [35]. In fact this technology is the
only wired technology with an implementation cost comparable to wireless methods, as it uses power
cables for transferring data [37,42]. In addition, this technology has wide coverage, easy to implement
and long range [43].
PLC technology has been divided into two categories. Narrow band (NB) PLCs, which operate in
transmission frequencies bellow 500 kHz and broadband (BB) PLCs which use higher frequencies of
up to 30 MHz. NB-PLC technology provides lower data rate but a much higher range. In contrast,
BB-PLCs characteristics are exactly the opposite with also lower reliability. Regarding these facts,
for smart inverters or smart grids the NB-PLC is a more suitable option, whereas BB-PLC can be
considered for home applications [37,44,45]. In addition to PLC technologies, there are several other
supports and protocols available in this category such as optical ﬁber based communication, Digital
Subscriber Lines (DSL), coaxial cable and Ethernet [37,38]. A brief comparison of characteristics of
wired communication technologies is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of different wired technologies for M2M communication.
Technology

Data Rate

Coverage

Disadvantages

NB

10–500 kbps

150 km

BB

10–200 Mbps

1.5 km

Fiber
optics

PON
AON

100 Mbps–2.5 Gbps
100 Mbps

10–60 km
10 km

High capital costs.
Difﬁcult to upgrade.

DSL

HDSL
ADSL
VDSL

2 Mbps
1.3–8 Mbps
16–85 Mbps

3.6 km
5 km
1200 m

Possible data quality degradation.
High operational costs.

PLC

References

Difﬁcult to achieve high bit rates.
Signal attenuation.
Interference from electric component
connected to the line.
[37,38,46–48]

2.1.2. Wireless Communication Technologies
In wireless technologies, one initial and obvious choice can be using the existing cellular network,
as it is already available and globally dispersed. However, there are some issues regarding the
different nature of M2M communication and H2H communication cellular networks are designed
for the latter. Even the latest technology of cellular communication, named Long Term Evolution
(LTE), is designed to cope with large data range requirements for only a small number of devices.
By contrast, when investigating the characteristics of M2M communication, it can be found out that
here the situation is quite different. There is a vast number of devices generating sporadic transitions of
short packets, and this can overload or even shut down such a network. Furthermore, the signals and
commands in M2M communication may be very sensitive to delays. Therefore, if cellular networks
are to be considered as an optimal communication protocol for smart inverters they still need further
improvements. As a matter of fact, the 3GPP became concerned about these issues and is currently
aiming to incorporate the requirements of M2M communications in the development of the next
generation of LTE or 5G [49–52].
In addition to cellular networks, there are other wireless communication technologies available.
Extremely short-range technologies such as Near-ﬁeld Communication (NFC) are mostly useless
for inverters. Nevertheless, other short-range active radio frequency systems, such as Bluetooth or
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard-based family like ZigBee and 6LoWPAN can be an alternative in some
cases [49,53]. Moreover, low-power wide area networks (LPWANs) offer many of the desired features
for M2M communication applications. Among the examples in this category, LoRa technology can be
considered for the application to microgrids due to its low implementation and operational cost and
relatively long range [49,54–56]. A comparison of these different methods is summarized in Table 2.
For M2M communication applications, the literature review highlighted ZigBee and LPWAN
as the standards of choice. Comparing their speciﬁcations in Table 2, it can be observed that ZigBee
provides a sufﬁcient data rate but at the same time it has a very short range [49]. In contrast, LPWAN
technologies demonstrate the opposite behavior. One of the reasons for this is the different network
topologies. ZigBee systems are usually implemented following a mesh topology that provides the
beneﬁt of fault tolerance but makes the routing process more complex and not energy efﬁcient.
Furthurmore, because of the multi-hop nature of mesh network topology the actual data rate might
decrease dramatically to the point that it may no longer be suitable for the application of M2M
communication [49]. On the other hand, the LPWANs, or speciﬁcally LoRa and SIGFOX, networks
have star topology with central nodes connecting to the internet. This topology can help with the
overall simplicity of the system and less power consumption of each node. However, if a failure
happens to one of the principal nodes then other nodes cannot compensate for and keep the network
active [53]. Figure 2 is an illustration of the mesh (a) and star (b) topologies described before. In some
countries, LPWANs technologies use cellular network bandwidths, and according to the availability
and robustness of those, it can be very beneﬁcial. Nevertheless, both short and long-range technologies
have the ability to perform in unlicensed bandwidths. This is mostly an economic consideration
8
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although it may reduce the quality and security of the protocol at the same time [49,62]. Figure 3
represents a comparison of different wireless technologies based on range and data rate.
Table 2. Comparison of different wireless technologies for M2M communication.
Technology

Data Rate

Coverage

Disadvantages

References

Cellular
network
communication

GSM
GPRS
3G
WIMAX

Max 14.4 Kbps
Max 170 Kbps
Max 2 Mbps
Max 75 Mbps

1–10 Km
1–10 Km
1–10 Km
Max 50 Km

Data rates low
Data rates low
High cost
Availability limited

[35]

Short range

ZigBee
6LoWPAN
Bluetooth
Wi-Fi
UWB

250 Kbps
250 Kbps
1–2 Mbps
54 Mb/s
110 Mb/s

Approx 50 m
10–100 m
15–30 m
100 m
10 m

Short range and low data rate
Short range and low data rate
Short range
Short range
Very short range

LoRa

0.3–37.5 Kbps

SIGFOX

0.1 Kbps

eMTC

Less than 1 Mbps

LPWAN

3–5 Km (Urban)
10–15 Km (Rural)
3–10 Km (Urban)
30–50 Km (Rural)
5 km (urban)
17 km (rural)

[35,49,57]
[58]
[49,59]
[49,57,59]

Low data range
[49,60,61]
Low data range
Licensed network

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. A schematic illustration of (a) the mesh topology of ZigBee and (b) the start topology of LoRa
communication protocols.
Range
50 Km

WIMAX

SIGFOX

Cellular

10 Km

1 Km

LoRa

eMTC – NBIoT

100 m

10 m

WiFi

UWB

ZigBee – 6LoWPAN Bluetooth
10 kbps

100 kbps

1 Mbps

50 Mbps

100 Mbps

Data Rate

Figure 3. Comparison of different wireless technologies based on range and data rate.
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2.2. Self-Awarness
In the deﬁnition of smart inverter, self-awareness is another key concept to be considered.
In simple words, this means that the inverter is aware of its possible faulty parts, can determine
their exact location, work out the cause of the fault, and be able to isolate them. In addition, the
ability to predict possible future fault occurrences to program preventive maintenance is essential.
Self-awareness can be divided into three different, yet closely related concepts [34,63,64]:

•
•
•

Diagnostics so the inverter ﬁnds out the reason and origin of a fault after the occurrence.
Condition monitoring (CM) which is a real-time evaluation of the component health status.
Prognosis to estimate if a fault is going to happen in the future and when.

These three methods rely on fault detection procedures. For diagnostics, it is obvious that in
order to work out the reason for a fault, at ﬁrst, it needs to happen and be detected. For CM and
prognosis, a fault or an initiation of a fault needs to be located in order to prevent the complete system
to shut down or even worse. However, there are several challenges accompanied by this procedure.
One problem is the effect of continuous measurements. The three concepts require measurements
and it is a well-known fact that measurements cannot always be taken without interrupting the
normal operation of the device. In addition, the process of deriving health indicators from physical
measurements and furthermore extract prediction indicators from them can be complex [63,64].
Inverter faults are mostly triggered by thermomechanical fatigue in IGBTs [65]. They are
commonly classiﬁed as, open-circuit faults, short-circuit faults and intermittent gate signal [66,67].
Detecting short-circuit faults can be easy, since in case of an occurrence, the current will rise to about
four or ﬁve times the normal value. Therefore, traditional relays can be effective enough to detect and
shut down the faulty component. However, the case is very different in open circuit faults, since the
increase in current is not that signiﬁcant, and if the sensitivity of the relays is reduced to the point
they can sense these small current ﬂuctuations, false tripping will also occur [68,69]. The intermittent
behavior of RES can also cause false alarms if relays are being used for open-circuit fault detection [68].
Normally, open-circuit faults do not trigger a system shutdown but they cause the system to misbehave
or work less efﬁcient. Therefore, they can remain undetected for a long operational time resulting to
other faults and further damages to the inverter [67]. As an outcome, it can be stated that open-circuit
faults cannot be detected by hardware. However, there are several methods and algorithms available
to effectively detect them.
In general, open circuit fault detection has been categorized into current-based methods and
voltage-based methods [70]. One of the pioneering approaches in the ﬁrst category is Park’s vector
method proposed in [71]. In this method, by applying Park vector transformation on the calculated
average 3-phase current, the angle and magnitude of the currents in the complex domain are obtained,
and by using pattern algorithms to analyze the trajectory of the space vector deviations, a fault can be
identiﬁed. The complexity of this method is its main drawback [67,69]. In addition, this current based
method and other similar ones in this category, such as two methods proposed in [72], contain another
disadvantageous behavior which is a full one fundamental period delay between the occurrence and
the actual detection [73]. Using voltage measurements is another criterion. Here the actual voltages
at the key points of the circuit are measured and compared with their reference values derived by
analytical models. This method is faster than the current based methods and the fault can be detected
in one-fourth of a cycle but since voltage measurement devices are included, it adds to the complexity
of the system [69,70,73].
2.3. Adaptability
It is crucial for a smart component, in this case, a smart inverter, to be able to adapt or adjust
itself to the changes and occurrences of the system in which it operates. This means the ability to
estimate the parameters, speciﬁcally the impedance of the grid, and self-synchronize in terms of
frequency. This is adaptability and is another crucial characteristic of a smart inverter. One of the
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most important operational problems of microgrids is unintended islanding. This is mainly due to
grid failure, and the inverters are required to be included with islanding detection algorithms in order
to be able to self-adapt if required. Furthermore, being fault tolerant is another operational ability
that falls in this category [34]. The importance of fault-tolerant operation becomes relevant when it
is not possible to partially or fully shut down a system due to its critical application even in faulty
conditions. For example, hospitals require constant and stable electrical power, and if a fault occurs the
grid is required to continue the supply until the problem is solved, otherwise it can cause devastating
consequences [74].
2.3.1. Fault Tolerance
As an indication of system reliability, after a fault is detected, diagnosed and isolated, the inverter
and consequently the whole system are required to continue normal operation. The diagnostics and
isolation procedure is crucial to prevent the problem from propagating with possibly catastrophic
consequences. To be able to continue to work under faulty conditions several methods are proposed,
some of them are based on the implementation of extra hardware and modiﬁcation in the topology
and/or the modulation procedure [74,75]. These modiﬁcations are implemented on switch level,
leg level, module level or device level. At all these levels, the fault tolerance characteristic is
achieved by means of redundancy. Implementation of redundant hardware at leg level is a proposed
solution. In case of a switch fault, the method proposed in [76] can replace the bidirectional switch
traditionally installed in a matrix converter with any of the other nine switches. The principles of
the leg level criteria are simple. When the fault occurs, and it has been diagnosed the switching
signals of the semiconductors of that leg are removed and transferred to the redundant leg after the
bidirectional switch connecting the leg to the main circuit is triggered. The timing of these switching
and replacements are also important and require precision [77,78]. In [79], the implementation of extra
hardware is not included, and the methods proposed used the inherent redundancy of multi-level
inverter to achieve fault tolerance characteristic, this is an example of module level. Generally, the
concept of modular level fault tolerance is to bypass the faulty semiconductor switch or switches,
and the resulting decreased and often unbalanced output voltage is regulated by modifying the
modulation method considering a phase shift in the voltage reference to provide a balanced line to line
output voltages [80,81]. The device level, which is normally implemented at industrial applications,
is to use a parallel redundant inverter.
2.3.2. Islanding Detection
Unintended islanding occurrence is inevitable but must be detected as fast as possible so the
distributed system can be decoupled from the grid immediately. Otherwise, it can cause harm to line
workers in the main grid or deviate the voltage and frequency from the standard level. Therefore,
one of the characteristics of a smart inverter is being equipped with islanding detection methods.
These methods are primarily divided into remote and local detection techniques.
Remote methods are based on the detection on the consumer side and require communication
between the utility and the inverter. These methods are out of the scope of this study [82–84].
Local islanding detection methods, as their name indicates, perform the detection based on local
measurements. They are divided into two categories, passive and active methods. Passive methods
monitor the voltage variation, frequency deviation, rate of change of power, rate of change of frequency
or other trends of the system. When islanding happens these parameters will vary and if this variation
exceeds a deﬁned threshold, then islanding is detected [84]. However, if the loading of the DG does not
change signiﬁcantly after an islanding situation takes place, then it cannot be detected by monitoring
fundamental parameters such as voltage change or frequency deviation so utilizing other parameters
such as voltage unbalance or total harmonic distortion (THD) has been proposed [85]. In [86] another
method which utilizes the rate of change of frequency over power has been introduced.
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Active methods are based on the perturbation and later monitoring of the response of
system. If unintended islanding occurs, the changes of parameters due to these perturbations
will be considerable [82]. One variant of these methods is the impedance measurement method.
Here, a harmonic current is injected and by monitoring the voltage response, the grid impedance can
be measured. If this impedance changes for more than 0.5 Ω it can be an indication of grid failure
and the DG must be decoupled. This is a fast and cheap anti-islanding method, and the problem of
intentionally adding to the system disturbances can be reduced by using the harmonic signal injection
at higher frequencies, 400–600 Hz [87–89].
Naturally, both passive and active methods have advantages as well as drawbacks. Passive
methods are fast and do not introduce harmonics and distortion. However, they are ineffective
when the load and generation are closely matched at islanded mode and generally have larger none
detection zone (NDZ). By contrast, the active methods are slower, introduce harmonics to the system
and, therefore, the power quality is degraded, but at the same time, they present a decent detection
possibility even if there is a perfect match between load and generation in islanded mode. In other
words, the active methods contain a much smaller NDZ [82–84]. Figure 4 is an illustration of islanding
detecting categories with a brief summary of their advantages and disadvantages.
Islanding
Detection

Remote
methods

Local methods

Accurate

Active

Complex and expensive to
implement.

Passive

Accurate detection even if
generation and load closely
match. (Small NDZ)

x Slower than passive methods
due to the requirement to
asses the system respond to
perturbation.
x Introduce perturbation to the
system and degrade the
power quality.

x Fast detection.
x No harmonics and
distortion introduced.

x Ineffective when generation
and consumption closely
match. (Large NDZ)
x Difficult to accurately set the
thresholds.

Figure 4. Islanding detection methods.

2.4. Autonomy
The different DGs and loads of a microgrid may be installed several kilometers apart, if not
more. This means that the implementation of fast communication links to control every aspect of their
operation is neither feasible nor cost-effective. On the other hand, the requirement of communication
in microgrids cannot be completely omitted, but the inverters need to present some autonomous
characteristics to be able to function properly. In this section, the most important autonomous features
for smart inverters has been addressed. Control of the power ﬂow using local measurements based on
droop methods is explained brieﬂy, as it is the foundation of the decentralized control idea. In addition,
the mode ﬂexibility feature is described. The importance of this feature emerges from the fact that it is
necessary for a smart inverter to be able to autonomously switch operating modes due to different
microgrid conﬁgurations.
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2.4.1. Decentralized Power Control
An inverter, as an interface for a DG, is required to be equipped with control schemes to control
its active and reactive power ﬂow autonomously. One method is using droop control schemes, which
can control active and reactive power sharing effectively for parallel inverters only by using local
measurements. These methods have been conventionally used for large power systems based on
synchronous generators and gradually became a well-established method for microgrids. Droop
control methods and more comprehensive proposed structures based on these methods, such as
hierarchical control, have been extensively reviewed and presented in the literature [8,9,12–14,16,17,
19,28,29,90–99]. By implementing droop control accurate power sharing between parallel connected
inverters can be achieved with regard to their power ratings. In an AC microgrid P-ω and Q-V droops
are being used for this purpose. The active and reactive output power can be calculated by local
voltage-current measurements from low-pass ﬁlters. Then by using the droop Equations (1) and (2)
and using the no-load values for ω0 and V0 , grid values for V and ω can be worked out:
ω = ω0 − mP,

(1)

V = V0 − nQ,

(2)

It shall be noted that in Equations (1) and (2) P and Q are the active and reactive delivered powers
of each inverter, so the total power consumed by the loads is P = P1 + P2 + · · · and the same for
reactive power. m and n are droop coefﬁcients, and in simple droop, they are calculated in a way that
they take the power rating of each component into effect:
m 1 S1 = m 2 S2 = · · · ,

(3)

n 1 S1 = n 2 S2 = · · · ,

(4)

In Equations (3) and (4) S values are the apparent power ratings of each DGs. By solving Equations
(1) and (2) the reference voltage can be extracted that will be used by the inverters inner control loops
to regulate its power ﬂow. In other words, the droop control provides references for the inner control
loops of the inverter. In more complex control schemes, which consist of more than one layer of control,
the secondary control compensates for the frequency and voltage deviation resulted from the droop
control. This means that it transmits voltage and frequency references for the primary level (droop).
The droop coefﬁcients are also inﬂuenced by energy management consideration of higher levels of
control, tertiary level of hierarchical control [13]. Figure 5 illustrates the droop control concept for
active power including the secondary control effect.
Voltage
Frequency
Secondary Control
frequency compensation
ω0

Primary Control
(Droop control)

ω
m2
m1

P1

P2

Active Power

Figure 5. Illustration of active power sharing between two parallel inverters using conventional droop
method. The secondary response of the hierarchical control is also included.
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2.4.2. Mode Flexibility
Another autonomous feature for an inverter is its ability to change its operational mode without
external intervention in a smooth and seamless way. Depending on the control structure, an inverter
can operate as grid forming, grid feeding and grid supporting [10]. In grid-connected mode, since the
parameters are set by the grid the inverters perform as either grid feeding or grid supporting.
By contrast, in islanded mode, there must be at least one grid forming inverter setting the voltage and
frequency references of the grid. Figure 6 is a representation of these different conﬁgurations. As it
can be observed in Figure 6a, the grid forming inverter functions as an ideal voltage source with ﬁxed
voltage and frequency. The additional loop (in green) is a descriptive illustration of voltage base grid
supporting inverter or VSI. The control structure of these inverters is designed to work out the active
and reactive power ﬂow of each inverter and by using different control schemes provide voltage and
frequency references. Figure 6b presents the same concept for grid feeding inverters and CSIs, which
inject ﬁxed or variable active and reactive power according to their inner loops and MPPT algorithms
if they are of renewable energy nature [100].

Measurment of Active
and Reactive power

Low
Impedance

P&Q

Controller

Measurment of Voltage
Aplitude and Frequency

MG BUS

V&ω

߱כ
ܸכ

MG BUS

Controller

Ideal
voltage source

(a)

ܲכ
ܳכ

Ideal
current source

High
Impedance

(b)

Figure 6. Representation of different modes of inverters in microgrids. (a), grid forming/grid
supporting VSI, (b), grid feeding/grid supporting CSI.

The concern here is the transition state when inverters roles are switched between these different
modes. This switching is required due to the transition of the state of the microgrid from grid connected
to islanded or the other way around. One side effect of this phenomenon is frequency unbalances
and voltage and current disturbances so the inverters are required to be equipped with suitable
control schemes the be able to compensate for these transient effects and provide a smooth transient
state [94,101–104].
In [103] a method has been proposed consisting of a phase-locked-loop (PLL) in order to retrieve
the inverters output voltage angle and use it as a reference for droop control. In addition, a virtual
inductor is used to limit the current inrush. Therefore, a smooth transition mode can be achieved.
There are other approaches using a similar idea, based on PLL controllers. For instance, in [105]
a method with the capability of ensuring a smooth transition in booth direction, grid connected
to islanded and islanded to grid connected, has been proposed. Another method gathers voltage
samples from grid and point of common coupling (PCC) at islanded mode, the values can be fed to a
synchronization controller and after that been introduced to the droop control scheme, as reference
values, which is regulating voltage and frequency at islanded mode. In this manner, a seamless mode
transition is achieved after synchronization [106].
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2.5. Cooperativeness
An inverter, as a part of a grid, is required to function according to the functionality of other
components of the grid. This is cooperativeness. One of the major aspects in this area is power sharing,
which has been addressed before by introducing hierarchical droop based controls. However, by
implementing the conventional droop, although active power sharing can be sufﬁciently achieved
by using local measurements, reactive power sharing is not that accurate and also the problem of
harmonics current sharing is not addressed. Furthermore, there are other aspects such as ramp rate
control for renewable energy sources and soft start capability, which lie in this category.
2.5.1. Reactive Power and Harmonic Current Sharing
The problem of reactive power sharing inaccuracy in conventional droop methods is derived
from the fact that it depends on the impedance of DG feeders and out-put side impedance of L-C-L
ﬁlters. This contrasts with the active power sharing control, which is always accurate. In order to
overcome this problem, several techniques have been proposed. The ﬁrst group of methods are
based on introducing a virtual impedance loop in order to compensate for the inverter output and
line impedance unbalances and therefore improving the reactive power sharing. Several approaches
based on this idea can be found in the literature, and their sole drawback is due to the possible
large value of the virtual impedance. This may degrade the voltage quality particularly in weak
islanded microgrids [19,107–109]. The concept of virtual impedance loop can be described by the
following equations:
(5)
ϑ0 = ϑ0∗ − i0 Z0 (s),
where ϑ0 is the voltage reference provided for inner control loops, ϑ0∗ is the voltage reference calculated
by the droop control loop and Z0 (s) is the virtual impedance transfer function. Same as the m and
n droop coefﬁcient calculations in Equations (3) and (4), Z0 values for different units are calculated
according to their power ratings:
Z01 S1 = Z02 S2 = · · · ,
(6)
Considering Equations (5) and (6) it can be understood that the virtual impedance implementation
method generates a new voltage reference for inner control loops of the inverter by modifying the
initial references set by the droop algorithms. Many approaches are conducted to empower the
virtual impedance shaping technique. By using communication, the feeder impedance can be actively
compensated, and this improves the reactive power sharing quality [8,13]. Modifying the droop
method is another method to improve reactive current sharing Over the years, many improved
techniques have been proposed and implemented [110,111]. In [110], an enhanced droop method
has been proposed. In this method, the reactive power sharing is improved by the sharing error
reduction operation. However, this procedure will cause an output voltage reduction which is
regulated separately. Signal injection techniques can be mentioned as an example of other methods
proposed for this purpose [112].
The sharing of harmonic currents generated because of the presence of non-linear loads, such as
rectiﬁers, have not been addressed by conventional droop methods [107,113–115]. This presence of
harmonics can affect the voltage and current wave-forms, cause overheating problems and add to
losses, and lead to stability problems, therefore needed to be shared accurately [116,117]. In [108] a
modiﬁcation in the virtual impedance loop was proposed. This method provides the resistive output
impedance for higher order current harmonics by subtracting the voltages corresponding to current
harmonics from the reference voltage:
ϑ0 = ϑ0∗ − i01 .sL D −
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where i01 is the output current, L D is the virtual impedance and Rh is the resistive coefﬁcient
corresponding to each of the harmonic terms, ioh By using Equation (7), a new voltage reference
is generated for the inner loops, covering effects of both linear and non-linear loads.
2.5.2. Soft Start
When a DG is initiating its energy generation, its interface inverter will try to start injecting
power into the microgrid. If this procedure occurs without proper initiations, it will cause transient
disturbances in grid parameters which are obviously not favorable. The ability of soft start for
inverters can be achieved by modifying the virtual impedance loop. The soft starter controls the virtual
impedance and is programmed to assign it with a higher value at the beginning of the transient state
and then gradually reduce it to its nominal value. This is a modiﬁcation for the virtual impedance
loop mentioned before as part of the power sharing control (speciﬁcally to improve the reactive power
and harmonic current sharing). Therefore as the control structure is already equipped with a virtual
impedance loop it is just required to include the soft starter [94,99,118,119]. The implementation of the
soft starter is done by the following Equation (8):

 −t
ZD (t) = Z f − Z f − Zi e T ,

(8)

where Z f and Zi are the initial and ﬁnal values of the virtual impedance and T is the time interval
of the soft start procedure. By using this method, the system can start with a large impedance and
gradually decrease it to its designed value for normal operation [13,120,121].
2.5.3. Ramp Rate Control
DGs in microgrids are mostly of a renewable energy nature and it is a well-known fact that these
type of energies, speciﬁcally wind and solar, suffer ﬂuctuations in their power generation due to
climate-caused effects. These power ramp rates are required to be controlled in a deﬁned boundary in
order to reduce the risk of possible damage occurrences when for example the clouds suddenly clear
out over a large solar power station. The concept of ramp rate control is simple and can be represented
by a simple equation for a solar panel [122,123] as in Equation (9):
R(t) =

dPPV
ΔP
=
,
dt
ΔT

(9)

where R(t) is the instant ramp rate, and PPV is the instant power generated by the panel. When the
ramp rate exceeds a deﬁned value, the output power requires to be regulated. Incorporating energy
storage units such as batteries, ﬂywheels and supercapacitors or reliable energy generation units
such as fuel cells are the common methods to compensate for these ﬂuctuations and smoothen the
generation [124–127]. Using Equation (10), the energy storage capacity required for ramp rate control
according to the power rating/perimeter scale of a solar ﬁeld and the maximum acceptable ramp rate
value can be worked out [128,129]:


1.8 P∗
90
CESS =
−τ ,
(10)
3600 2 Rmax
τ = a·l + b,

(11)
P∗

where CESS is the capacity of the energy storage unit, Rmax is the maximum ramp rate and
is the
power of the solar ﬁeld. Equation (11) represents the time constant τ, which is an empirical correlation
with the shortest measured length of the solar ﬁeld perimeter, l. (a = 0.042 s/m and b = −0.5 s).
In [124] implementation of electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) for smoothening the generation of
PV panels alongside with the size consideration of the capacitor and the utilization of a fuel cell to
compensate for slow generation ﬂuctuations have been discussed. Although most of the ramp rate
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control methods are based on using energy storage devices, there are other possibilities. For example,
In [122], by modifying the MPPT algorithms, which renewable energy systems functions are based on,
the ramp rate can be controlled by deviating from the set point of the MPPT when required, to balance
the output power.
3. Discussion
In order to deﬁne a device as smart, it has to represent several qualities and characteristics mostly
depending on its application and implementation. In this study, these characteristics have been
described for inverters, which are used as interfaces for DGs in microgrids:

•

•

•

•

Plug-and-play capability has been the ﬁrst concept discussed. Regardless of how much effort
has been expended to omit the communication requirement, in order to achieve a stable and
functional microgrid, especially in the context of accurate active, reactive and harmonic current
sharing, this requirement still exists. In contrast to other smartness indicators that evaluate the
smartness based on how less it relies on communication for normal operation, plug-and-play is
mainly related to communication compatibility. Different relevant communication technologies
have been introduced and investigated in detail with tabular information. The fact that the DGs
can be spread over a large area, maybe several kilometers apart, will emphasize the infeasibility of
using conventional communication protocols mostly according to economic considerations. One
practical and attractive solution can be the use of the Internet. However, in accordance with M2M
communication and the Internet of things concept, it is not practical to connect every node of a
system directly to the web. A long range, low implementation and operating cost, protocol that is
reliable enough at the same time, such as LoRa or ZigBee, can be used to communicate each of the
inverters to internet gateways. It is understood, further research and thorough experimental work
are required to end up with a conclusion and chose one communication protocol over another.
Self-awareness is another smartness indicator. In this section, the concept of fault diagnosis,
condition monitoring and prognosis have been explained. In addition, fault detection methods
have been brieﬂy reviewed since all three-health indicators of inverters require fault detection at
some point in their control structure. According to various methods proposed for open-circuit
fault detection, it can be observed that, no matter how complicated the detection algorithm could
be, there are still based on local measurements with the aim of avoiding the further requirement
of communication. Short-circuit fault detection can be effectively conducted by use of hardware
and local current measurements.
Another studied characteristic of smart inverters has been their adaptability. This is related
to the change of parameters of the grid, the loads and the working mode of the inverter itself.
Here smartness is the ability to sense and identify some ﬂuctuations in the parameters readings
that can be an indication for faults. Then, effectively self-adjust to be able to continue to function
regardless of the mode change or the fault as it is not always possible to shut down the system
immediately even if a serious problem has been detected. This is called fault tolerance, and the
different methods have been introduced and compared. Some of them require extra, redundant,
hardware and others provide redundancy by manipulating the modulation process. Unintended
islanding for microgrids due to grid failure is another issue, and if the system cannot self-adapt
itself with this phenomenon, the results can be catastrophic. Methods for islanding detection
are different, and they have been brieﬂy introduced and compared. It is understood, same as
the fault detection methods, in islanding detection methods the aim of reducing communication
requirements and self-adapting in the procedure is a major consideration nowadays.
The other important characteristic is autonomy, which intends to reduce the requirements for
communications among inverters installed far away from each other even more. In microgrids,
depending on if it is islanded or grid-connected, the inverters are controlled as VSCs or CSCs
connected in parallel. One measure of autonomy is the ability to control the active and reactive
power sharing among them with minimum required communication. The droop control methods
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•

empower this characteristic by controlling each DGs power ﬂow according to its rated values,
by mostly using local measurements to minimizing communication requirements. Another aspect
that has been considered here is when the working mode of the microgrid changes from islanded
to grid-connected or vice versa. Naturally, in that case, the role of most inverters is required to
be changed as well, since in islanded mode the inverters are mostly controlled as grid forming,
in contrast to a grid-connected mode when they transform to grid feeding or grid supporting
modes. These transformations are required to be done automatically, and each of the inverters
should be equipped with suitable control structures to make these mode switching accompanied
by unavoidable transient responses seamless and smooth.
The last concept covered has been cooperativeness. By deﬁnition, this means the smartness that
an inverter requires to be able to function in accordance and alongside with other inverters in a
grid. All the inverters are required to take some responsibility to regulate and compensate for
unbalances and disturbances present in the system. In addition, their operation and behavior
should be in alignment with other neighboring components. Otherwise, further disturbances will
be introduced to the system. Active, reactive and harmonics current sharing is the most important
characteristic ﬁtting in this deﬁnition. In contrast to some of the characteristics discussed before
the requirement of communication can be sensed for cooperativeness.

As a brief summary of the concepts addressed above it can be stated that smartness of an inverter
in a microgrid, mostly refers to minimizing communication requirements for its normal operation.
However, according to the current literature, this requirement is still present and cannot be omitted
altogether. Currently, different communication protocols are used for this application, as well as other
M2M communication applications, but each of them have their own drawbacks and are far from perfect.
Therefore, there is a broad area of research and development available to ﬁll this gap. One possible idea
is the use of the Internet infrastructure which sounds perfect according to its worldwide availability
and its great storage and computational potentials based on the cloud concept. Nevertheless, here,
the most important consideration is not the internet platform itself. On the contrary, the main aspect is
to propose an architecture to connect the components to the cloud. Such an architecture is required to
present these qualities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reliable; no data can be lost or misinterpreted.
Fast, thresholds for delays are very limited.
Secure, immune from unregistered intervention.
Globally available and compatible.
Low energy consumption.
Robustness.
Bidirectional.
Economically feasible, in terms of implementation, operational costs and maintenance.

Containing these characteristics, a structure based on a wireless communication protocol can be
proposed for inverters communication to improve microgrids performance and control. In spite of
that, it should always be remembered that every communication structure, no matter how carefully
engineered and well established it is, still contain deﬁciencies such as delays, by nature. Therefore, the
research and development of control structures centered on the goal of reducing the communication
requirement should continue further more.
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Abstract: Frequency, voltage and reliability data have been collected in a nanogrid for 48 weeks
during islanded operation. Frequency values from the 48 week measurements were analyzed and
compared to relevant limits. During 19.5% of the 48 weeks, the nanogrid had curtailed the production
due to insufﬁcient consumption in islanded operation. The curtailment of production was also the
main cause of the frequency variations above the limits. When the microgrid operated on stored
battery power, the frequency variations were less than in the Swedish national grid. 39.4% of all
the interruptions that occurred in the nanogrid are also indirectly caused by the curtailment of solar
production. Possible solutions for mitigating the frequency variations and lowering the number of
interruptions are also discussed.
Keywords: frequency variations; islanded operation; nanogrids; power quality; power system reliability

1. Introduction
Microgrids and nanogrids are potential solutions for providing better electrical service for areas
that are insufﬁciently served by the traditional electricity grid. The same microgrids and nanogrids
could also provide economic and environmental beneﬁts in remote areas [1]. The term nanogrid has
been suggested for deﬁning a small microgrid [2], for instance a single house. Nanogrids can operate
in either grid connected mode or in islanded mode.
Long term measurements of power quality indices for a nanogrid during islanded operation are
needed in order to evaluate the performance and long term effects on the connected equipment in
the nanogrid. This paper presents 48 weeks of frequency, voltage and reliability data for a nanogrid
during islanded operation, including transitions between grid operation and islanded operation. The
presented data is the main contribution of the paper.
The frequency measurements are compared to European electrical standards EN 50160 [3] and
EN 50160/A1 [4] in order to establish if the frequency variations in the nanogrid during islanded
operation surpasses the range set for systems without synchronous connection to an interconnected
system. The frequency variations are also compared to International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) Standard 60034-1 [5], computer power supply ATX12V design speciﬁcations [6], Intel power
supply design speciﬁcations [7] and IEC Standard 60076-1 [8] to predict possible effects on connected
equipment. The frequency variations are also correlated to the number of interruptions and the total
downtime that occurred during the measured 48 weeks.
1.1. The Nanogrid
The nanogrid where the measurements have been collected is located in the southern part of
Sweden. It has a 20 kWp photovoltaic installation on the roof and a 2.6 kWp photovoltaic installation
on the facade. The nanogrid has a 144 kWh lead acid battery and 1100 kWh hydrogen storage.
Energies 2018, 11, 2456; doi:10.3390/en11092456
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The operating topology is a 3-phase 50 Hz system with 230 V RMS phase-to-neutral voltage. The
solar-battery-hydrogen system is intended to be the primary energy system where a backup 15 kVA
diesel generator is intended to be the secondary energy system that starts if the primary energy system
fails. If the failure is prolonged or if the diesel generator does not start, the nanogrid will then connect
to the low voltage utility grid. One example of when the nanogrid connects to the utility grid is
if the available energy in the primary and secondary energy system is not sufﬁcient to supply the
consumption. The basic energy system overview for the nanogrid can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Basic overview of the nanogrid energy system.

During island operation, the nanogrid is operated by nine different inverters, two SMA Solar
Technology Sunny Tripower inverters are used for two separate 10 kWp photovoltaic installations on
the roof, one SMA Sunny Boy inverter is used for a 2.6 kWp photovoltaic installations on the facade
and six SMA Sunny Island inverters are used for control of the battery charging and discharging.
One of the SMA Sunny Island inverters also controls the electrolysis of water for the production of
hydrogen and the hydrogen fuel cell to convert hydrogen to electricity. The consumption in the house
consists of normal household appliances, a 3-phase heat pump, two electric cars and the electrolyzer
to produce hydrogen.
By using the battery and hydrogen storage, a certain amount of the produced solar power is lost
due to the conversion losses. However, some of the conversion losses are used to heat the house during
the winter. The diesel generator operated for 43 h in the measured 48 weeks of islanded operation
and delivered 473 kWh to the loads in the nanogrid. The yearly electricity consumption for the house
is around 17,000 kWh and 4000 kWh for the two electric cars. For more information regarding the
nanogrid see [9].
1.2. Frequency Control in the Nanogrid
The frequency in the nanogrid is controlled by the SMA Sunny Island inverters which uses
frequency-shift power control (FSPC) [10] and SMA Automatic Frequency Adjustment (AFA) [11]. The
FSPC is used to keep the balance between load and generation. During sunny days with not enough
consumption, the FSPC increases the frequency to above 51 Hz to signal the SMA Tripower solar
inverters that production should be curtailed. The amount of curtailment increases linearly between 51
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and 52 Hz from 0 to 100%. The FSPC uses the battery voltage to determine the appropriate frequency
in the islanded nanogrid depending on the amount of load that is present.
Another feature of the FSPC is the shutdown of the solar inverters by increasing the frequency
towards 55 Hz. This is done in order for the Sunny Island inverters to synchronize to an external
source, which for this nanogrid is the utility grid. The AFA compensates for the over frequency by
temporarily shifting the frequency to 49 Hz to enable clocks to run at the correct time. This correction
occurs on a 12 h basis [11].
2. Results
2.1. Frequency Variations during Island Operation
The 10 s average values of the frequency for the 48 weeks when the nanogrid operated in islanded
operation was used to create an empirical cumulative distribution function. The results are shown in
the top part of Figure 2. For 19.5% of the 48 week period, the nanogrid is not utilizing the entire solar
power production and the FSPC decreases power output. In the ﬁgure, this is when the frequency
exceeds 51 Hz. The 49 Hz frequency value that stands for about 30.7% of the 48 week period is caused
by the AFA compensating for the over frequency. The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for
54 weeks of 10 s average frequency measurements when the nanogrid was in grid-connected operation
mode is presented in the lower part of Figure 2 for a comparison with the nanogrid islanded operation.

Figure 2. CDF for the 48 weeks of 10 s average frequency values in the nanogrid during islanded
operation (top) and a corresponding CDF (bottom) for the 54 weeks of 10 s average frequency values
in the nanogrid during grid operation. Note the difference in horizontal scale.

One typical frequency regulation scenario is when there is not enough consumption (including
battery charging and electrolysis of water) during the day when the solar PV installation is producing
power. When this happens, the FSPC increases the frequency above 51 Hz to curtail the production.
During the night the AFA shifts the frequency to a lower value than 50 Hz in order to compensate
the time increase for clocks. One example of this scenario can be observed in Figure 3 where the 10 s
average frequency is plotted for a 34.5 h period. The plot starts at 01:00 the 15th of April 2017 and
ends the 16th of April 2017 at 11:30. At the 15th between 01:00 and about 06:03 at sunrise, there is
insufﬁcient solar production and the load is drawing power from the battery storage and therefore the
load is matched to the source giving a frequency value near 50 Hz. Between 06:03 and 11:13 the solar
production together with the battery storage is matched to the load which gives a frequency value near
50 Hz, but with some variations that can be observed more clearly in the top part of Figure 4. From
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11:13 to 18:03 the FSPC curtails the solar production in order to match to the load. The regulation starts
at 11:13 at about 60% curtailment and increases to around 90% at 14:27. Between 18:03 the 15th April
and 06:48 the 16th April the load is served mainly by the battery but since there has been a substantial
amount of over frequency during the day, the AFA compensates for the over frequency by operating
the nanogrid at 49 Hz. Between 06:48 and 11:30 the 16th the load is served by the solar generation and
battery storage, since the generation is matched by the load the frequency value is 50 Hz.

Figure 3. Frequency variations in the nanogrid from April 15th 2017 01:00 to 11:30 the 16th of April 2017.

When the source is matched to the load, the frequency is much closer to 50 Hz than in the Swedish
national grid. This can be observed in Figure 4 where the top part of the plot shows a zoomed in
view of Figure 3. It can be seen that the frequency starts to vary more just after sunrise when the solar
production starts to increase. The total load in the nanogrid is varying between 0.7 to 5.4 kW in the
duration shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Enlarged view of the frequency variations in the nanogrid from Figure 3 (top) and frequency
in the Swedish national grid (bottom) during the same period of time.

2.2. Minimum and Maximum Values Observed
The highest frequency values of 55 Hz occur when there is not enough loads to consume the
entire production from the PV installation. This happens when the batteries are fully charged, the
hydrogen tank is full and the consumption in the house is low. An example of this can be observed in
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the top part of Figure 5. The plot starts at 08:00 and ends at 19:00 the 25th September 2016. For this
occasion, the majority of the 55 Hz values occur approximately every 23 min.

Figure 5. The one cycle average frequency between 08:00 and 19:00 the 25th September 2016 when
there is not enough loads to consume the entire production from the PV installation (top) with the
corresponding one cycle average phase-to-neutral voltage for one phase (bottom). The frequency scale
is truncated at 48 Hz since there are two interruptions in the plot that make the frequency drop to zero.
The voltage scale is truncated at 245 V and 225 V to give a better representation of the voltage variations.

When the frequency reaches about 55 Hz the nanogrid connects to the utility grid for about 10 to
50 s after which the Sunny Island inverters switch back to island operation. Occasionally, the transition
causes a short interruption, in this case at h 2:40 (10:40 real time) and 6:30 (14:30 real time) in Figure 5.
For the most part, these transitions only cause a rise in the phase-to-neutral voltage of a few volts for
the duration of the grid connection which can be seen in the lower part of Figure 5.
Examples of the lowest frequency values that occurred can be seen in the top part of Figure 6. The
lowest frequency values occur just after an interruption with duration of 0.9 s when the frequency
reached 55 Hz about 10 to 50 s earlier. At this occasion, the intended grid connection failed and the
nanogrid experienced an interruption.
After the short interruption, the Sunny Island inverters power up again in islanded operation
with a frequency that starts at a value of about 44 Hz that shortly decreases towards 41 to 42 Hz which
could then drop below 40 Hz for a one or two cycles. The frequency then gradually increases towards
49 Hz and then increase towards 52 Hz.
One of the phase-to-neutral voltages before and after the two interruptions can be seen in the
lower part of Figure 6 where the left interruption is seen more clearly in Figure 7. During 4 s after the
voltage recovers from the interruption, the RMS voltage ﬂuctuates with a peak to peak magnitude of
15.2 to 35.5 V RMS at a frequency of about 12.5 to 16.7 Hz. This frequency range is in the 3 to 33 Hz
span in which the eye is most sensitive to ﬂicker [12]. This voltage ﬂuctuation range and frequency
will cause ﬂickering of incandescent lamps. However, in this nanogrid only LED lamps are used which
could be more or less sensitive to the voltage variation magnitude and frequency in terms of ﬂicker
output [13]. The largest and lowest 1 s average frequency value in the 48 week measurements when
the nanogrid operated in islanded operation were 55.2 Hz and 41.3 Hz, respectively.
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Figure 6. Enlarged view of the largest frequency variations from Figure 5 (top) and its corresponding
voltage (bottom) for one phase. The scale is truncated at 38 Hz since the frequency drops towards 0
during the interruptions.

Figure 7. Enlarged view of the one cycle RMS voltage for the left interruption in Figure 6.

2.3. Comparison to Standards
According to European Standard EN 50160, the 10 s average frequency should remain between 49
and 51 Hz for 95% of one week and should remain between 42.5 and 57.5 Hz for 100% of the time for
systems without synchronous connection to an interconnected system. The 95% conﬁdence interval
for the islanded operation CDF in Figure 2 spans 48.99 to 51.95 Hz. The lowest 10 s average value was
43.48 Hz and the highest was 54.61 Hz.
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The grid connected frequency values in Figure 2 always remain within the speciﬁed frequency
range for interconnected systems, according to EN 50160. The islanded operation data divided into
weekly sections is shown in Figure 8 where the vertical axis is the amount of 10 s average values
outside of the range 49 to 51 Hz every week.

Figure 8. The amount of 10 s average values of the frequency per week outside the range 49 to 51 Hz.
The straight line represents the 5% limit in EN 50160.

The islanded operation data is an assembly of long and short periods of time where the nanogrid
is operating in islanded operation. This means that not all of the measurements are continuous and
therefore Figure 8 does not have a deﬁnitive correlation with the seasons of the year. The straight line
in Figure 8 is the 5% weekly limit of allowed values that can exceed the range 49 to 51 Hz.
In total, 89.6% of the 48 week measurements do not fall in the range that EN 50160 has set for
systems without synchronous connection to an interconnected system. However, all the 10 s average
frequency values remain within the maximum allowed variation set by EN 50160 for systems without
synchronous connection to an interconnected system which is 42.5 to 57.5 Hz. The 95% conﬁdence
interval for the grid measurements in Figure 2 spans 49.92 to 50.09 Hz. The nanogrid is within this
range for 48.3% of the 48 week measurements. This means that one could expect almost half of the
time to have the same frequency quality in the nanogrid as what is normally seen in the Swedish
national grid.
If the nanogrid were to be located in the neighboring country Norway, the requirement in Annex
EN 50160/A1 would apply. This document states that for systems without synchronous connection to
an interconnected system, the frequency shall remain within 49 to 51 Hz for 100% of the time. With
this requirement, the total probability of being outside the frequency range set by EN 50160/A1 is 25%
of the 48 week period. The reason to why the EN 50160/A1 Standard has a larger acceptance number
is due to the fact that the entire 48 week period is considered and not individual weeks. However, the
maximum allowed variations from the rated frequency is surpassed in the EN 50160/A1 Standard, but
not for the EN 50160 Standard. This is since the EN 50160 Standard allows a larger frequency span of
42.5 to 57.5 Hz while the EN 50160/A1 Standard allows a frequency of 49 to 51 Hz. However, any load
connected would still see the same frequency variation, regardless of which standard would apply.
A summary of Section 2.3 can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of Section 2.3 for the nanogrid during islanded operation.
Variable

EN 50160

EN 50160/A1

10 s average frequency limit (100% of the time)
10 s average frequency limit (95% of the time per week)
Time outside limit (% of total measured time)

42.5 to 57.5 Hz
49 to 51 Hz
89.6

49 to 51 Hz
No such limit
25

3. Frequency Variations and their Effects on Equipment
In general, the frequency variations in a large interconnected grid are small, so the impact on
different types of equipment is almost negligible [14]. However, as seen in the previous sections, the
frequency variations within an island-operated nanogrid are larger than in a large interconnected
grid. The nanogrid in this case is a residential house and not an industrial facility that could need a
precise frequency for the correct operation of the facility. The question arises of whether the frequency
variations between about 41.3 and 55.2 Hz will have a large negative impact on household appliances.
Universal motors that are used in for instance portable tools can be run on any input frequency and
will therefore not be affected by the frequency variations [15]. Induction motors that drive household
equipment like refrigerators and heat pumps will run at different speeds depending on the frequency.
A large increase in V/f ratio will cause saturation of the induction motor and therefore the induction
motor could get overheated due to higher currents being drawn. IEC Standard 60034-1 [5] deﬁnes two
zones of operation for electrical AC motors. The ﬁrst zone is Zone A in which the motor operation
should not be affected by the variations in voltage and frequency except from a slight increase in
operating temperature. The second zone is Zone B where operation should be avoided in occurrence,
time and magnitude.
If operation in Zone B takes place often or continuously the motor should be de-rated to ﬁt those
operating conditions. The 10 min average values for the phase-to-phase voltage with the corresponding
frequency for the 48 week island operated measurements are shown in Figure 9. The 10 min average
54 week grid connected measurements are also plotted in Figure 9 for comparison. Zone A and Zone B
from IEC Standard 60034-1 is also plotted.

Figure 9. 10 min average values of the phase-to-phase voltage with the corresponding frequency for
islanded operation and grid operation with IEC Standard 60034-1 Zone A and Zone B plotted.
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The frequency limits, voltage limits and the amount of time in which the nanogrid during islanded
operation was within Zone A, Zone B and outside Zone B can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Limits for each zone described in IEC Standard 60034-1 and the amount of time the nanogrid
operated in each deﬁned zone during islanded operation.
Deﬁnition

Within Zone A

Within Zone B

Outside Zone B

Allowed frequency variation
Allowed voltage variation
Amount of 10 min average values within
speciﬁed zone

±2%
±5%

+3% and −5%
±10%

-

79.3%

3.3%

17.4%

The values that are outside Zone A are caused by the curtailment of solar production since the
frequency is higher than 51 Hz. The phase-to-phase voltage never exceeds the limits of Zone A. The
grid connected 10 min average values are within Zone A for 99.91% of the time and 0.09% in Zone B.
It can be seen in Figure 9 that the voltage varies more for the grid connection than islanded operation
which also causes some grid connected values to end up in Zone B.
3.1. Single Phase Induction Motors
Single phase induction motors have a start winding that only operates for a few seconds to get
the motor spinning. During those few seconds the start winding draws a large current. The timing of
the centrifugal switch that disconnects the start winding on some single phase induction motors might
get affected with larger frequency variations than what the motor was designed for.
The centrifugal switch disconnects at about 75 to 90% of rated motor speed [16,17]. In a 50 Hz grid
that range would correspond to 37.5 to 45 Hz which is a frequency range that can be partly observed
in the measurements from the islanded operation.
If a single phase induction motor with a centrifugal switch would start at a supply frequency less
than the disconnection speed, the centrifugal switch would not disconnect and leave the start winding
operational until the supply frequency increases sufﬁciently. Such a case could cause the start winding
to get damaged or become non-operational. The occasion where the start winding could get damaged
is when the nanogrid recovers from an interruption that followed shortly after the frequency reached
about 55 Hz. Such a case can be seen in Figure 6 where the frequency was below 45 Hz for about 8 s.
A total of 12 occurrences where the frequency stayed below 45 Hz during about 8 s happened during
the 48 week measurement time period. In one occurrence the frequency stayed at 43.3 to 44 Hz for
about 63 s.
3.2. Computer Power Supplies
Some power supplies for computers follow the ATX12V design speciﬁcations which require that
the power supply should work between 47 and 63 Hz [6]. Intel power supply design speciﬁcations
also specify a frequency range of 47 to 63 Hz [7]. Therefore only frequencies below 47 Hz could be
a problem since the nanogrid frequency never exceeds 55.2 Hz. Frequencies below 47 Hz occurred
13 times in the 48 week measurements where 12 had duration of about 12 s and one for about 63 s.
3.3. Transformers
IEC Standard 60076-1 [8] states that single phase transformers with larger power rating than
1 kVA and 3-phase transformers with larger power rating than 5 kVA must withstand +5% V/f ratio
variation from rated V/f ratio at rated power and frequency. If the voltage would remain constant
at rated voltage, the maximum allowed frequency drop would be down to 47.62 Hz for a +5% V/f
ratio. The transformer should also withstand a V/f ratio of +10% from rated V/f ratio at no load which
correspond to a frequency of 45.5 Hz at rated voltage. The frequency dropped to between 47.6 and
45.5 Hz for 12 times with duration of about 8 to 12 s in the 48 week measurements. For one occasion
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the frequency dropped below 45.5 Hz for about 63 s. During these instances a transformer might
get affected.
3.4. Clocks and Harmonic Filters
Other types of equipment that can be affected by the frequency variations are harmonic ﬁlters
since they can become de-tuned during periods where there is a large frequency deviation from rated
frequency [18]. Clocks that depend on the supply frequency will also be affected. But since over
frequency in the nanogrid will be compensated by the AFA, clocks could temporarily get affected
during daytime. At 52 Hz the clocks would be off by about two min every ho. In for instance Figure 3,
the offset by the evening would be about 14 min.
3.5. Equipment Testing
In order to test the effects on home appliances for the large frequency variations seen in the
nanogrid, the test procedure in IEC Standard 61000-4-28 [18] could be used. The frequency test level
2 for equipment for residential customers connected to the low voltage grid is +4% and −6% which
for a 50 Hz system corresponds to 47–52 Hz. The transition period from rated frequency to the tested
frequency, is 10 s. Since the frequency variations are larger in the nanogrid, test level 4 could be used
which applies for non-interconnected networks where misoperation of equipment is critical. Test level
4 uses ±15% (42.5–57.5 Hz) which corresponds closest to the frequency variations measured in the
nanogrid. The transition period from rated frequency to the tested frequency is 1 s in test level 4. This
is something that corresponds closer to what can sometimes be seen in the nanogrid, see for example
Figure 6. Test level 4 is also more appropriate if one was to consider that some home appliances
might be critical for maintaining a normal life in the residence. But since the frequency variations
in the nanogrid are between 41.3 and 55.2 Hz at 1 s resolution, test level X could be used where the
frequency range can be adjusted further. In order to establish the impact on equipment operation for
the nanogrid reviewed in this paper, the frequency test level should be at least +10.5% and −17.4%
with a transitional period of 1 s.
4. Relationship between Frequency Variations and Interruptions
The interruptions that occurred during the 48 week measurement time period could be divided
into three groups according to how the nanogrid transitioned between different operational modes:
Group 1 (Island-interruption-grid): Interruptions during islanded operation that transition into grid operation.
Group 2 (Grid-interruption-island): Interruptions during grid operation that transition into islanded operation.
Group 3 (Island-interruption-island): Interruptions during island operation that transition into islanded
operation.
Grid to grid interruptions are not considered since the nanogrid internal energy system is not
operational in those cases. The individual downtimes of the interruptions for each three groups are
plotted in an empirical CDF in Figure 10 where the longest interruption of 1.97 h has been truncated
to give a better visualization of the plot. The primary reason to why the interruptions in each group
occurred is unknown.
The total number of interruptions and downtimes for the respective groups can be seen in Table 3.
Note that the majority of the interruptions last less than 2 s.
In Group 2, 28 interruptions happened shortly after the frequency in the nanogrid reached about
55 Hz and lasted for about 0.9 s. These are the same type of interruptions that can be seen in Figures 5
and 6 where there is a 10 to 50 second long connection to the utility grid after the frequency reached
about 55 Hz. These interruptions amount to 39.4% of the total number of interruptions in 48 weeks and
78% of Group 2. This means that there is a possibility that the surplus of energy in the nanogrid causes
approximately 39.4% of the total number of interruptions in the nanogrid. However, the downtime of
these interruptions only corresponds to 0.19% of the total downtime in the nanogrid.
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Figure 10. CDF of individual downtimes for the interruptions in each three groups. The plot is
truncated at 14 min since there was one interruption in Group 1 that lasted for 1.97 h.
Table 3. Interruptions and downtime for the different groups.
Group

Number of Interruptions

Downtime

Number of Interruptions < 2 s

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
All groups

16
36
19
71

2.91 h
3.47 min
42.4 min
3.67 h

3 (19% of group 1)
33 (92% of group 2)
6 (32% of group 3)
42 (59% of all groups)

The number of transitions between operational states in Group 1 and Group 2 is approximately
1400 in 48 weeks where around 1000 transitions are caused by the 55 Hz phenomena shown in Figures 5
and 6.
The probability of having an interruption in Group 1 and 2 with regards to the number of
transitions between islanded operation and grid operation is 1.1% and 2.5%, respectively, for the
48 weeks.
The probability of having an interruption in Group 2 when the frequency reaches 55 Hz is
around2.8% and if the 55 Hz transitions are excluded the probability is around 2%. Since the probability
for an interruption is higher when the frequency reaches 55 Hz, the nanogrid could be more sensitive
to interruptions when the nanogrid transitions to grid operation.
5. Possible Solutions for Reducing over Frequency in Islanded Operation
The over-frequency in the nanogrid is caused by the FSPC used by the Sunny Island battery
inverters to signal the solar inverters to regulate the power production. This is done when there is
not enough load connected in the nanogrid during islanded operation. The over-frequency caused
by the FSPC will activate the AFA which lowers the frequency below 50 Hz to compensate for the
occurred over frequency. If instead a direct link with a cable between the battery inverter and solar
inverter would be used, the signaling with the power frequency could be avoided and therefore
possibly eliminate the frequency variations. However, it is unclear if the lowest frequency variations
that happen when the islanded operation initiates after an interruption would be eliminated with
this method.
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If this solution can’t be done practically, a simple solution would be to have a large resistive load
(dump load) that can be activated when the frequency starts to rise above 51 Hz. The solution of using
dump loads to regulate the power frequency in islanded operated microgrids when there is an excess
amount of power in the system is described in for instance [19,20].
Another solution would be to increase the storage capacity (which is under construction)
and/or increase the electrolyzer power in order to create more hydrogen when there is not
enough consumption.
If an increase in energy storage is not feasible and if the objective is to reduce the loss of potential
power production, one could shift some of the loads towards the day when the solar power production is
occurring. In a single house nanogrid, such loads could be for example the dishwasher, washing machine,
electric vehicles, air conditioning units or heat pumps. If such an approach would be taken, the service
life of the battery would also increase since the cycling of the battery during the night is reduced.
These solutions could reduce the large frequency variations that go beyond the limits in product
and grid standards described in this article. An increase in energy storage and consumption when
the power production occurs would also be necessary in order to reduce the amount of transitions
between islanded operation and grid operation. That could in turn reduce the amount of interruptions
that occur during such transitions.
6. Conclusions
The 10 s average frequency variations in the nanogrid during islanded operation are outside the
range set by EN 50160 for systems without synchronous connection to an interconnected system for
89.6% of the 48 weeks. However, for Standard EN 50160/A1 which applies in Norway the frequency
variations are outside the limits for 25% of 48 weeks.
The lower and upper allowed 10 s average frequency limit (52.5 to 57.5 Hz) deﬁned by EN 50160
is not surpassed but for EN 50160/A1 the maximum allowed range of 49 to 51 Hz is surpassed.
The frequency variations between 51 and 52 Hz are caused by the FSPC used by the Sunny Island
inverters to curtail production from the solar PV installation when there is not enough consumption.
The larger frequency variations from 52 to 55 Hz occur when there is not enough consumption during
the daytime and when the FSPC increases the frequency towards 55 Hz to shut down the solar inverters
in order to synchronize with the utility grid.
The lowest frequency values of about 41 to about 49 Hz are caused by short interruptions after
the frequency reached about 55 Hz. The frequency values at about 49 Hz are caused by the AFA
compensating for the occurred over frequency in order to enable clocks to run at the correct time.
There might be some adverse effects on certain equipment of these frequency variations. For
instance, AC motors might be affected since 17.4% of the total time in islanded operation AC motors
will operate outside the limits described by IEC Standard 60034-1. Single phase induction motors might
be affected if they are started just after the short interruptions that can occur when the frequency has
reached 55 Hz. This is since the frequency can be lower than the centrifugal switch opening frequency
for about 8 to 63 s at 13 occurrences which in turn could cause damage to the start winding. Computer
power supplies and transformers could also be affected for 13 times in the 48 week measurements for
duration of about 8 to 63 s at each occurrence. The frequency variations that go beyond the allowed
range described in grid and product standards could be eliminated by increasing the consumption
by for instance shifting consumption to the daytime when the production occurs. Another solution
would be to increase the energy storage in order to store the excess generated power or have a direct
link between the Sunny Island battery inverter and solar inverter to avoid the communication through
the power frequency.
Approximately 39.4% of the total number of interruptions could also possibly be eliminated by
ensuring that the load is matched to the solar production. Since transitions between islanded operation
and grid operation increase the risk of interruptions, a constantly islanded nanogrid could have fewer
interruptions than what this case study has presented. It is unclear if the reliability of the nanogrid
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would increase with the removal of the possibility of connecting to the grid since there could be
instability in the system causing the interruptions in Group 2 presented in this paper.
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Abstract: Voltage quality data has been collected in a single house nanogrid during 48 weeks of
islanded operation and 54 weeks of grid-connected operation. The voltage quality data contains the
voltage total harmonic distortion (THD), odd harmonics 3 to 11 and 15, even harmonics 4 to 8, voltage
unbalance, short-term ﬂicker severity (Pst) and long-term ﬂicker severity (Plt) values, and voltage
variations at timescales below 10 min. A comparison between islanded and grid-connected operation
values was made, were some of the parameters were compared to relevant grid standard limits.
It is shown that some parameters exceed the deﬁned limits in the grid-standards during islanded
operation. It was also found that the islanded operation has two modes of operation, one in which
higher values of the short circuit impedance, individual harmonic impedance, harmonic voltage
distortion and voltage unbalance were reached.
Keywords: harmonics; islanded operation; nanogrids; power quality; voltage unbalance

1. Introduction
Microgrids and nanogrids can provide economical gains in the form of price reductions for
consumers and increased revenue for grid owners [1]. They could also provide an improved technical
solutions such as energy loss reduction and better reliability than a regular utility connection for certain
geographical areas [1,2]. The international council on large electric systems (CIGRE) WG C6.22 deﬁnes
microgrids as: “electricity distribution systems containing loads and distributed energy resources,
(such as distributed generators, storage devices, or controllable loads) that can be operated in a
controlled, coordinated way either while connected to the main power network or while islanded” [3].
The term nanogrid was suggested in [4] for deﬁning a small microgrid, which could be a single
residential house.
There is a lack of published papers that contain voltage quality measurements that span
several months or years for nanogrids in islanded operation. These measurements are needed to
establish the differences in performance between islanded operation and grid-connected operation.
The measurements would also make it possible to evaluate if problems can appear for connected
equipment during islanded operation.
In this paper, long term measurements of voltage quality are presented that have been collected
in a single house nanogrid during 48 weeks of islanded operation and 54 weeks of grid-connected
operation. Some of the measured voltage quality parameters have been compared with the limits
deﬁned in standards EN 50160 [5] and IEEE 519-2014 [6]. The speciﬁed standards do not include
voltage quality limits for islanded operation, so the limits in the standards are only used as a reference
for islanded operation.
The main contribution of this paper is the analysis and presentation of long-term voltage quality
measurements collected in a nanogrid during islanded operation. All the used equipment in the
nanogrid is commercially available and therefore similar performance is expected for other nanogrids
like the one presented in this paper.
Energies 2019, 12, 614; doi:10.3390/en12040614
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The Nanogrid
The single house nanogrid that is studied in this paper is located in the southern part of Sweden
and has a 22.6 kWp solar installation, 144 kWh lead acid battery storage, 1100 kWh hydrogen
storage and a 15 kVA diesel backup generator. The nanogrid is designed to operate as a 50 Hz
three-phase system where each phase has a phase-to-neutral voltage of 230 V root mean square
(RMS). The consumption in the nanogrid consists of ordinary household appliances, two electric cars,
a three-phase heat pump and an electrolyzer for the production of hydrogen. A simpliﬁed schematic
of the nanogrid energy system can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Simpliﬁed schematic of the energy system for the nanogrid. Reproduced with permission
from [7], Nömm, J.; Rönnberg, S.K.; Bollen, M.H.J. An Analysis of Frequency Variations and its
Implications on Connected Equipment for a Nanogrid during Islanded Operation. Energies 2018,
11, 2456.

The nanogrid is designed to run primarily on the produced solar power and the stored energy
in the batteries and hydrogen tanks. During the day, the solar panels will supply the energy to the
loads where the excess solar power will charge the batteries and power a 5 kW electrolyzer to convert
electricity to hydrogen that is stored in high-pressure tanks. During the night, the batteries are the
main supply of energy to the nanogrid; if the battery charge drops below 30%, a 5 kW fuel cell will
convert hydrogen to electricity to charge the battery. If there is a malfunction in the primary energy
system, the nanogrid will connect to the low-voltage utility grid. The nanogrid also connects to the
utility grid if the stored energy in the batteries and hydrogen tanks is depleted. The backup diesel
generator in the nanogrid is designed to start only if both the low voltage utility grid and the primary
energy system in the nanogrid fail to operate. The backup diesel generator operated for 43 h during
the 48 week islanded operation measurement period.
The nanogrid switched to grid-connected operation mainly due to lack of energy stored in the
batteries and hydrogen tanks. To avoid this, additional hydrogen storage is under construction.
For more information regarding the nanogrid see [7] and [8].
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2. Methodology
The measurements have been collected by an Elspec G4430 (Elspec, Caesarea, Israel) connected at
the load-output of the SMA Multicluster Box (SMA, Niestetal, Germany). The SMA Multicluster Box is
used in the nanogrid since there are three independent solar installations, two on the roof, each with a
capacity of 10 kW and one on the facade with 2.6 kW power rating.
The parameters measured for the comparison to the limits described in EN 50160 and IEEE
519-2014 are the voltage Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), Individual odd harmonics 3rd to 11th
and 15th, even harmonics 4th to 8th, Pst, Plt, and voltage unbalance. Two parameters that were also
measured with no relation to any standard were the very short variations (VSV) of the voltage and RMS
value of the neutral current. For the measured parameters, the total time in islanded operation was
48 weeks and 54 weeks in grid-connected operation. The 48 and 54 week measurements are assembled
from shorter time windows in which the nanogrid was in islanded or grid-connected operation.
For the voltage THD measurements, there was a measurement period of 29 weeks of the total
48 weeks where the nanogrid operated continuously in islanded operation. These measurements were
used to see the daily voltage THD variations.
For the analysis of the individual harmonics, the odd harmonics 3rd to 11th and 15th and even
harmonics 4th to 8th were chosen since they all surpass the limits deﬁned in either standard EN 50160
or IEEE 519-2014 sometime during the 48 week islanded operation measurements.
Another measurement period of about 8 weeks in islanded operation and about 5 weeks in
grid-connected operation was used to study the variations with time in the short circuit impedance
measured as the voltage drop against a current rise of larger than 4 A within two cycles.
3. Results
3.1. Total harmonic Distortion
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the 10 min values of the voltage THD during
48 weeks in islanded operation and 54 weeks in grid-connected operation can be seen in the upper
part of Figure 2.
In the lower part of Figure 2, the corresponding CDF for the 3 s values is plotted. As expected,
the 3 s voltage THD values reach higher values than the 10 min values during both islanded and
grid-connected operation. It can also be observed in Figure 2 that the voltage THD is always higher
during islanded operation than during grid-connected operation. The maximum values and total
average values are also higher for islanded operation which can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. 95% Conﬁdence interval (CI) for the 10 min values, the maximum 10 min value and total
average value for all three phases in islanded and grid-connected operation.
Operational
State

95% CI 10 min
Value

Max 10 min
Value

95% CI 3 s
Value

Max 3 s
Value

Total Average
Value

Islanded
Grid-connected

1.34 to 8%
0.77 to 1.88%

7.83 to 13.01%
2.41 to 2.47%

1.28 to 8.06%
0.76 to 1.88%

18.3 to 21.9%
≈2.5%

2.23 to 3.82%
1.08 to 1.44%

In Figure 3, the average voltage THD variations for each hour of the day for 29 weeks can be seen
for all three phases. During 29 out of 48 weeks the nanogrid operated in islanded operation that lasted
continually throughout the day without connections to the utility grid.
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Figure 2. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the 10 min voltage Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD) for the nanogrid during islanded and grid-connected operation (top) and the CDF for the 3 s
voltage THD during grid-connected and islanded operation (bottom). Note that the horizontal axis is
different for each plot.


Figure 3. The 1 h maximum THD value, total average THD value and upper 95% conﬁdence limit for
every hour during the day for 29 weeks of continuous islanded operation. The black, red and blue
color represents the three phases. Note the difference in vertical scale for each plot.
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It can be seen that the maximum 1 h values are reached during the night for phase 1 and 3.
For phase 2, the maximum occurs in the middle of the day. The total average value and 95% conﬁdence
limit for each hour during the day reach the highest values in the morning and night for all 3 phases.
Phase 3 has however a smaller variation between night and day in the total average value and 95%
conﬁdence limit as phase 1 and 2. A more detailed view of the voltage THD variations during one day
can be seen in [9].
The trend in Figure 3 shows larger THD values during the night than during the day. This indicates
that when the solar production starts, the voltage THD level drops due to more parallel sources being
activated and increases when there are fewer parallel sources available. One example when the voltage
THD suddenly increases during the evening at about the time when the sun sets can be seen in Figure 4.
It can be seen that even though the active power remains almost constant the voltage THD increases
for all three phases which also can be seen in the voltage waveform. The current THD also increases for
phase 1 and 3 and decreases for phase 2 which can also be seen in the current waveform. The reactive
power changes somewhat for the three phases and the frequency throughout Figure 4 was around
49 Hz.

Figure 4. Example of an occasion when the voltage THD increases in the evening. The voltage
waveform is at the top followed by the current waveform, active power, reactive power, current THD
and voltage THD. The black, red and blue color represents the three phases.
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3.2. Individual Harmonics
In Figure 5, the odd voltage and current harmonics 3 to 9 are presented for the 1-cycle period
ending at about 20 ms and 80 ms in Figure 4. The 3rd voltage harmonic is about the same for phase 1
and 2 and slightly lower for phase 3. After the transition from 8 to 12% voltage THD (seen at around
40 ms in Figure 4), the 5th voltage harmonic increases for two of the three phases and the 7th and 9th
voltage harmonic also increase for all three phases. All of the current harmonics increase for phase 1
but the 3rd harmonic for phase 2 decreases by 1.4% and the 3rd and 7th harmonic for phase 3 decrease
by 4.35 and 1.34% respectively.

Figure 5. Individual harmonics of the voltage THD in Figure 4 where the left side is the individual
harmonics at the end of the 1-cycle period at about 20 ms and the right side at about 80 ms.

The 95% conﬁdence limit for the 10 min values for the odd voltage harmonics 3rd to 11th and
15th and even voltage harmonics 4th to 8th can be seen in the upper part of Figure 6.
The maximum 10 min value can be seen in the lower part of Figure 6. It can be seen that both
the maximum 10 min value and the 95% conﬁdence limit value are higher during islanded operation.
The odd harmonics differ the most in magnitude from the grid-connected measurements, except the
95% conﬁdence limit value for the 15th harmonic. Phase 1 has higher 95% conﬁdence limits for the
odd harmonics until the 11th. In the maximum 10 min values, the even harmonics are several times
higher in islanded operation compared to grid-connected operation. The 95% conﬁdence limit for the
even harmonics is close to zero for the grid-connected operation.
At a shorter time scale of 3 s, which can be seen in Figure 7, the 95% conﬁdence limit is about
the same as the 95% 10 min values in Figure 6. But the maximum 3 s value is larger than the 10 min
maximum value. The even harmonics have the highest increase from 10 min maximum values to 3 s
maximum values. Phase 2 had the lowest 10 min maximum value for most of the harmonic orders,
but for the 3 s values it has the highest value for most of the harmonic orders.
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Figure 6. 10 min 95% conﬁdence limit value (top) and the maximum 10 min value in the measurements
(bottom) for the odd harmonics 3rd to 11th and 15th and even harmonics 4th to 8th. The black,
red and blue color represents phase 1 to 3 in islanded mode. Purple color represents all three phases
during grid-connected operation since the distortion differs substantially less between the phases in
comparison to islanded operation.

Figure 7. 3 s maximum 95% conﬁdence limit value (top) and the maximum 3 s value in the
measurements (bottom) for the odd harmonics 3rd to 11th and 15th and even harmonics 4th to
8th. The black, red and blue color represents phase 1 to 3 in islanded mode. Purple color represents all
three phases during grid-connected operation.
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The total average values for both grid-connected and islanded operation can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Total average value for each measured voltage harmonic for all three phases.
Operational
State
Islanded
Grid-connected

3rd (%)

4th (%)

5th (%)

6th (%)

7th (%)

8th (%)

9th (%)

11th (%)

15th (%)

0.95 to
1.96
0.30 to
0.52

0.01 to
0.02

0.83 to
2.0
0.66 to
0.90

0.016 to
0.04

0.61 to
1.45
0.55 to
0.60

0.008 to
0.016

1.20 to
1.38
0.34 to
0.44

0.63 to
0.66
0.14 to
0.17

0.20 to
0.18
0.10 to
0.15

≈0.001

≈10-4

≈10-5

3.3. Voltage Unbalance
The 10 min voltage unbalance for both islanded operation and grid-connected operation can be
seen in Figure 8. The voltage unbalance is for the majority of the measured time lower in islanded
operation than in grid-connected operation. The maximum 10 min voltage unbalance was 4.6% for
islanded operation and 1.77 for grid-connected operation. In Figures 14–16 the occurrence of the
maximum voltage unbalance value can be seen. A summary of the 95% CI, maximum 10 min value
and total average value in islanded and grid-connected operation can be seen in Table 3.

Figure 8. CDF for the 10 min voltage unbalance values in the nanogrid during islanded and
grid-connected operation.
Table 3. 95% conﬁdence interval, the maximum 10 min value and total average value for all three
phases in islanded and grid-connected operation.
Operational State

95% CI 10 min Value

Max 10 min Value

Total Average Value

Islanded
Grid-connected

0.06 to 0.72%
0.11 to 0.68%

4.6%
1.77%

0.22%
0.31%
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3.4. Voltage Fluctuations
The CDF of the Pst values for grid-connected and islanded operation can be seen in Figure 9.
The islanded operation data reaches lower Pst values than in grid-connected operation for 95% and
33% of the total measured time for phase 2 and 1. Phase 3 has larger Pst values for the majority of
the time when comparing to the grid-connected operation Pst values. All three phases have higher
maximum values than the grid-connected measurements. A summary of the 95% CI, maximum value
and total average value for all three phases in islanded and grid-connected operation can be seen in
Table 4.

Figure 9. CDF for the Pst values for grid-connected and islanded operation where the interval 0 to
97.5% is displayed at the top and the remaining upper 2.5% is displayed in the bottom. The black,
red and blue color represents phase 1 to 3 in islanded mode. Purple color represents all three phases
during grid-connected operation.
Table 4. 95% conﬁdence interval, the maximum 10 min value and total average value for all three
phases in islanded and grid-connected operation.
Operational State

95% CI

Max Value

Total Average Value

Islanded
Grid-connected

0.06 to 0.74
0.14 to 0.52

6.43 to 7
2.3 to 2.34

0.18 to 0.35
0.24 to 0.32

The CDF of the Plt values for islanded and grid-connected operation can be seen in Figure 10.
It can be seen that phase 1 and 2 have lower Plt values for 91% and 35% of the total measured time in
islanded operation when compared to grid-connected operation. Phase 3 has lower Plt values for about
45% of the total measured time than the phase with highest Plt values in grid-connected operation.
All three phases reach higher maximum Plt values in islanded operation. The 95% CI, maximum value
and total average value can be seen in Table 5.
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Figure 10. CDF for the Plt values in grid-connected and islanded operation where the interval 0 to
97.5% is displayed at the top and the remaining upper 2.5% is displayed in the bottom. The black,
red and blue color represents phase 1 to 3 in islanded mode. Purple color represents all three phases
during grid-connected operation.
Table 5. 95% conﬁdence interval, the maximum 10 min value and total average value for all three
phases in islanded and grid-connected operation.
Operational State

95% CI

Maximum Value

Total Average Value

Islanded
Grid-connected

0.07 to 0.72
0.19 to 0.52

2.78 to 2.99
1.16 to 1.2

0.21 to 0.36
0.26% 0.34

Voltage Variations below 10 Min Values
The variations in the voltage that are on a shorter time scale than 10 min are calculated using
the very short variations (VSV) of the voltage. It was introduced by [10,11] to quantify the difference
between very-short time scale (one to several seconds) voltage RMS values and the short time scale
(10 min) voltage RMS value. The 10 min and 3 s VSV values for grid-connected and islanded operation
can be seen in Figure 11 where both the 10 min and 3 s VSV values are lower for the majority of the
time for islanded operation. The 3 s VSV values reach higher maximum values in islanded operation.
A summary of the 95% CI, maximum values and total average value can be seen in Tables 6 and 7.
Table 6. 95% conﬁdence interval, the maximum 10 min value and total average value for all three
phases in islanded and grid-connected operation.
Operational State

95% CI 10 min

Max 10 min Value

Total Average Value

Islanded
Grid-connected

0.013 to 0.56
0.18 to 1.9

4.6 to 6.34
5.75 to 7.89

0.095 to 0.15
0.61 to 0.81
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Figure 11. CDF for the 10 min very short variations (VSV) values (top) and the 3 s VSV values (bottom)
for islanded and grid-connected operation.
Table 7. 95% conﬁdence interval, the maximum 3 s value and total average value for all three phases in
islanded and grid-connected operation.
Operational State

95% CI 3 s

Max 3 s Value

Total Average Value

Islanded
Grid-connected

≈0 to 0.58
0.015 to 2.32

15.52 to 18.3
10.6 to 15.7

0.07 to 0.11
0.50 to 0.66

3.5. Neutral Current
The CDF for the 10 min RMS neutral current for 48 weeks of islanded operation and 54 weeks of
grid-connected operation can be seen in Figure 12.
The 50 Hz component was always several times larger than the zero sequence components where
the 3rd harmonic reached a maximum value of 6 A during the 48 week measurement period in islanded
operation. For both islanded and grid-connected operation, the line to neutral voltage was close to
0 V. The neutral current reached about the same maximum values of around 42 A in islanded and
grid-connected operation. However, during islanded operation the 10 min values are for the most part
higher than the grid-connected values. A summary of the 95% CI, maximum values and total average
value can be seen in Table 8.
Table 8. 95% conﬁdence interval, the maximum 10 min value and total average value for all three
phases in islanded and grid-connected operation.
Operational State

95% CI 10 min

Max 10 min Value

Total Average Value

Islanded
Grid-connected

2.15 to 17.6
1.2 to 15.1

41.4
41.8

5
3.6
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Figure 12. CDF for the 10 min RMS neutral current during islanded and grid-connected operation.

3.6. Operational Modes during Islanded Operation.
The short circuit impedance is extracted from a 13 weeks continuous period. During this
13 week period, the nanogrid operated part of the time in islanded operation and part of the time
in grid-connected operation, which can be seen in Figures 13–16. The short circuit impedance was
measured as the voltage drop against a current rise of larger than 4 A within two cycles. 4 A was
chosen since values lower than 2 A could sometimes not affect the voltage, therefore a larger value of
4 A giving a 2 A margin was chosen. No correlation between the current rise magnitude (4 to 26 A in
this paper) and the short circuit impedance were found and no correlation between the starting value
of the current (0 to 36 A) and the short circuit impedance was found.
In Figure 13 two different modes of islanded operation can be distinguished, one where the short
circuit impedance ﬂuctuates between 0.1 and 1 Ω and one in which it ﬂuctuates between 0.1 and
2 Ω and sometimes reaching values close to 6 Ω but only for phase 2. During the grid-connected
operation the values ﬂuctuate between 0.2 and 0.4 Ω. The number of samples for the different phases
was 31,000, 730 and 11,000 for phase 1 to 3 respectively, giving rise to differences in the horizontal
axis in Figure 13. In Figures 14–16, the 10 min voltage THD, current THD, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th harmonic
voltage and voltage unbalance are plotted for the 13 week period. The two different modes of islanded
operation are again indicated. The voltage unbalance reaches the highest levels of about 4.6% during
mode 2 of the islanded operation. The voltage THD, 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic voltage is also larger in
mode 2 for all three phases during the majority of the measured period. The 9th harmonic is for the
most part lower in mode 2 for all three phases.
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Figure 13. Short circuit impedance for 13 weeks of islanded and grid-connected measurements.
The number of samples are around 31,000, 730 and 11,000 for phase 1 to 3 respectively. Note the
difference in horizontal scale for each sub-plot.


Figure 14. The voltage and current THD, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th harmonic voltage and voltage unbalance for
phase 1 during a 13 week period in which the samples was extracted for a current rise larger than 4 A
within 2 cycles.
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Figure 15. The voltage and current THD, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th harmonic voltage and voltage unbalance for
phase 2 during a 13 week period in which the samples was extracted for a current rise larger than 4 A
within 2 cycles.

Figure 16. The voltage and current THD, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th harmonic voltage and voltage unbalance for
phase 3 during a 13 week period in which the samples was extracted for a current rise larger than 4 A
within 2 cycles.
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The average short circuit impedance for each hour during the day for around 8 weeks in islanded
operation seen in Figure 13 can be seen in Figure 17. The blue and red line represents mode 1 and
mode 2 respectively seen in Figure 13. The amount of samples for phase 1 to 3 is around 31,000, 730,
11,000 respectively, therefore phase 2 doesn’t have samples for some hours during the day. It can be
seen that the short circuit impedance is larger during the beginning of the day for phase 1 and larger
during the middle of the day for phase 3. For phase 2 there are not enough samples to clearly see the
variation during the day. However, for all three phases it can be seen that the short circuit impedance
has a higher average for each hour during the day during mode 2 in islanded operation.


Figure 17. The average short circuit impedance for each hour of the day for around 8 weeks in islanded
operation for Mode 1 and Mode 2 seen in Figure 13.

The average values for each hour of the day for around 8 weeks in islanded operation for the
3rd to 9th odd harmonic voltages, currents and voltage THD for mode 1 in Figures 14–16 can be seen
in Figure 18. Mode 1 has larger 7th and 9th harmonic voltages and currents during the night for all
three phases and the 5th harmonic has larger values for phase 1 and 3. The 3rd harmonic is more
evenly distributed across the day where the 3rd harmonic has larger average voltage and current
values during the middle of the day. The voltage THD has the largest values during the night which
corresponds with the result from the longer 29 week measurements presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 18. (a) The odd harmonic voltage 3rd to 9th and THD for mode 1 in Figures 14–16. (b) The odd
harmonic current 3rd to 9th and THD for mode 1 in Figures 14–16. The average values are grouped
for each hour of the day for around 8 weeks of islanded operation. Note also the difference in vertical
scale for the different plots.

The average values for each hour during the day for around 8 weeks in islanded operation for
the 3rd to 9th odd harmonic voltages, currents and THD for mode 2 in Figures 14–16 can be seen
in Figure 19. The average 3rd harmonic voltage is larger during the middle of the day and with
larger magnitude than in Figure 18. The 5th and 7th harmonic has the largest voltage distortion levels
during the night for all 3 phases and larger variation between night and day in comparison to mode 1
seen in Figure 18. The 9th harmonic voltage is larger during the night for phase 3 and higher during
the middle of the day for phase 1 and 2. The voltage THD has the largest values during the night
which corresponds with the result from the longer 29 week measurements presented in Figure 3.
The harmonic current levels follow the same pattern for some of the voltage harmonics but have
opposite pattern for other voltage harmonics. This indicates that there are more factors that act on the
voltage distortion than the current distortion.
In Figure 20, the 1 h average values are plotted for the 3rd and 5th harmonic current and voltage
for around 8 weeks in islanded operation. The blue colored values are for mode 1 and the red colored
values are for mode 2 seen in Figures 14–16. The inclination (slope) corresponds to the impedance
which is higher for mode 2 than for mode 1. However, for mode 1 the values form a more linear
behavior than for mode 2. For the 3rd harmonic in phase 3, there is an appearance of a large area that
has variation in voltage distortion without an increase in current distortion magnitude.
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Figure 19. (a) The odd harmonic voltage 3rd to 9th and THD for mode 2 in Figures 14–16. (b) The odd
harmonic current 3rd to 9th and THD for mode 2 in Figures 14–16. The average values are grouped
for each hour of the day for around 8 weeks of islanded operation. Note also the difference in vertical
scale for the different plots.
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Figure 20. (a) The 1 h 3rd harmonic voltage and current values plotted against each other for Mode 1
and 2 seen in Figures 14–16. (b) The 1 h 5th harmonic voltage and current values plotted against each
other for Mode 1 and 2 seen in Figures 14–16.
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Another observation is that some of the measurements for mode 1 and 2 overlap each other which
are expected since no criteria for the separation of the two modes exist except for the different time
windows in Figures 13–16.
In Figure 21, the 1 h values are plotted for the 7th and 9th harmonic current and voltage for all
three phases for around 8 weeks in islanded operation. The blue colored values are mode 1 and the red
colored values are for mode 2 seen in Figures 14–16. The 7th and the 9th harmonic have some linear
appearance for mode 1 but not as much as the 3rd and 5th harmonic. For mode 2 the behavior is more
nonlinear, where some of the voltage distortion values are located close to zero current distortion for
some phases. This indicates that the voltage distortion originates from the voltage source which is
one of the possible sources of error in the impedance measurements. This is more evident in the 9th
harmonic than in the 7th harmonic.


D

E

Figure 21. (a) The 1 h 7th harmonic voltage and current values plotted against each other for mode 1
and 2 seen in Figures 14–16. (b) The 1 h 9th harmonic voltage and current values plotted against each
other for mode 1 and 2 seen in Figures 14–16.

4. Comparison to Reference Values
In this section, some of the measured values presented in Section 3 are compared to the European
standard EN 50160 and the IEEE standard 519-2014.
4.1. Voltage THD
The allowed 10 min voltage THD for a low voltage networks is 8% for 95% of the time per week
for both IEEE standard 519-2014 and European standard EN 50160. IEEE standard 519-2014 has also
a 12% THD limit for 3 s values for 99% of the time for one day at the low voltage Point of Common
Coupling (PCC).
During islanded operation the number of weeks that exceeded the 5% allowed time frame in
which the 10 min voltage THD could be above 8% is shown in the upper part of Figure 22. The total
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number of days that the 3 s voltage THD was over 12% for more than 1% of one day can also be seen
in the upper part of Figure 22. The amount of time in which the voltage THD was over 8% and 12%
can be seen in the lower part in Figure 22. Only phase 1 surpassed the 5% weekly limit for 8% voltage
THD in EN 50160 and the 1% daily limit for 12% voltage THD described in IEEE 519-2014. During
grid-connected operation no limits was surpassed.

Figure 22. The number of times the voltage THD exceeded the limits in EN 50160 and IEEE 519-2014
for the 10 min (in weeks) and 3 s (in days) (top) and the amount of time in which the voltage THD
exceeded the 8% and 12% limits in EN 50160 and IEEE 519-2014 (bottom) for all three phases during
islanded operation. The measurement period was 48 weeks.

4.2. Individual Harmonics
For 95% of the time during one week the 10 min value of the individual harmonics shall not go
beyond the limits in Table 9 from EN 50160. For IEEE 519-2014 the limit for individual harmonics is 5%
for 10 min values and 7.5% for 3 s values at a low voltage PCC.
Table 9. EN 50160 limits for individual harmonics at the low voltage Point of Common Coupling (PCC).
Harmonic Order

Percent of Fund (%)

3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
11th
15th

5
1
6
0.5
5
0.5
1.5
3.5
0.5

For both islanded and grid-connected operation, the number of weeks and total time in which the
individual harmonics exceeded the limits in EN 50160 is shown in Figure 23. For islanded operation
some individual harmonics stays within the 5% allowed time per week but exceed the limit sometime
during the measurement period. Phase 2 during islanded operation never exceeds the 5% time limit.
The 15th harmonic is only surpassed for one week for phase 3 during islanded operation. It can also be
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seen that the 9th harmonic exceeds almost every week for all three phases during islanded operation.
For the grid-connected measurements, the 9th harmonic exceeded the 1.5% limit for 1 week.

Figure 23. The number of times the individual harmonics exceeded the 10 min limits in EN 50160
(top) and the amount of time during the measurement period (48 weeks in islanded operation and
54 weeks in grid-connected operation) in which the individual harmonics exceeded the limits in EN
50160 (bottom) for islanded and grid-connected operation. Note the logarithmic vertical scale.

The number of weeks and amount of time in which the individual harmonics exceeded the limits
in IEEE 519-2014 are shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. The number of times the individual harmonics exceeded the 10 min (in weeks) and 3 s limit
(in days) in IEEE 519-2014 (top) and the amount of time during the measurement period of 48 weeks in
which the individual harmonics exceeded the limits in IEEE 519-2014 (bottom) for islanded operation.
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It can be seen that the 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic are the only harmonics in the 10 min values
that exceed the 5% limit in IEEE 519-2014 during islanded operation. For the 3 s values the 3rd and
5th harmonics are the ones exceeding the 7.5% limit during islanded operation. The limits were not
surpassed during grid-connected operation.
4.3. Long Term Flicker Severity
In EN 50160 only the Plt value is speciﬁed which should be lower than 1 for 95% of the time for
one week. For phase 1 and 3 the Plt value exceeded the limit for 3 weeks and phase 2 exceeded the limit
for 4 weeks. The grid-connected measurements never exceeded the 5% allowed time limit in EN 50160.
In Figure 25 the amount of time during the measurement period in which the Plt value exceeds the
speciﬁed limit in EN 50160 for islanded and grid-connected is illustrated. The Plt values for islanded
operation exceeded the limit in EN 50160 for about twice as long than in grid-connected operation.

Figure 25. The number of times the Plt values exceeded the limits in EN 50160 (top) and the amount of
time during the measurement period of 48 weeks in which the Plt values exceeded the limits in EN
50160 (bottom) for islanded operation.

4.4. Voltage Unbalance
According to EN 50160 the voltage unbalance should not go beyond 2% for more than 5% of
the time for one week. In the grid-connected operation the voltage unbalance never went above 2%.
In islanded operation the voltage unbalance went above 2% for 2.34 h, above 3% for 1.5 h in the 48 week
measurements. The largest voltage unbalance during the longest consecutive time was 4.5% during
30 min. However, the voltage unbalance was kept below 2% for more than 95% of each week.
5. Discussion
Effects on Equipment
It is stated in [12] that for a voltage THD between 8 and 10% motors could get overheated.
The measurements presented in Section 3 show that there can be levels that go beyond 8 and 10%
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distortion in the nanogrid. This can lead to overheating for motors and other equipment sensitive to
voltage harmonics.
Flat topping of the voltage waveform can affect switched-mode power supplies since they need
a high peak voltage to effectively charge its capacitor. Since the 10 min voltage THD values can
reach up to 13% with up to 9.3% of 3rd harmonic content, equipment that has switched-mode power
supplies could also suffer from excess heating. Especially harmonics 5 and 7 can also cause more losses
in electrical motors and a counter electromotive force that leads to torque and vibration problems.
Fluctuations in the voltage can affect several types of equipment (excluding ﬂicker). One of those
effects is accelerating or braking torques in motors, deterioration of electronic equipment in which the
voltage ﬂuctuations pass through the power supply to the electronic equipment such as computers,
printers, control units, components for telecommunication [13,14]. In a production facility, these
ﬂuctuations could lead to variations in the speed of motors that cause unacceptable variations in
production parameters such as color and diameter. There is no standard today that deﬁnes acceptable
levels of VSV. Since the majority VSV values are lower in islanded operation than for grid-connected
operation, there is an improvement of the performance in islanded operation when comparing to
grid-connected operation. However, more research is needed before any conclusion can be drawn on
how equipment will perform under high VSV values.
The main effect of high Pst and Plt values is light ﬂicker for incandescent lamps. Since the
nanogrid only has LED lamps there could be either less or more light ﬂicker depending on which LED
lamp is used [15]. The difference in voltage ﬂicker levels was larger between one phase and the other
two phases for the majority of the time in islanded operation. This might suggest that the connected
equipment might affect the ﬂicker levels in a certain phase more in islanded operation than in grid
operation since the ﬂicker levels in the three phases during grid operation were closer to each other.
The winding temperature increase in percent above rated temperature as a function of the voltage
unbalance can be calculated from Equation (1) [16]:
Temp rise = 2( Percent unbalance)2

(1)

From Equation (1) a temperature rise of 40.5% for 30 min could occur during the 48 week
measurements for islanded operation. The maximum temperature rise would be 42.3% for 10 min.
The average winding temperature increase for islanded operation is about 0.1% and about 0.2% for
grid-connected operation. The reduction in lifetime of the motor due to temperature increase following
the Arrhenius model is described in IEEE standard 101 [17]. Since the average winding temperature
for a 3-phase motor is lower in islanded operation than in grid-connected operation, the lifetime of
a 3-phase motor might increase in islanded operation. However, since there are times in which the
motor can run on temperature elevations of up to 42.3% for shorter time periods at the same time as
the voltage THD is above 8% (Mode 2 in Figure 14), a decrease in the lifetime of a motor could happen
in comparison to grid-connected operation.
6. Conclusions
The voltage THD and individual harmonics reach larger values in islanded operation than
in grid-connected operation. The difference in magnitude between the phases is also larger in
islanded operation.

•

•

Figure 5 shows that the voltage THD increases during the evening without a change in load
which suggests that the system impedance increases due to fewer parallel sources being active.
This could be due to the shutdown of the solar inverter in the evening. The subsequent decrease
in voltage harmonics levels in the morning could be caused by the activation of the solar inverter.
During islanded operation the Pst and Plt values were lower for the majority of the time for phase
2 while the other two are for the majority of the time higher in islanded operation.
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•

•
•

•

•

The 10 min and 3 s VSV value are for the majority of the time lower in islanded operation for all
three phases. It can therefore be concluded that voltage variations on timescales 3 s to 10 min are
lower in islanded operation.
The voltage unbalance is lower for the majority of the time in islanded operation but could reach
levels of over 4.5% for 30 consecutive minutes in islanded operation.
Figures 13–21 show that there are two modes of performance during islanded operation. Mode 2
operates with larger values of the short circuit impedance, voltage THD, voltage unbalance and
individual voltage harmonics 3, 5, 7 for all three phases. For phase 3, the 9th harmonic voltage
was also larger during mode 2. Mode 1 operates with a larger 9th harmonic voltage for phase 1
and 2. The 3rd harmonic impedance behaves almost linear in both modes and is larger during
mode 2 for all three phases. The 5th harmonic impedance behaves more nonlinear but is generally
larger during mode 2 for two phases. The 7th and 9th harmonic impedance show nonlinear
behavior and no conclusion can be made regarding the magnitude of the harmonic impedance for
the 7th and 9th harmonic.
When the islanded operation was compared to the limits deﬁned in grid standard EN 50160
it was found that the voltage THD, individual harmonics 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 15, voltage unbalance
and Plt limits were exceeded. For one week the 9th harmonic exceeded the limit during
grid-connected operation.
When the islanded operation was compared to the limits deﬁned in grid standard IEEE 519-2014
it was found that the voltage THD, individual harmonics 3, 5, 7 were exceeded. The limits were
not exceeded during grid-connected operation.

More studies with long term measurements are needed to see if similar results are obtained for
other nanogrids.
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Abstract: Microgrids of prosumers are a trendy approach within the smart grid concept, as a
way to increase distributed renewable energy penetration within power systems in an efﬁcient
and sustainable way. Single prosumer individual management has been previously discussed in
literature, usually based on economic proﬁt optimization. In this paper, two novel approaches
are proposed: ﬁrstly, a different objective function, relative to the mismatch between generated
and demanded power, is tested and compared to classical objective function based on energy
price, by means of a genetic algorithm method; secondly, this optimization procedure is applied to
batteries’ coordinated scheduling of all the prosumers composing a community, instead of single
one, which better matches the microgrid concept. These approaches are tested on a microgrid with
two household prosumers, in the context of Spanish regulation for self-consumption. Results show
noticeably better performance of mismatch objective function and coordinated schedule, in terms
of self-consumption and self-sufﬁciency rates, power and energy interchanges with the main grid,
battery degradation and even economic beneﬁts.
Keywords: distributed energy resources; electric energy storage; energy management system; genetic
algorithm; microgrid; prosumer; self-consumption

1. Introduction
Within a context of reinforcing consumers’ roles in the energy system and improving energy
efﬁciency in Europe [1], the concept of prosumer has become common in the power system context.
A prosumer is a consumer with the ability of producing electric energy to be either self-consumed
or injected into the grid. A group of prosumers connected and coordinated to manage their energy
resources are considered to be a microgrid [2]. The microgrid can be either isolated or grid-connected,
in which energy management and economic proﬁtability are the main targets.
Many studies can be found in literature analyzing microgrids’ ﬁnancial feasibility and the correct
sizing of their respective Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) [3,4]. In most of the published works
the main objective of the microgrid energy management system is to achieve the highest possible
economic beneﬁt by minimizing its operational costs [5,6]. Generation costs [6] and market prices,
for the purchased/sold energy [5], are used to deﬁne optimization techniques’ objective functions.
However, economic incentives and additional costs have a great importance in the microgrids’ ﬁnancial
sustainability and they must be considered in their design and operation [3]. Incentives are due to
advantages of self-consumption improvement, that lie on empowering consumers by means of their
Energies 2019, 12, 719; doi:10.3390/en12040719
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participation in energy management programs, encouraging smarter consumption patterns, reducing
peak demand and energy costs, decreasing transmission losses, due to the local generation and
consumption, and contributing to ﬁnance energy transition [7].
Household prosumers usually count on locally available renewable energy generation, which,
in most cases, is enabled by photovoltaic (PV) systems located at the dwellings [8]. In many countries,
the decreasing cost of PV system devices has led to a grid-parity in self-generated PV energy in
comparison to energy purchased from the grid. In this context, self-consumption achieves economic
sustainability, even without ﬁnancial support from governments.
Under deregulated electricity markets, extended all over Europe, general costs of power systems
for building and operating infrastructures are covered by network tariffs and taxes. Network tariffs
can be composed by two possible components: volumetric tariffs, according to which consumers pay
per unit of purchased energy (€/kWh); and capacity tariffs, applied to the power capacity contracted
with the energy provider (€/kW). In both cases tariffs can be classiﬁed as ﬂat type, variable with
consumption or capacity level and time-of-use type (different tariffs in peak/off-peak hours) [7]. Higher
volumetric tariffs motivate for demand reduction, by means of energy efﬁciency and self-consumption.
On the other hand, predominant capacity tariffs lead to peak-shaving.
Regarding energy prices, they are based on a spot market where a clearing price is obtained
by the point at which the supply and demand curves meet, according to the European algorithm
EUPHEMIA [9]. This market price establishes both purchase and sale prices for consumers and
producers, respectively. In addition, the undeniable interest to increase the penetration of energy
conversion systems based on renewable primary energy resources and the related motivation
to improve self-consumption ratios has led to several promotion policies in different countries.
An interesting classiﬁcation of common incentives to introduce renewable energy resources can
be found in [10]. According to this work, promotion policies can be focused on investment or on
energy generation, but the most common type of policies in Europe are related to feed-in tariffs (FIT).
There are two types of FIT systems: ﬁxed and premium [7,10]. The ﬁrst one is independent on the
electricity market price, facilitating the assumption of investment risks, whereas the second one is an
overprice above market price, with the advantage of being attached to the market behavior and thus
avoiding excessive remuneration for producers and market distortion [7].
In the case of surplus energy fed into the grid, from prosumers using renewable energy resources,
there is not a common understanding in the different European countries about the promotion policies.
While many countries support investment or establish FIT frameworks, others prefer net metering
approaches. Under this concept, the electricity excess injected into the grid can be later used during
higher consumption hours, when self-generated energy is not sufﬁcient [7]. Therefore, the main grid
acts as a backup or a virtual storage system to manage the prosumers’ energy surplus/deﬁcit. Since
energy price may be different during the hours of the day, and it is not considered in net-metering
framework, this approach is commonly not favorable from the power system point of view and it
is limited to small-size systems. As a consequence, some countries apply the so-called net-billing,
which calculates the value of the energy fed into the grid at wholesale price to be used as a credit to
purchase energy at other time period [7]. A survey of policies in European countries can be found
in [7], although some of them have experienced variations during the last years.
Promotion policies make sense while immature technologies are trying to be introduced or while
their marginal costs, when compared to conventional generation systems, do not allow them to
participate in a competition market with equal conditions. The natural trend for any promotion policy
is to converge into a market approach when grid-parity has been reached.
The case of Spain has been singular both in renewable energy, mainly PV, and in self-consumption
promotion policies. The installation of renewable technologies and, especially, PV plants, was strongly
boosted from 2007 to 2012, under high incentives in the form of ﬁxed and premium FIT. In 2012
a high so-called “tariff-deﬁcit” was reached which led to the extinction of support schemes for
new plants and to changes in remuneration for existing plants, causing ﬁnancial issues to many
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investors [11]. PV power plants were primarily promoted during the former years 2007 and 2008
which led to an extraordinary proliferation of this kind of generation systems and improved the
experience and background of Spanish renewable energy companies all over the world. Since 2012,
new PV power plants can only compete for extra economic support under a capacity-based aid to
recover investment [12]. Regarding self-consumption, former regulation [13] stablished a speciﬁc cost
to be paid as a consequence of self-consumed energy. Only low-voltage low-power prosumers who
did not feed surplus energy into the grid were exempted from paying that speciﬁc cost. Additionally,
self-consumption installations and energy could not be shared among prosumers, preventing the
development of prosumers communities. This policy strongly discouraged the investment in new
self-consumption installations. The situation has recently changed by means of a new law [14],
which exempts self-consumed energy from paying any extra cost regardless of whether the prosumer
feeds the excessive energy into the grid or not. Moreover, energy management can already be shared
within a community. Therefore, in the absence of further regulation, current economic situation for
Spanish prosumers can be summarized as the possibility of purchasing or selling energy from/to the
power system at market price (no energy-based aids are planned for generated energy). In addition,
payment of network tariffs for energy fed into or demanded from the grid must be paid, but no extra
costs for self-consumed energy. Also, either individual or shared management are possible.
In order to maximize the advantage of self-consumption for end users, ﬂexibility to match
generated energy with demanded one is essential. This ﬂexibility can be achieved by means of two
possible mechanisms: demand-side response (DSR) and/or energy storage systems (ESS). The ﬁrst
one had a wide attention in literature [15,16]. As household electricity demand has a limited potential
to apply restrictive DSR programs, the work described in this paper is focused on ESS usage instead,
whose operation is scheduled according to different targets.
The role of ESS in microgrids is usually related to peak shaving [3], leading to a reduction of
distribution system costs, which are based on the available power capacity instead of the volume
of circulating energy. Other classical target is to mitigate ﬂuctuation of PV generation [8] or other
intermittent renewable energy source. ESS scheduling with economic target within a microgrid has also
been discussed in literature [5,6,17,18]. Choi et al. [5] schedule a unique ESS to minimize traded energy
cost based on energy price. In [6], the authors schedule batteries aiming at microgrid energy generation
cost minimization, with no grid interchange. Both energy sale/purchase prices and operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs of DERs are used in the optimization process in [17], although O&M costs
of every DER (both renewable generation and ESS) are considered equal in this paper. Depreciation
and environmental costs are also added to objective function in [18], being their values obtained from
previous published papers. In all these works optimal ESS scheduling is performed and evaluated
considering energy price as the only economic parameter to be considered in the interconnection of
the microgrid with the main grid, i.e., to authors’ knowledge, no previous work considers network
tariffs to evaluate the economic advantages of an ESS scheduling method.
On the other hand, the coordination of several storage systems, owned by different prosumers,
is not usually considered within a microgrid’s common energy management strategy. The concept
of “peer-to-peer (P2P)” supply [19,20] explains energy sharing within a community of prosumers.
However, in these works, P2P supply is provided only by the generation surplus, without the
involvement of stored energy. A wide review of possibilities of grouping prosumers as a community
can be found in [21], which reveals that the common objectives of these communities are to maximize
distributed production, to minimize losses or to optimize revenues. According to [21,22], further
research is required in the area of prosumers’ objectives and motivations.
The main goal of the present work is to evaluate the advantages of scheduling microgrid’s ESS
with an objective function based on minimizing generation-demand mismatch within the microgrid
(thus minimizing energy exchange with the main grid) when compared to classical cost minimization.
Beneﬁts are observed for both prosumers, with PV generation and ESS, and the main grid. The case
study is focused on a community of prosumers under Spanish regulation. Besides the expected
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advantages related to self-consumption, self-sufﬁciency and peak shaving, also economic beneﬁts
are achieved using the proposed objective function, because it reduces the prosumers electricity bill,
at least in the absence of energy-based incentives, and better preserves battery lifetime. The economic
evaluation of a scheduled optimization process that does not consider economic variables in the
objective function is a novel contribution of this work. Furthermore, the study has been developed
aiming to prove that cooperation between community prosumers, under the concept of microgrid,
improves the global economic beneﬁt for the community, compared to an individual management.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the case study, the optimization
methodology and the objective functions tested. Results are shown in Section 3. Finally, Section 4
discusses results and summarizes the conclusions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Microgrid under Study
The microgrid considered in this study consists of two dwellings with typical household electrical
devices, both equipped with a PV system and a battery based ESS (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic of the microgrid under study.

Starting from measured values in real households, demand of each house has been established
considering typical residential appliances (lighting, air conditioning, washing machine, etc.) and
a 4.6 kW peak power house (very common in Spanish dwellings). According to Spanish technical
regulations the line capacity must be higher than the peak demand. House number 1 presents a
higher demand during the 24 h of the day under study. Both houses are equipped with the same
generation system and ESS (a 4 kW-rated power PV system and a battery with 6 kWh capacity and
2/−2 kW maximum charging/discharging power). Due to the proximity of the dwellings and the
same characteristics of the PV systems, the same irradiation (based on climate data from a nearby
weather station) and the same PV production has been assumed for both houses. Hourly average active
power, generated and demanded, is shown in Figure 2 for both houses. The proﬁles from Figure 2 are
used by the EES energy management system, assumed as a previous day forecast. One-hour resolution
has been chosen not only for being an adequate resolution for one-day-horizon demand and generation
forecasting, but also due to the time resolution of published market energy prices. In the scenario
shown in Figure 2 one of the households has excess generated energy whereas the other one presents
excess demand compared to the produced energy. Note that neither demanded power nor generated
power exceeds peak demand (4.6 kW) and therefore, power lines’ capacity is not exceeded.
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Figure 2. Generated and demanded average hourly power in both households.

2.2. Optimization Process for the Battery Scheduling
In this paper, the charging/discharging power of both batteries is scheduled with different target
objectives, both in individual and in cooperative mode. The optimization process is performed using a
genetic algorithm (GA) technique, as it was discussed in authors’ previous work [23].
Generation and demand hourly power forecasted values (see Figure 2) of a prosumer are collected
in 24-element vectors G (t) and D (t), t = 1, 2, . . . , 24 h, respectively. In cooperative mode these vectors
collect the sum of both prosumers. A 24-element vector PBi (t), t = 1, 2, . . . , 24 h, is composed of the
dispatched active power schedule of prosumer’s battery i. In cooperative mode all batteries within
the community are considered. The adopted sign convention is positive for charging and negative
for discharging. Elements PBi (t) (hourly dispatched active power scheduled for every battery) are
the values to be scheduled according to the optimization process; therefore, they will be the result
of the GA technique. Original demand D (t) is then modiﬁed to Dmod (t), according to the battery
contribution, as shown in Equation (1).
Dmod (t) = D (t) + ∑ PBi (t).

(1)

i

Since batteries’ charging/discharging efﬁciency rates present similar values, their effect has been
neglected in this work.
The GA optimization process (described in [23]) ﬁnds the best solution for the elements PBi (t).
If an individual prosumer constitutes the objective to be optimized, the number of values to be obtained
is 24. In a coordinated mode batteries of both prosumers are scheduled jointly, generating a vector
composed of concatenated strings PB1 (t) and PB2 (t). This algorithm was programmed in MATLAB® to
minimize the objective function subjected to a set of constraints, as explained below.
As previously pointed out, economic proﬁt of prosumers is the most common optimization target
addressed in literature. Energy cost is the preferred parameter to weight the scheduled battery power
and, consequently, the purchased/sold energy from/to the main grid. Although this cost is not,
by its own, sufﬁcient to perform a complete optimization of the energy bill, the complexity of tariffs,
premiums and prices encourages to adopt this value as weight for the objective function to be reached.
As a consequence, in this work the price of traded energy is used to perform a ﬁrst approach for the
objective function. As discussed earlier, the purchased energy is usually paid at market prices, while
the sold energy suffers from strong variations depending on the country. In Spain, currently, neither
premiums nor ﬁxed FIT are planned for energy sold by prosumers, therefore market price is also
considered as the price for the sold energy. Final hourly price for each hour of an average day (average
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value for a day in a whole year, between 1 December 2017 and 30 November 2018 [24]) is collected in
the 24-element vector Pr(t) and shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Spanish market yearly-average clearing price.

This preliminary approach for the objective function is called cost objective function (COF) and
is determined by Equation (2), aiming to minimize energy cost where f cost (t) denotes the amount of
money to be paid for the purchased energy minus the income received for the sold energy, at every
hour t = 1, 2, . . . , 24. The contribution of the batteries is included in the vector Dmod (t), deﬁned in
Equation (1). Since PV generation and battery ESS O&M costs are not clearly related to their power
scheduling, they have not been considered in the objective function:
f cost (t) = Pr (t) · [ Dmod (t) − G (t)].

(2)

In contrast, the novel objective function, proposed in this paper, is called mismatch objective
function (MOF) and tries to improve not only the economic proﬁt, but also the system efﬁciency (lower
losses) and the exploitation of the DER. It intends to minimize the mismatch between generation and
modiﬁed demand at every hour, i.e., the power in the interconnection with the main grid as shown in
Equation (3). The square operator is introduced to penalize the highest errors. This objective function
implicitly pursues self-consumption and self-sufﬁciency rates maximization, peak shaving, energy
losses minimization in the distribution grid and network tariff costs reduction:
f mismatch (t) = [ Dmod (t) − G (t)]2 .

(3)

A set of constraints is added to the algorithm in order to assure safe performance and to prevent
battery’s early degradation. These constraints are the same in both optimization processes:

•

State of charge (SoC) range: Battery manufacturers recommend keeping the SoC (percentage
of charge related to the rated capacity) within a safe operational range [SoCmin , SoCmax ].
Dynamic equation for SoC calculation is shown in Equation (4), under the assumption of unity
charging/discharging efﬁciency. A discretization of Equation (4) is done in this constraint, which
is shown in Equation (5), and minimum and maximum limits are assumed to be 20% and 100%
respectively, taking [25] as reference:
SoCi (t) = SoCi (0) +
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24

SoCimin ≤ SoCiinit +

∑ PBi (t)Δt

t =1

i
Cnom

≤ SoCimax .

(5)

i
For each battery i, Cnom
is the nominal capacity (6000 Wh for both prosumers) and SoCiinit is the
SoC at the beginning of the day. In this study initial SoC of 83% and 50% have been considered for
prosumers’ batteries 1 and 2, respectively. The time interval Δt is 1 h.

•

Charge/discharge power: The charging/discharging power is bounded by the battery
speciﬁcations and by the battery’s power electronics converter rated power. Equation (6) describes
i
i
this constraint, in which Pmax,dis
and Pmax,ch
are the maximum allowed power for discharging and
charging (−2000 W and 2000 W have been respectively assumed).
i
i
≤ PBi (t) ≤ Pmax,ch
.
Pmax,dis

•

(6)

Power gradient limitation: It is desirable that batteries’ SoC presents a smooth variation along
the day. Abrupt changes in SoC along with frequent alternating between charge and discharge
modes negatively affect the battery lifetime [26,27]. Therefore, an additional constraint has been
included to avoid large power oscillations between two consecutive hours. A maximum power
gradient ΔPB is considered with that purpose, as presented in Equation (7). A value of 300 W
has been selected for ΔPB , obtained from the maximum difference observed between consecutive
hours in a daily proﬁle averaged for a year in a real house.



 i
PB (t) − PBi (t + 1) ≤ ΔPB .

(7)

The ability of GA to search for the solution in the entire solution space and to ﬁnd the global
optimum solution even in non-convex, non-linear and non-smooth optimization problems has led to
its use in this type of optimization problems [23,28]. This evolutionary algorithm emulates natural
selection process. Starting from a random initial population of possible solutions (chromosomes) within
a proper range (−2000 to 2000 W for each battery in this case study) of the solution space, GA iteratively
creates new populations (children) according to their ﬁtness for the objective function. Stopping criteria
related to ﬁtness value and computation time are included to ﬁnish the optimization procedure.
In this case study, chromosomes consist of 24 or 48 values of PB , depending on whether
individual or coordinated scheduling is being performed. The ﬁnal solution will consist in the
set of hourly battery charging/discharging power values which minimizes the objective function
subject to deﬁned constraints.
3. Results
The performance of the proposed algorithm with the aim of comparing the different objective
functions and evaluating the advantages of prosumers’ cooperation is quantiﬁed by means of usual
indicators in literature. Self-consumption (SC) and self-sufﬁciency (SS) rates are well known indicators
and they are presented in Equations (8) and (9), respectively. In both cases, the numerator computes the
load instantly matched by the local production, using the considered batteries. Therefore, SC describes
the percentage of on-site generation that is instantly consumed by the prosumer and SS the percentage
of demand instantly satisﬁed by the on-site generation [29]:
24

SC =

∑ min[ Dmod (t), G (t)]

t =1

24

∑ G (t)

t =1
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24

SS =

∑ min[ Dmod (t), G (t)]

t =1

24

.

(9)

∑ D (t)

t =1

Other technical indicators to evaluate the results are the power interchanged with the main grid
Pgrid , obtained from the nodal (in individual operation) or the whole system (coordinated operation)
power balance, computed by Equation (10), and the accumulated energy import Eimp and export Eexp
during the whole day, computed by Equations (11) and (12) respectively. One must note that Pgrid
should not be higher than the line capacity (4.6 kW for each dwelling or 9.2 kW for the common
supply line):
Pgrid (t) = Dmod (t) − G (t),
(10)
Eimp =
Eexp =

24

∑ Pgrid (t) ∀ Pgrid (t) > 0,

(11)

t =1
24

∑ Pgrid (t) ∀ Pgrid (t) < 0.

(12)

t =1

Finally, economic indicators are used to evaluate the proﬁtability of the obtained solution for the
prosumers. Based on the energy trading prices, Costbnt denotes the energy cost before network tariffs
in €/day, and is calculated by Equation (13):
Costbnt =

24

∑ Pr(t) · Pgrid (t).

(13)

t =1

Pr(t) is the set of hourly prices of the Spanish Electricity Market (Figure 3). According to Pgrid sign,
the cost is positive when the energy is imported.
Network tariffs have two components for consumers in Spain: a capacity-based term, Consumer
Power Tariff (CPT, in €/kW·year), which is multiplied by the contracted power (CP), and a volumetric
term, Consumer Energy Tariff (CET, in €/kWh). On the other hand, a volumetric term is only
established for producers, Producer Energy Tariff (PET, in €/MWh). Values for these tariff terms have
been obtained from Spanish regulation for low voltage consumers, with the so-called 2.0 A tariff [30],
and for any producers [31], being CPT = 38.043426 €/kW·year, CET = 0.044027 €/kWh and PET =
0.5 €/MWh.
CP can be selected as any value of power, rounded by multiples of 0.1 kW, over the maximum
demanded power [14]. In each case, CP (kW) has been obtained for the day under study, starting from
the maximum absolute value of Pgrid .
These values have been used to calculate the daily cost of the electric energy after network tariffs
Costant by means of Equation (14):




Cost ant = CPT · CP/365 + CET ·  Eimp  + PET ·  Eexp .

(14)

The mentioned indicators are used to evaluate the performance of both tested objective functions
(cost objective function COF and mismatch objective function MOF), to compare them with each other
and with the case without ESS. Firstly, individual scheduling for each dwelling is considered, and
afterwards, results are compared to the case where coordinated community management is considered.
3.1. Individual Schedule of Batteries
Taking into account the objective functions presented in Section 2, Figure 4 shows generation,
initial demand and demand modiﬁed by the action of the batteries for both prosumers.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Generation, demand and modiﬁed demand hourly power curves during scheduled 24 h:
(a) Prosumer 1, COF; (b) Prosumer 1, MOF; (c) Prosumer 2, COF; (d) Prosumer 2, MOF.

Table 1 shows the SC and SS indicators obtained with each of the proposed objective functions
and the situation without ESS.
Table 1. SC and SS indicators for each of the prosumers with individual schedule.
Prosumer

Indicator

Without ESS

COF

MOF

Prosumer 1

SC
SS

0.6327
0.3306

0.4611
0.2410

0.7568
0.3955

Prosumer 2

SC
SS

0.1384
0.5083

−0.0177 1
−0.0651 1

0.3427
1.2582 2

1

SS < 0 is due to negative values of Dmod (t) in Equation (9).
household daily demand.

2

SS > 1 means that imported energy is higher than

As it was expected, COF leads prosumers to buy energy at night (when the price is low) and
to avoid buying or even to sell energy at evening peak price hours. This procedure has economic
advantages in energy cost but penalizes SC and SS rates, as shown in Table 1. These indicators are
even worse with COF than those obtained without ESS in the households. On the contrary, MOF
signiﬁcantly improves SC and SS of both prosumers, since its main target is to match generated and
demanded power as much as possible.
Figure 5 shows the power interchanged with the main grid Pgrid , according to Equation (10). It can
be observed that line capacity of each dwelling is not exceeded in any cases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5. Pgrid during scheduled 24 h (positive values for import energy ﬂow and negative for export):
(a) Prosumer 1, without ESS; (b) Prosumer 1, COF; (c) Prosumer 1, MOF; (d) Prosumer 2, without ESS;
(e) Prosumer 2, COF; (f) Prosumer 2, MOF.

Absolute values for energy imported Eimp and exported Eexp (according to Equations (11) and (12)
respectively), are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. Energy import and export for each of the prosumers with individual schedule.
Prosumer

Indicator

Without ESS

COF

MOF

Prosumer 1

|Eimp | (kWh)
|Eexp | (kWh)

27.203
7.801

27.047
11.445

20.495
4.893

Prosumer 2

|Eimp | (kWh)
|Eexp | (kWh)

2.844
18.297

4.361
21.614

0.014
13.952

Figure 5 and Table 2 conﬁrm the conclusion previously reached. The dependence of both
prosumers on the main grid can be, when COF is used, even higher than in the absence of ESS (either
in terms of power or energy). This is a consequence of considering energy price as the unique variable
to perform the battery management and leads to other drawbacks, such as higher required capacity of
the distribution grid and higher transmission losses. However, MOF reduces the dependence on the
main grid, both in power and energy terms, thus assuring advantages also for the distribution system.
The previous indicators used for evaluating the performance of the proposed objective functions
are related to technical performance. Table 3 below summarizes the economic indicators to evaluate
eventual prosumer beneﬁts.
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Table 3. Economic indicators for each of the prosumers with individual schedule.
Prosumer
Prosumer 1

Prosumer 2

Indicator

Without ESS

COF

MOF

CP (kW)
Costbnt (€/day)
Costant (€/day)
CP (kW)
Costbnt (€/day)
Costant (€/day)

4.2
1.2959
2.9351
2.7
−1.0278
−0.6120

4.4
1.0258
2.6809
2.6
−1.1826
−0.7088

3.9
1.0610
2.3723
2.1
−0.9135
−0.6871

Table 3 proves that MOF presents economic advantages as well. Although Costbnt is obviously
lower when COF is used, this approach leads to higher energy interchange with the grid, which adds
costs in terms of network tariffs both when importing and exporting energy (although with different
unitary cost). In the case of MOF, CP is reduced as well as imported and exported energy, leading to
considerably lower network tariffs. As a consequence, this is the approach with the lowest Costant for
prosumer 1 and produces similar revenues for prosumer 2.
Additional beneﬁts are obtained from MOF related to batteries lifetime. As discussed earlier,
a higher frequency of charge/discharge cycles increases battery degradation, leading to a lifetime
decrease. Figure 6 compares batteries’ SoC evolution when the different objective functions are used.
It can be observed that oscillation between charge/discharge modes is less frequent using MOF than
using COF, thus contributing to slow down battery degradation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. SoC of batteries during scheduled 24 h: (a) Prosumer 1, COF; (b) Prosumer 1, MOF;
(c) Prosumer 2, COF; (d) Prosumer 2, MOF.
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3.2. Coordinated Schedule of Batteries
At this stage, both prosumers are considered as one management unit (prosumers community),
under the concept of microgrid, where DERs are shared to reach a joint optimization target. In this
case, the output vector to be obtained, PB , by means of the GA is composed of 48 values, corresponding
to the 24 h scheduling of both batteries, while constraints are still applied to each of the batteries.
The obtained results are shown below, with the aim of comparing this scenario to the individual
management of each prosumer.
Figure 7 shows generation, initial demand and demand modiﬁed by the action of batteries, with
both objective functions. It is important to note that these results refer to the whole microgrid.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Generation, demand and modiﬁed demand hourly power curves of the whole microgrid,
during scheduled 24 h: (a) COF; (b) MOF.

SC and SS indicators obtained for each objective function and for the situation without ESS can
be found in Table 4. The same conclusions can be drawn as in the case of individual scheduling of
batteries: MOF improves both SC and SS indicators, whereas they reach lower values when COF is
used. This is due to a higher dependence on the main grid in this last case, as it is also shown in
Figure 8 and Table 5.
Table 4. SC and SS indicators for the whole microgrid with coordinated scheduling.

(a)

Indicator

Without ESS

COF

MOF

SC
SS

0.4168
0.3814

0.3112
0.2847

0.5950
0.5444

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Pgrid of the whole microgrid during scheduled 24 h (positive values for export energy ﬂow
and negative for import): (a) Without ESS; (b) COF; (c) MOF.
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Table 5. Energy import and export for the whole coordinated microgrid.
Indicator

Without ESS

COF

MOF

|Eimp | (kWh)
|Eexp | (kWh)

28.720
24.771

27.606
29.257

15.553
17.204

Both power and energy interchange with the main grid are signiﬁcantly improved when MOF is
used. Note that Pgrid is always far from the capacity of the common supply line (9.2 kW). In the case of
COF, energy import is reduced in comparison to the case without ESS, but energy export is increased,
since only economic factors are considered to reach the optimal solution.
The economic indicators are shown in Table 6, where the sum of both prosumers’ costs with
individual schedule has been added for comparison.
Table 6. Economic indicators for the whole microgrid, and individual CP and sum of both prosumers
costs with individual schedule.
Type of Schedule

Indicator

Without ESS

COF

MOF

Coordinated (whole microgrid)

CPMG (kW)
Costbnt (€/day)
Costant (€/day)

4.2
0.2680
1.9826

4.8
−0.1604
1.5700

3.3
−0.0756
0.9617

Individual (sum of both
prosumers)

CP1 /CP2 (kW)
Costbnt (€/day)
Costant (€/day)

4.2/2.7
0.2681
2.3231

4.4/2.6
−0.1568
1.9721

3.9/2.1
0.1475
1.6852

A very interesting conclusion can be drawn from Table 6. MOF also improves the economic
proﬁt of the microgrid in comparison to COF and moreover it signiﬁcantly reduces the cost of the
electricity bill for the whole microgrid compared to individual schedule of the battery of each prosumer.
Obviously, the advantage is for the set of prosumers, as each of them is not equally affected. Prosumer
2 is a net energy exporter and earned money along the day (see Table 3). Therefore, if equitable
share is done of the whole microgrid bill, this prosumer would be adversely affected. A fair rule
based on energy balance of each prosumer should be developed to assign costs to each prosumer of
the microgrid, as proposed in [21]. Regarding the evolution of battery SoC, Figure 9 depicts those
regarding both objective functions, showing that MOF also reduces battery degradation.

(b)

(a)

Figure 9. SoC of batteries during scheduled 24 h: (a) COF; (b) MOF.

The previously tested case study presented the advantages of batteries’ coordinated scheduling in
comparison to individual operation. In this case study, different demand levels have been considered
to evaluate distinct performance between both operation modes. The proposed objective function was
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also tested using for both prosumers the average yearly demand proﬁle obtained from a real measured
dwelling. Figure 10 and Table 7 depict the generation, demand and modiﬁed demand of the whole
microgrid and the main performance indicators obtained for this new case study, respectively.

(b)

(a)

Figure 10. Generation, demand and modiﬁed demand hourly power curves of the whole microgrid,
during scheduled 24 h, in the new case study: (a) COF; (b) MOF.
Table 7. SC and SS rates, energy import and export and economic indicators for the whole coordinated
microgrid, in the new case study.
Indicators

Without ESS

COF

MOF

SC
SS
|Eimp | (kWh)
|Eexp | (kWh)
CP (kW)
Costbnt (€/day)
Costant (€/day)

0.4783
0.4555
24.285
22.161
3.6
0.1059
1.5614

0.4456
0.4244
20.071
23.547
4.2
−0.3326
1.0006

0.7004
0.6671
9.248
12.724
1.9
−0.2308
0.3807

Pgrid and the evolution of the SoC of batteries are also shown in Figures 11 and 12 respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Pgrid during scheduled 24 h (positive values for export energy ﬂow and negative for import),
in the new case study: (a) Without ESS; (b) COF; (c) MOF.

This new case study demonstrates that the proposed objective function, in a measured average
demand situation, clearly outperforms the objective function based on energy cost in all the parameters
previously discussed. It improves SC and SS indicators, signiﬁcantly reduces the interchanged power
and energy, decreases electricity bill and better exploits battery capacity, reducing the number of
charging/discharging cycles a day.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 12. SoC of batteries during scheduled 24 h, in the new case study: (a) COF; (b) MOF.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper a microgrid of prosumers with PV generation and battery ESS is managed using
a GA to schedule the batteries’ charging/discharging power in a daily timeframe with one-hour
resolution. Two management strategies were tested: individual and coordinated scheduling. Moreover,
two objective functions were evaluated and compared. The ﬁrst one (COF) aims to minimize the cost
associated with energy consumption, while the second one (MOF) is focused on improving both SC
and SS indices.
Regarding objective functions, the proposed MOF outperforms COF, which is based on traded
energy price. This improvement is mainly reached in terms of SC and SS rates, and in the interconnection
power and energy with the main grid. As a consequence, a better exploitation of DER is achieved,
along with a lower impact into the distribution grid, both in capacity (which must be enough to match
peak power) and in losses (which are related to the volume of ﬂowing energy). But also economic
advantages are shown when this new objective function is used comparing to an objective function
based on the cost of the traded energy. Although COF leads to lower energy cost, before network
tariffs, it also causes an increase in the required CP and in the daily imported and exported energy,
thus increasing networks tariffs. This conclusion is valid in the absence of support for surplus energy
of self-consumers, which tends to be the policy in European countries once grid-parity for the activity
has been achieved. Finally, battery cycling is favorable to avoid premature degradation, as only one
charge/discharge cycle is completed during the day with MOF, unlike the result of using COF. Results
obtained from this study conclude that reducing the dependence on the main grid, both in power
and energy terms, not only improves energy efﬁciency, distribution losses, exploitation of DERs and
empowers consumers, but also economic advantages are reached for prosumers both in the electricity
bill and battery lifetime. Therefore, this objective outperforms classical cost minimization techniques
widely proposed in literature.
Another important conclusion is attained related to microgrid coordination. Performing the
schedule of batteries as a set of resources to jointly optimize the microgrid energy management
shows a noticeable improvement compared to individual scheduling, in terms of power and energy
interchanges as well as economic beneﬁts. Coordinated schedule of prosumers with average demand
also shows clearly higher beneﬁts when MOF is used instead of COF. This case study represents a
realistic self-consumption situation and conclusions can be easily extended to bigger communities with
several household prosumers. This result reinforces the interest for microgrids and smart communities
as a way to improve energy efﬁciency and exploitation of DER. An effective method for assigning the
resulting total costs of the microgrid to each of the prosumers is pending for future research.
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Nomenclature
CET:
Ci nom :
COF:
Costant :
Costbnt :
CP:
CPi :
CPMG :
CPT:
D (t):
DER:
Dmod (t):
DSR:
Eexp :
Eimp :
ESS:
fcost :
FIT:
fmismatch :
G (t):
GA:
MOF:
O&M:
P2P:
PB i (t):
PET:
Pgrid :
Pi max,ch :
Pi max,dis :
Pr (t):
PV:
SC:
SoC:
SoCi init :
SoCi max :
SoCi min :
SS:
ΔPB :

Consumer Energy Tariff
Nominal capacity of battery i
Cost objective function
Cost after network tariffs
Cost before network tariffs
Contracted Power
Contracted Power of prosumer i
Contracted Power of the whole microgrid
Consumer Power Tariff
Demanded power at hour t
Distributed Energy Resource
Modiﬁed demand at hour t
Demand-Side Response
Exported energy along the whole day
Imported energy along the whole day
Energy Storage System
Fitness function to be minimized according to COF
Feed-in Tariffs
Fitness function to be minimized according to MOF
Generated power at hour t
Genetic Algorithm
Mismatch objective function
Operation and Maintenance
Peer-to-Peer
Battery power of battery i at hour t
Producer Energy Tariff
Power in the interconnection with the main grid
Maximum charge power for battery i
Maximum discharge power for battery i
Energy market price at hour t
Photovoltaic
Self-Consumption rate
State of Charge
State of Charge of battery i at the beginning of the day
Maximum allowed State of Charge of battery i
Minimum allowed State of Charge of battery i
Self-Sufﬁciency rate
Maximum power gradient between consecutive hours
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Abstract: This paper proposes a wireless low-cost solution based on long-range (LoRa) technology
able to communicate with remote PV power plants, covering long distances with minimum power
consumption and maintenance. This solution includes a low-cost open-source technology at
the sensor layer and a low-power wireless area network (LPWAN) at the communication layer,
combining the advantages of long-range coverage and low power demand. Moreover, it offers an
extensive monitoring system to exchange data in an Internet-of-Things (IoT) environment. A detailed
description of the proposed system at the PV module level of integration is also included in the paper,
as well as detailed information regarding LPWAN application to the PV power plant monitoring
problem. In order to assess the suitability of the proposed solution, results collected in real PV
installations connected to the grid are also included and discussed.
Keywords: PV monitoring; low-cost solutions; LoRa technology

1. Introduction
In most countries, fossil fuel consumption has been drastically increasing along with
enhancements in the quality of life and industrialization, and a growing world population [1].
This relevant fossil fuel consumption not only leads to an increase in the rate of diminishing fossil
fuel reserves, but also has a signiﬁcant adverse inﬂuence on the environment and the threat of global
climate change. Actually, renewable integration issues have drawn attention in the scientiﬁc literature
lately, and recent contributions have been focused on the institutional challenges [2]. Within the
electricity sector, renewable and clean power generation alternatives will play a relevant role in future
power supply (i) to attain global public awareness and sensibility of the need for environmental
protection, and (ii) to achieve less dependence on fossil fuels for energy production [3]. Indeed,
Mancarella et al. afﬁrm that power systems are among the most critical infrastructures of modern
societies, being crucially important to boost their resilience under severe weather conditions and
any future challenges focused on climate change concerns [4]. As a result, most road maps and
scenarios forecast a relevant resurgence of low-carbon generator units in the electricity supply side
mix [5]. From the different renewable resources, wind and PV solar solutions are considered as
relatively mature technologies, with a signiﬁcant impact on current power systems [6]. However,
certain technical problems have been discussed in the literature about high penetration of renewables,
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mainly focused on reliability, power quality, and stability [7]. In this way, the intermittent nature of
such sources may increase the stress of the grid, mainly due to undesirable oscillations on the supply
side [8], which may negatively affect the transmission system regulation [9]. Regarding PV power
plants, their power generation is highly dependent on solar irradiance, ambient temperature, and other
atmospheric parameters [10]. Consequently, ﬂuctuations from grid-connected PV installations might
lead to decreased grid reliability, compromising the demand–supply balance control [11]. Indeed,
PV systems extensively integrated into low-voltage (LV) distribution grids may cause signiﬁcant
changes in feeder voltage proﬁles [12]. Consequently, it is very important to determine and monitor
such weather parameters that can provide a more precise prediction of the PV power generated [13].
Therefore, the PV power plant integration into power systems must imply monitoring solutions.
Moreover, Beránek et al. afﬁrms that monitoring of PV system plants is an urgent and imperative
activity for practical implementation of new ecologically clean solar plants [14].
Different solutions can be found in the speciﬁc literature to monitor PV power plants.
Ramakrishna et al. afﬁrm that the PV monitoring systems can be broadly classiﬁed as ground-based
or space-based monitoring systems [15]. More speciﬁcally, some of these contributions are focused
on monitoring locally PV data. In this way, Fuentes et al. describes a portable data logger based
on standalone instruments [16]. LabVIEW has shown relevant characteristics for monitoring and
communicating several devices simultaneously [17]. Bayrak et al. use a Labview data acquisition
(DAQ) card for monitoring electrical measurement of a PV system [18]. Chouder et al. also present
a detailed characterization of the performance and dynamic behavior of PV installations through
LabVIEW real-time interface system [19]. Recently, a novel power line communication (PLC) method
for a DC–DC power optimizer solution is proposed by Zhu et al. [20]. The data are modulated and
then transmitted through the series-connected DC-power line to other DC–DC power optimizers.
The parallel resonant coupling unit is used in [21] to monitor PV data into a high-frequency form to
carry out the carrier communication. Wireless solutions to monitor PV installations at panel level
have been also proposed by other authors. As an example, Ando et al. describes a complete wireless
solution at panel level to estimate efﬁciency losses and anomalous aging of PV installations [22].
Similar contributions for individual monitoring of panels based on wireless technology can be found
in [23]. An in–situ monitoring solutions for PV panels is proposed and evaluated by Papageorgas
et al. in [24]. Moreno-García et al. presents an architecture of acquisition devices, including distributed
wireless sensors, to monitor and supervise all the distributed devices in the plant [25]. An extension of
this solution by detecting any failures or deviations in PV production can be found in [26]. A low-cost
acquisition system to record data in micro SD card is presented by Fanourakis et al. in [27]. Regarding
remote PV monitoring proposals, different contributions can be found in the speciﬁc literature.
In this way, Zigbee technology has been proposed by different authors during recent years [28–31].
Li et al. also propose an on-line monitoring system based on Zigbee technology for Internet of Things
purposes [32]. However, and according to [33], Zigbee technology is proven inefﬁcient in large scale
since it is not able to face up huge distances. A low cost IOT-based embedded system is described
in [34]. This solution uses a GPRS module and a low cost microcontroller to send the power generated
by a PV power plant. GSM voice channel for the communication of data has been also proposed, since
the GSM network is readily available in rural areas [35]. As drawbacks, Pereira et al. afﬁrm that this
solution requires a SIM card with data transfer charging and can be installed only in places under
phone coverage [36]. At residential level, an IoT solution based on Arduino with 3G connectivity
technology is described and assessed in [37]. A comparison of different technologies—Ethernet, WiFi
and ZigBee—for smart-house applications including RES is proposed in [38]. A user-friendly PV
monitoring system based on a low-cost PLC is proposed by Han et al in [39]. A review focused on
solutions for PV performance monitoring is discussed in [40].
From the Transmission and Distribution Network Operator point of view, a mass energy
production coming from PV systems without the corresponding energy storage units and/or sufﬁcient
innovative electricity network architectures—such as micro-grids, smart-grids and web of cells—can
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cause severe disturbances [41]. In Europe, Mateo et al. contribute to overcome the barriers that hamper
a large-scale integration of PV installations in the electricity distribution grids, being necessary the
integration of advanced monitoring and operation systems [42]. As an additional example, in Germany,
90% of renewable system capacity is connected to distribution grids, and smart grid investments should
be promoted by German DSOs [43]. Current power systems thus require modernization in terms of
sensing, communication technologies, measurements, and automation technologies, and subsequently,
smart power grids arise as a suitable solution [44,45].
Considering previous approaches, this work provides a step forward: a wireless low-cost
open-source monitoring solution based on long-range (LoRa) technology able to communicate
with remote PV power plants. The aim is thus to monitor in real time wide zones under study,
covering long distances with minimum power consumption and maintenance. This study is in
line with previous works of the authors focused on PV monitoring [46,47]; as well as in line with
recent contributions where PLC and wireless are considered the best candidates for communication
purposes [48], and wireless is poised to play a signiﬁcant role in shaping the capabilities of future
measurement systems [49]. Besides, the cost of open-source solutions is usually considerably lower
than commercially available devices, with little loss of accuracy and precision [16]. Moreover,
commercial solutions present some drawbacks, as can be found in recent PV monitoring system
reviews [50]. The main contributions are summarized as follows:
•
•
•

Wide areas, referred to remote PV installations, are controlled via and communicated through a
low-cost open-source solution based on LoRa technology.
Data are gathered from the PV installations in accordance with the current IEC-61724 standards
and industrial, scientiﬁc, and medical (ISM) band use regulations.
The proposed solution is ﬂexible to exchange data in real time among PV power plants in terms
of power generation and weather parameters.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes wireless sensor network
technology and particularly the LoRa approach. Section 3 gives detailed information regarding our
proposed solution. Section 4 offers extensive results, evaluating the performance of our solution.
To this end, different testing processes are conducted by the authors. Finally, conclusions are discussed
in Section 5.
2. Wireless Sensor Network: LoRa Solution
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a mature ﬁeld in technology to sense physical parameters and
transmit them wirelessly out of the coverage range of the measurement in situ. This is a potential area
of interest for the scientiﬁc community, reinforcing some beliefs about the necessity for further research
initiatives in a new wireless-network paradigm. In this context, the low-power wide-area network
(LPWAN) is a recent WSN-based technology that emerged as an alternative wireless monitoring
solution [51]. Different applications and contributions can be found, mainly focused on the industrial
environment. In particular, this technology is currently drawing much attention for managing assets
over wide areas, such as the monitoring and control of PV power plants and the operation of distributed
energy systems. The main characteristics are its excellent long-range, low-power consumption
and reduced computation capacity (like a long-range WSN). In fact, the operation of a distributed
energy system usually requires ﬂexible and reliable communication systems. However, cable-based
communications are, in many cases, an infeasible solution due to their complex installation and
maintenance. In distributed energy systems with high penetration of renewables and small generation
units connected at different voltage levels, this wireless technology can help to overcome the lack of
information in the performance and generation of these installations [52].
LPWAN is a generic term that encompasses a group of technologies, allowing wide area
communications at lower cost points and reduced power consumption. LPWAN technologies have
arisen in both licensed and unlicensed markets, such as LTE-M, Sigfox, long range (LoRa), and narrow
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band (NB)-IoT. Among them, LoRa and NB-IoT are the most prominent, though they clearly present
technical differences [53]. Presently, LoRa is an LPWAN approach receiving relevant consideration in
the literature, because it can operate efﬁciently in unlicensed bands. Unlike LoRa, an NB-IoT network
must be set up within an existing cellular network. This makes LoRa a more ﬂexible solution than
NB-IoT to meet the requirements of outlying districts [54]. It is worth noting that LoRa is inarguably
the main actor in the current LPWAN scene, used in an unlicensed spectrum below 1 GHz and
supported by many worldwide technology leaders (Cisco, Microchip, IBM, HP, etc.) [55]. From a
technological point of view, LoRa provides a proprietary chirp spread spectrum (CSS) modulation
to achieve communication distances greater than 700 km [56]. What makes LoRa stand out from
other modulation methods is its unique spread spectrum technique, which provides robustness
against interference and a very low minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the receiver to be able
to demodulate the signal. LoRa is thus a suitable solution for applications that require a very long
battery lifetime and reduced cost. Moreover, as it strengthens, LoRa allows tuning of several physical
transmission properties: the bandwidth and central frequency of the communication, the coding
rate (CR, the ratio between the length of the packet and the length of the error-correction code),
the transmission power, and the spreading factor (SF, deﬁned as the ratio between the symbol rate and
chip rate). Higher SF values enhance the sensitivity and range of communication at the expense of
increasing the over-the-air time of the packets, thus consuming more transmission duty cycles (TDCs).
In the past few years, the interest of monitoring smart industries has increasingly become
LoRa [57] as one technology solution demanded by many researchers [58,59]. Most of the contributions
have been focused on analyzing the advantages, disadvantages, capabilities, and limits of current
developments/deployments in several scenarios: industrial environments [60], civil infrastructures
such as bridges [61] and public transport [62], line-of-sight and obstructed communications [63],
and surveillance tasks to combat poachers in wildlife reserves in Africa [64]. In addition, LoRa
performance has been compared to other LPWAN solutions such as Sigfox [65] and Weightless [66],
as well as licensed options such as NB-IoT [67]. Other studies have dealt with the real scalability of
current LoRa networks [68,69], the performance of their different conﬁgurations [70] or the download
trafﬁc analysis of these types of networks [71]. LoRa deﬁnes the physical level and LoRaWAN
encompasses the link layer of the protocol stack and the system architecture [72]. LoRaWAN uses
long-range star architecture in which gateways are used to relay messages between the end nodes
and a central core network (see Figure 1). In a LoRaWAN scenario, nodes are not associated with a
speciﬁc gateway. Instead, data transmitted by a node are typically received by multiple gateways.
Furthermore, LoRaWAN uses the adaptive data rate (ADR) algorithm to estimate the CR and SF
parameters under speciﬁc channel conditions. Subsequently, each gateway forwards the received
packet from the end node to the cloud-based network server via standard IP connections. Different
disadvantages can be identiﬁed when LoRaWAN solutions are implemented, intrinsic to operating in
any ISM band. In particular, current international laws require a stringent duty cycle of 1%. This means
the radio channel cannot be occupied more than 36 s per hour. In fact, this value is denoted as the
maximum TDC allowed by the nodes to operate in ISM channels. This is an important concern
for nodes managing critical assets (such as those found in the proposed solution), where LoRa and
LoRaWAN must be able to report critical events within seconds. Therefore, node duty cycles should
be set with the goal of reporting critical events under the entire conditions. It is precisely this type
of situation that drew our attention and a question arose: ’Is it possible to obtain communications
using LoRa technology, considering its stringent duty cycle under critical conditions (i.e., given the
criticality of the reported event)?’ Moreover, the end-node conﬁguration is a crucial aspect for packet
transmission purposes, since LoRa networks allow us to adjust not only frequency and power values,
but also other parameters such as SF and CR, promoting robustness in the communications at the
expense of increasing the packet over-the-air time.
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Figure 1. General overview of long-range (LoRa)/LoRa wireless area network (WAN) architecture.

To the best of the authors knowledge, contributions such as [73–75] use LoRa technology as
the way of transmitting data collected by sensors in a PV Power Plant. In these contributions,
authors installed a Lora communication module to dispatch packets to a Gateway including physical
parameters such as current or temperature, without going into details about communication concerns.
Unlike these works, we contribute with a solution which tackles these concerns more intensively
than [73–75], ensuring the best performance for transmitting information from the PV installation to
the Gateway and, consequently, increasing the system reliability. In this sense, and as will be discussed
in Section 4, the transmission rate—bits per second—has been thoroughly tuned to achieve a suitable
and acceptable RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) and SNR ﬁgures in the proposed solution.
For testing purposes, it has been considered the maximum SF allowed by the LoRa technology (SF12),
with a CR value of 4/5 and below the maximum TDC.
3. Proposed Solution
3.1. General Overview: Topology
The proposed network architecture integrates LoRa–IoT infrastructure in a similar way to Figure 1.
Therefore, by allowing for typical LoRa network topologies [76], a star topology including end devices,
gateways, and a central network server is considered in the proposed solution. All selected sensors in
charge of monitoring PV installations have to fulﬁll the IEC-61724 requirements. PV electrical data and
weather parameters are gathered to estimate PV operating conditions and exchange meteorological and
electrical data information. These data packets are sent to the LoRa gateway from the corresponding
PV power plants. Subsequently, the received data are then forwarded to the network application
via LAN connection. The design of the proposed system involves (i) end-node hardware selection,
(ii) software-node conﬁguration, and (iii) LoRa network server. These items are discussed in detail in
the following.
3.2. End-Node Hardware: Sensors and Communication
The end node is in charge of gathering PV electrical data and weather conditions. Data packets
are subsequently sent to the gateway. The main requirements accomplished by the end node are
the following:
•

•

Information from the PV module installed in the PV power plant is collected according to the
current IEC-61724 standard requirements. These data provide relevant information for predictive
maintenance purposes.
Flexible, low-cost, and open-source solutions are required to carry out a suitable integration of
the proposed system into real PV power plants.
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•

Nodes are able to run software, including a complete LoRa Class A. As mentioned, the end nodes
operate under the license-exempt industrial, scientiﬁc, and medical (ISM) bands (EU 868 MHz/US
915 MHz) [77].

First, a hardware development platform was selected under the parameters of low cost and
open-source software solutions. To this end, and taking into account previous experience, the Arduino
platform [78], which offers a free development software environment to develop a prominent number
of applications [79], was chosen. Other studies afﬁrm the efﬁcient reconﬁgurable security approach
for WSN with Arduino-based systems [80]. Following these parameters, the Arduino One and
Arduino Nano were considered as printed board platforms [81]. Both hardware solutions are based on
ATmega328P with similar performance. As its main features, Arduino Uno comprises a 32 kB ﬂash
memory, 2 kB SRAM and 1 kB EEPROM, with 5 V operating voltage level and 14 digital I/O pins.
The Arduino Nano is considered as a bridge between sensors and, for instance, a Raspberry Pi, which
becomes it in a base station [82]. LoRa transceiver is also integrated in the device under the Arduino
requirements [83].
Concerning the selected group of sensors, they have to be in line with the following requirements:
they must (i) gather electrical PV parameters and weather conditions, and (ii) fulﬁll the IEC-61724
requirements. Moreover, the sensors are in accordance with previous works by the authors, where the
same requirements were considered [16,84]. Local data collected by our proposed solution are thus
able to estimate the PV module behavior and, in general, the PV installation performance. In terms
of electrical data, AC and DC voltage and current variables are considered as parameters to be
measured and collected for monitoring purposes. AC voltage measurement (VAC ) is implemented by
an AC–AC power adaptor. An isolation transformer gives a physical separation and a quasi-sinusoidal
waveform as an output signal. This signal is adapted by a voltage divider and sent to the Arduino
board as an analog input. In a similar way, DC voltage (VDC ) is collected and adapted as an Arduino
board analog input as well. For AC data (I AC ), a noninvasive Hall-effect sensor is provided for
the proposed solution [85]. An accurate, low-offset, linear Hall sensor is selected and implemented
by the authors to measure the DC current (IDC ) [86]. Both AC and DC sensors offer low-voltage
output signals compatible with the Arduino input voltage range. With regard to weather parameters,
the following variables are considered for monitoring purposes: solar irradiance, ambient temperature,
and PV module temperature. To measure and gather solar irradiance, and assuming that the
short-circuit current (ISC) is nearly proportional to the irradiance [87], it is measured in W/m2
by a 5 Wp short-circuit encapsulated polycrystalline silicon module. A shunt resistance is chosen and
implemented to adapt the voltage output within a suitable voltage range according to the Arduino
analog input requirements. Calibration of this module was carried out by the authors through the
CETENMA Solar TestBed, based on the global sunlight method available in [88]. Ambient temperature
was measured near PV modules as an attempt to more accurately estimate the real environment of
PV module conditions. A DHT22 temperature/humidity sensor with digital output was selected
with this objective. The DHT22 sensor is directly supported by the Arduino IDE technology and,
according to [89], it furnishes very accurate results with a fast refresh time. Other applications using
the DHT22 sensor can be found in [90,91]. Most correlations in the scientiﬁc literature for PV electrical
power as a function of the cell/module operating temperature and basic environmental variables are
based on linear approaches [92]. Indeed, [93,94] afﬁrm that PV module power output values depend
linearly, but rather strongly, on the operating temperature. The authors note that the PV module
temperature should be collected at the center of the back surface of the module and in the center of
the array ﬁeld location on the module, as pointed out by IEC-61829 method A [95]. In our proposed
system, a low-cost solution employing the DS18S20 digital sensor is used with this goal. This digital
thermometer achieves 9-bit Celsius temperature measurements, transferring them on a 1-wire bus [96].
A general diagram of the sensors and their connections with the Arduino board is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. General diagram of sensors and Arduino connections.

The communication system is in charge of dispatching data packets thanks to a transceiver
integrated into the Arduino board and operating in the EU-868 band [72]. The selected transceiver
is the RFM95W module, fabricated by HOPE RF and conﬁgured as a LoRa TM modem [97]. In fact,
the RFM95W conﬁgured for LoRa communication via 4-wire SPI bus was successfully tested in [98].
The main characteristics of this LoRa TM module are high efﬁciency and signiﬁcant sensitivity (around
−148 dBm). To achieve these advantages, this module is composed of a 6-GPIO interface conﬁgurable
by software and with different interruptions usually linked to the operation of the RFM95W [99],
and is able to support different modulations such as FSK/OOK, GFSK, MSK, or GMSK. Due to the
small size of the RFM95W module, an adapter is required to provide breakout pins and the antenna
plug-ins (Figure 3). Finally, the RFM95W works at 3.3 V and thus it cannot be directly connected to the
Arduino Uno or Nano (both operating at 5 V). A voltage adapter is thus required to give the operating
voltage range.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Dispatching data packets: implemented transceivers. (a) RFM95 with an ESP8266 module
adapter. (b) HOPE RFM95W transceiver with breakout board and 868 MHz antenna.

3.3. End-Node Software Conﬁguration
The end-node software conﬁguration was subsequently conducted after selecting the end-node
hardware solution along with the sensors. First, Arduino ﬁrmware was implemented and
tested in order to obtain the PV power plant parameters and values under the IEC-61724
standard [100] and the ISM band-use regulations. The selected ﬁrmware was the nano-lmic-v1.51-F.ino,
which was downloaded from the LoRa LMIC library [101]. The Arduino code follows
activation-by-personalization (ABP) rules, available in the LMIC library [83]. SScripts to read the data
format were also developed and the payload adjusted to contain full information gathered by the
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different sensors, following the format recommended by the IEC standard resolution. Please note that
the payload has a length of 38 bytes, which has a relevant impact on the over-air time of the packets, as
will be discussed in Section 4. The sampling period is another aspect to be considered in detail. In this
sense, the IEC standard establishes that the sampling period of the different parameters under study
varies proportionally to the solar irradiance. Under our operating conditions, parameters had to be
sampled in intervals of 1 minute or less. On the other hand, in Europe, the duty cycle is regulated by
the ETSI EN300.220 standard—Section 7.2.3—[102], which, as noted in Section 2, sets a duty cycle of 1%.
Furthermore, from the spreadsheet developed and proposed by Matthijs Kooijman [103], the over-air
time of the packets can be determined for different SFs. The over-air time corresponding to the worst
case was then used to deﬁne our sampling rate. By considering our scenario, the duty cycle, and
the over-air-time issue, data packets were sampled every 30 s. The parameters were then averaged
and sent in time periods of 3 min. These values will be modiﬁed in a subsequent version to enforce
the so-called ’Fair Access Policy’, which limits the uplink airtime to 30 s per day and per node [104].
The downlink messages were set to 10 messages per day and per node.
3.4. LoRa Gateway/LoRa Network Server
A single-channel LoRa gateway was designed and implemented with a Raspberry Pi board.
The LoRa radio communication module we selected is the Dragino Arduino shield from a Semtech
SX1276 chip [105]. The Dragino shield can be directly connected to the Raspberry Pi. SPI connectors
belonging to Dragino (MISO, MOSI, CLK, and NSSEL), VCC and GND are attached to the
corresponding pins on the Raspberry Pi (CE0 on the RPI for SPI, _nSSEL and 3v3 for VCC).
The operating system (OS) installed on the Raspberry Pi was Raspbian [106]. This single channel
gateway software as well as its OS are supported by Thomas Telkamp at GitHub, and further
information can be found in [107]. The single-channel LoRa gateway assembly and the coverage
range are depicted in Figure 4. As described in Section 3.1, a LoRa network server is required to test
the proposed application. With this aim, The Things Network (TTN) backend is used [108]. TTN is
a community-driven project offering a free server to users; our proposed solution must connect the
gateway to this free server. To this end, we created an account and registered the developed gateway.
The gateway is located in Europe, selecting the European ISM band (868 MHz). After this setting
process, the gateway is ready to be plugged in to the server. At this point, users can visualize the data
packet transmission from the end nodes associated with this gateway, with a status of ‘connected at
web’. In our case, two applications were developed: monitoring system testing and coverage range
testing. Furthermore, the Arduino ﬁrmware implemented a different device address, ‘DEVADDR’,
the network session key ‘NWSKEY’, and the application session key ‘APPSKEY’, which were developed
and implemented before carrying out the corresponding validation tests discussed in detail in the
following section.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Single-channel gateway. (a) Gateway assembly. (b) Gateway coverage range.
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3.5. Economic Evaluation: Cost-Effectiveness
Finally, and in terms of cost-effectiveness, the proposed monitoring system is in line with other
contributions discussed in Sections 1 and 2 based on non-commercial solutions. Our system is ﬂexible
to be conﬁgured in different locations and PV installations. With the aim of offering a low cost system,
the different hardware components are based on open-source projects with a high cost effectiveness
threshold. Table 1 gives the monitoring node cost, which is lower than other commercial solutions as
was previously discussed. Moreover, these commercial solutions usually provide less information and
a reduced number of parameters.
Table 1. PV monitoring node cost.
Description

Number

Unit Price (Euro)

Total Price (Euro)

PV module (5 Wp, 22 V, 30 W)
Cement resistance 5 W 10 Ω 10 R 5%
AC-AC power supply adapter
Non-invasive AC–sensor
5 V DC-USB power adapter
2.54 mm PCB screw connector
Aluminium electrolytic capacitor 400 V
Metal ﬁlm resistance 1 M 1.2 M 1.5 M 2 M 2.2 M Ω
Prototype PCB universal board
Outdoor enclosure and wiring
RFM95 LoRa Breakout + SMA connector antenna
HOPE RFM95
DS12820 temperature sensor
DHT temperature and humidity sensor

1
1
1
1
1
6
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1

8.75
0.13
4.95
4.31
2.40
0.17
0.02
0.05
0.35
3.50
5.95
4.05
0.99
2.52

8.75
0.13
4.95
4.31
2.40
1.02
0.04
0.30
0.35
3.50
5.95
4.05
0.99
2.52
39.26

Total cost

4. Results
This section summarizes the test bed conducted to evaluate the proposed system. System assembly,
coverage range, and performance evaluation of the PV power plant are described with the goal of
adding value to our proposal in terms of a sensing, monitoring, and data packet transmission solution
in an IoT scenario.
4.1. System Assembly
First, the selected hardware components and sensors (end nodes) were tested in a laboratory
environment to evaluate their performance under controlled conditions. After this initial testing,
components and sensors were connected and assembled to provide a feasible solution able to operate
under real conditions. To facilitate the integration of the proposed monitoring system into real
PV power plants, components and sensors corresponding to the end nodes were divided into two
subnodes, including most connectors commonly used in real PV installations connected to the grid:
(i) a principal subnode involving a main controller, a transceiver with the corresponding voltage
level converter, and a set of batteries for power supply requirements (see Figure 5); (ii) a secondary
subnode in charge of measuring and collecting PV module variables. To test the appropriateness of
the global solution, these nodes were ﬁrst deployed in the solar laboratory of CETENMA, located in
the Industrial Park of Cartagena (southeast Spain). This facility includes measurement equipment
to check the performance of PV power plants and modules. For testing purposes, a single 250 Wp
monocrystalline PV module connected to an SF 250 W Soltec SolarFighter microinverter was used (see
Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Detail of the system assembly. Principal subnode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Testing system located at the CETENMA SolarLab (Spain). (a) SolarLab outdoor test site
details. (b) Secondary box details.

4.2. Coverage Range Characterization
A relevant objective of this work was to evaluate the suitability of the proposed solution to
measure, collect, and send data from PV installations to a remote gateway. The coverage range of
the initial gateway, discussed in Section 3.3, was not enough to achieve the objectives searched in
the test bed. Indeed, the location and low performance of the antenna used for this gateway were
likely the biggest drawbacks of the initial poor coverage range. To overcome this limitation, another
gateway was implemented and installed at the Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena (Cartagena,
Spain). This additional Gateway is called the TM RG186 Series LoRa-enabled gateway [109]. It is
located on the roof of a researching building on the university campus (see Figure 7). The gateway
was registered with TTN as well.
To ensure the communication of the proposed system, we conducted a test of the signal power
and coverage range. To this end, a Global Positioning System (GPS) module was integrated into the
end node to transmit the location coordinates. To visualize the position of each end node, the TTN
Mapper software tool [110] was installed in the network server. This additional tool provides further
information, such as RSSI and SNR. Furthermore, each end node was conﬁgured with a transmission
power of 14 dBm and SF12 to carry out the set of tests. During these tests, a new gateway was identiﬁed
15 km from our installation in the solar laboratory of CETENMA. Figure 8 illustrates these results
corresponding to the coverage testing process.
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Figure 7. TM RG186 series LoRa-enabled gateway (Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena, Spain).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Coverage testing analysis. (a) Gateway identiﬁcation map. (b) Coverage testing results on
The Things Network (TTN) Mapper website.

4.3. PV Power Plant Performance Evaluation
Considering the different coverage testing processes we previously carried out, discussed in
Section 4.2, a 5 kW PV installation connected to the grid and located on the university campus was
deployed to assess the PV monitoring properties of the proposed solution (see Figure 9). Electrical and
environmental data were gathered from the PV power plant and sent to the gateway to be evaluated
and discussed in subsequent analysis. Additional parameters such as encrypted payload, received
signal strength indicator (RSSI), air time, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), number of packets, and channel
included in the LoRa packet are also available and can be downloaded from the TTN website.
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Figure 9. End nodes of 5 kWp PV installation monitoring.

A packet size of 38 bytes is considered enough to cover all the parameters for PV power plant
monitoring purposes. The transmission power is 14 dBm and the SF metric is tuned from 10 to 12,
which inﬂuences the data packet over-air time. Figure 10 shows the theoretical time on-air (ms) for each
SF conﬁguration depending on the payload length. These results allowed us to conﬁgure the sampling
period for each SF: 60, 120, and 180 s for SF10, SF11, and SF12, respectively. Our test bed was conducted
for 24 h. This time interval was enough to evaluate each SF conﬁguration. It is relevant to point out
that SF10 involves no reception of packets in the gateway, as a consequence of different concerns,
such as (i) the limited over-air time due to the distance between the device and the gateway, around 4
km; (ii) the locations of end nodes; and (iii) the conditions of the signal propagation.

Figure 10. Theoretical time-on-air (ms) for different tested SF conﬁgurations.

Figure 11 illustrates the RSSI and SNR results obtained in November 2018 for SF11 and SF12.
Table 2 shows additional metrics also discussed in this work: packet delivery ratio and time intervals
between different data packets (inter-arrival time). The packet delivery ratio is deﬁned as the
ratio between the packets successfully received and the total data packets sent by the end nodes.
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The inter-arrival time is determined by the time interval value corresponding to each packet received
by the TTN web application. For SF11, our study reveals low RSSI and SNR values. As an example,
the minimum signal strength in WiFi technology provides basic connectivity with reliable packet
delivery around −80/−90 dBm. Concerning SF12, the RSSI and SNR metrics improved around 10%.
However, the time interval between packets increased to 115 s, which is reasonable due to greater
over-air time of the packets. In terms of the packet delivery ratio, SF11 showed poor performance,
with most of the packets corrupted or completely lost. To overcome this drawback, it is necessary to
increase the spreading factor (SF), which allows us to improve the metric sharply. It is remarkable
that these outcomes are in line with recent contributions [111–113], which corroborates one of main
advantages of using LoRa: its sensibility. In this respect, weak signals can stimulate the electronic
communication of the LoRa device, resulting in successful packet delivery to the gateway. Finally,
to verify that the payload is being decrypted correctly, data received by the TTN application are
compared to the same data collected by a data logger of the test stand (see Figure 12). These results
validate the feasibility and reliability of our proposal, as well as the accuracy of the implemented
monitoring and communication solution.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Coverage range tests. (a) Received signal strength indicator (RSSI) data (SF11). (b)
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) results (SF11). (c) RSSI data (SF12). (d) SNR results (SF12).
Table 2. Packet delivery rate and inter-arrival time metrics. SF, spreading factor.
SF

Packet Data
Sent

Packet Data
Received

Packet Delivery
Rate

Average Time
between Packets (s)

Inter-Arrival Time (s)

11
12

559
402

307
364

55%
91%

190.85
273.13

131.00
246.00
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12. PV example of collected data (12 November 2018). (a) DC current data. (b) DC voltage data.
(c) Solar irradiance data. (d) Generated active power.

5. Conclusions
A low-cost, open-source solution to monitor PV power plants was designed and evaluated.
Our alternative system provides a powerful and straightforward solution, facilitating the integration
of this renewable energy source into current power systems. As a novelty, long-range communication
technology denoted as LoRa enables data transmission to a remote gateway, which allows us to evaluate
the PV installation performance in real time. Extensive electrical and meteorological information is
also available from the monitoring system. These data can be applied for predictive maintenance
purposes. Moreover, these data have a remarkable impact on grid reliability and PV forecast accuracy.
A PV power plant connected to the grid (5 kW rate power) and located on the university campus
(southeast Spain) was used to evaluate the monitoring system. Different ﬁeld-test campaigns were
conducted by the authors. From the results, it can be afﬁrmed that aspects such as the distance between
source and destination, the line-of-sight between source and destination, and propagation issues have a
clear inﬂuence on the appropriate data reception process. Our study demonstrates that scenarios with
a high spreading factor value (SF11 and SF12) satisfy an accurate reception of data packets. However,
the corresponding over-air time considerably limits the number of transmissions. To overcome this
drawback, the sampling time was adjusted in line with the packet air-time and according to the SF
value. One of the main limitations of the LoRa solution is its restricted duty cycle (1%), which was
taken into account for the testing process. Received data were also compared to data-logger equipment
connected in situ in the PV installation. This comparison validates the electrical and meteorological
variables gathered by different sensors, resulting in errors lower than 0.5%. Our proposed solution thus
offers an alternative system to be implemented in remote PV power plants with the goal of monitoring
and dispatching electrical and meteorological data.
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Abstract: The eﬀort to continuously improve and innovate smart appliances (SA) energy management
requires an experimental research and development environment which integrates widely diﬀering
tools and resources seamlessly. To this end, this paper proposes a novel Direct Load Control
(DLC) testbed, aiming to conveniently support the research community, as well as analyzing and
comparing their designs in a laboratory environment. Based on the LabVIEW computing platform, this
original testbed enables access to knowledge of major components such as online weather forecasting
information, distributed energy resources (e.g., energy storage, solar photovoltaic), dynamic electricity
tariﬀ from utilities and demand response (DR) providers together with diﬀerent mathematical
optimization features given by General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS). This intercommunication
is possible thanks to the diﬀerent applications programming interfaces (API) incorporated into the
system and to intermediate agents specially developed for this case. Diﬀerent basic case studies have
been presented to envision the possibilities of this system in the future and more complex scenarios,
to actively support the DLC strategies. These measures will oﬀer enough ﬂexibility to minimize
the impact on user comfort combined with support for multiple DR programs. Thus, given the
successful results, this platform can lead to a solution towards more eﬃcient use of energy in the
residential environment.
Keywords: demand response; direct load control; home energy management system; mixed-integer
linear programming

1. Introduction
Much has been written about the new role consumers can play in future smart grid (SG). Driven
by the massive integration of renewable energy resources, the SG is evolving swiftly, causing changes
in how electricity is produced, managed, marketed, and consumed. If for a while, the SG paradigm
meant merely accepting a bi-directional ﬂow of electricity and information, it must continue to evolve
to adapt to the current demands of the digital consumer. In the years to come, the computational
exploitation of the enormous amounts of information provided by the Internet of Things (IoT) sensors,
incorporated at all layers of the SG, will become the main engine of its evolution towards the digital
energy network, focused on customer service. This is what has been called “data-driven energy” [1].
A large amount of energy data will support collective decision making, opening the way to more
responsive utilities and more engaged consumers. This will undoubtedly impact the evolution of
household appliances. In fact, SAs are already showing their potential for data-driven energy [2].
The growing use of energy by domestic appliances shows no signs of slowing, reaching 2900 TWh
in 2017. The use of electricity by these loads continues to grow by almost 2% per year, a steady trend
since 2010 [3]. Although the electricity demand for major appliances has slightly decreased since 2007,
Energies 2019, 12, 3336; doi:10.3390/en12173336
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mainly due to improvements in their energy eﬃciency, the rapid proliferation of small appliances and
brown goods has absorbed these savings. The energy consumption due to these small loads has grown
twice as fast as that of large appliances in the last decade. In addition, only one-third of domestic
appliances consumption is under regulatory protection, particularly in emerging markets. This may
become even more relevant in the near future as the demand for electricity in buildings increases
due to the impact of the charging infrastructure for electric vehicles. While it is true that there is a
need to increase the rigor of existing policies by extending regulatory coverage to a broader range of
devices, on the other hand, user awareness may be the key factor. However, to achieve this, consumers
should be rewarded to some extent when changing their behavior. The availability of information and
communication technologies (ICT) on SG can be decisive in meeting this commitment through the
widespread adoption of DR strategies.
In other areas, such as power electronics, it is common to ﬁnd a complete chain of modeling,
development, testing, optimization, virtual validation, and rapid prototyping commercial tools that
integrate seamlessly into a convenient testing and development environment such as these tools of
Typhoon (Typhon, Somerville, USA) [4] and dSPACE (dSPACE, Paderborn, Germany) [5]. It is possible
to ﬁnd testbed proposals for diﬀerent applications in SG, like our previous one [6]. In the newly
released paper [7], a distributed framework for real-time management and co-simulation of DR in SG is
presented. This solution provides a near real-time co-simulation platform to validate new DR-policies
exploiting IoT approach performing software-in-the-loop. In the recent papers, authors propose an
interesting testbed for distributed DR based on a microgrid (MG) modeled on the PSIM software
(Powersim, Rockville, USA) to provide frequency regulation [8] and control over other grid parameters
in general [9]. In the model, the nodes of virtual IoT devices are created according to the collective
characteristics of their real twins, connected to the system. Network conditions can be reproduced
when testing new DR algorithms to provide, e.g., frequency regulation reserve services.
Similarly, in order to support the ﬁeld of DLC research in this emerging application area of SA,
it is necessary to provide new testbeds for lab experimentation. Therefore, the main contribution of
this work is the development of a research test bench ﬂexible enough to incorporate diﬀerent tools of
diﬀerent origins such as weather forecasting APIs, DR providers from the utility and mathematical
optimization features built on the basis of the LabVIEW systems (2015, National Instruments, Austin,
USA) design platform and development environment for a visual programming language. It can beneﬁt
from user-friendly and intuitive software as well as hardware such as powerful real-time processors,
user-programmable ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA), and full I/O interfaces. However, although
it also oﬀers libraries of dedicated functions, it has been necessary to speciﬁcally develop a sophisticated
software (that did not exist) that supports the seamless link between the tools, since their individual
parts are precisely aligned with each other. In this sense, the proposed testbed is a novelty since most
of the papers available in the literature are focused on the development of complex mathematical
models without considering the integration of these tools that are so important to implement a realistic
platform and thus emulate scenarios and test cases as real as possible. Furthermore, this work is a step
forward from previous research, as it includes several tools that have never been integrated before.
The organization of the paper as follows. Sections 2 and 3 presents the background of the research.
Then, Section 4 describes the experimental platform and also examines the control and optimization
strategies, considering practical limitations and safety constraints in detail. In Section 5, the case study
is discussed. Finally, the conclusions and future work are reported in Section 6.
2. Home Energy Management Systems (HEMS) State of the Art
The combination of the SG paradigm with IoT technologies and the will of consumers to actively
participate in their energy control has enhanced the HEMS concept. These are systems capable of
monitoring home consumption at diﬀerent levels and implementing automation or control mechanisms.
They have evolved at an unstoppable pace in the last years. By 2013, most systems only oﬀered
home monitoring, either local or remote and rarely some manual control over switches or dimmable
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loads [10].Currently, on the contrary, a wide variety of control systems are available ranging from the
simple automatic scheduling of applications to the optimization of energy resources, through advanced
algorithms that consider the state of numerous external variables such as energy prices or weather
conditions. What is more, they are even able to learn from users thanks to the incorporation of artiﬁcial
intelligence [11].
Because of this evolution and the large range of devices and algorithms that are being integrated
into the HEMS, the number of works in the literature is extensive and unapproachable for a paper
whose purpose is not that. However, for example, the authors in [12] deﬁne a classiﬁcation according
to the level of complexity of these systems. This will help to situate the present work and the challenges
addressed. The levels from the lowest to the highest complexity are Monitoring, Logging, Alarm,
Energy Management, and DR.
Nowadays, the ﬁrst three levels can be regarded as a prerequisite. Every HEMS must carry out
home monitoring at diﬀerent aggregation levels. The basic level is the total household consumption,
generally measured by technologies such as Smart Meters, widely deployed across Europe [13].
Nevertheless, the energy footprint of individual elements can be recorded by means of load submetering
or non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) algorithms, which use machine learning to distinguish
individual appliances from the total consumption [14].
The capture of measures can be performed with diﬀerent granularity and be stored in diﬀerent
supports. In this way, all or part of the data is stored in the cloud, from where it is possible to obtain
descriptors or apply machine learning algorithms. This also allows for the possibility of generating
alarms at diﬀerent levels, so fast events that require immediate attention can be generated and then
processed in the so-called Edge, while more complex alarm mechanisms can be implemented in higher
layers after preprocessing and analysis of historical data.
The aforementioned elements are essential for the creation of reliable controls at the next levels
named: energy management and DR. The ﬁrst focuses on the control of a combination of distributed
resources to guarantee a continuous power supply, whereas the second goes a step further and manages
the individual consumer appliances.
Among the recent publications, the most used optimization techniques are mixed-integer
linear-programming [15], and variation of those [16], as well as population-based algorithms [17]. It is
also common to ﬁnd works that propose multi-objective algorithms to reach a trade-oﬀ between the
energy savings that can be achieved and the beneﬁts from possible incentives [18].
Nevertheless, as is evident from the most recent publications, the use of Internet technologies as
a solution to optimization problems is becoming more and more common [19], as they tackle issues
such as the diversity of household appliances, the simultaneous pursuit of several objectives in parallel,
and the uncertainty in predicting conditions such as occupancy levels, energy consumption or weather
conditions [20].
3. Smart Appliances Overview
What is a SA? There is more than one deﬁnition, but popularly a SA is recognized because it has
some degree of embedded processing and wireless connectivity. Sometimes called a Net appliance,
an Internet appliance or an information appliance, it can be as simple as an application that warns
you whenever your refrigerator has a door opened, or as complex as remotely controlling your oven
from your smartphone or via a voice assistant. However, in the framework of the SG, the term “smart”
focuses on those systems (with communications-enabled) which are able to modulate their electricity
consumption in response to external signals such as price information [21], local measurements [22]
or direct control commands [23]. In other words, those appliances that can support grid ﬂexibility
because they have been conﬁgured to respond to DR requests.
In a recent survey [24], 28% of people ﬁnd SA very attractive, but people are more reluctant to
buy them because of price concerns, so 49% of people say this is a barrier to buying. Other barriers
include dynamic pricing, lack of interoperability and legal framework as reported by the European
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parliament [25] and the world economic forum [26]. First, the lack of a dynamic pricing model to
the clear majority of customers is an obstacle. Users will not be willing to change their habits if
they cannot perceive that this intelligent functionality can bring them substantial ﬁnancial savings.
Second, the high purchase premiums and long replacement cycles of these devices are prolonging their
mass adoption. Thirdly, to enable the communication between SAs that use diﬀerent protocols and
standards, and to ensure interoperability, the communication interface must be supported by a data
model that conforms to a harmonized reference ontology. A semantic platform called OpenFridge has
recently been proposed in [27] that has been deployed and evaluated with real-life users distributed
globally. But the candidate for such a reference ontology will almost certainly be the Smart Appliances
REFerence ontology (SAREF) [28]. SAREF4ENER [29] is the SAREF extension to be able to fully support
DR for the energy domain.
Finally, the lack of a clear legal structure around customer data limits growth in this area.
This could include the appliance energy use pattern meaning when, how much and how is energy
being consumed. These data could even be monetized. For example, appliance manufacturers might be
willing to pay an energy supplier a fee for these data, as they can be of great value in terms of customer
service, product support, as well as maintenance. In the case of aggregation [30], how this data could
be shared among customers to allow, e.g., for their energy eﬃciency comparison. An aggregator can
operate on behalf of a group of consumers, having access to data and possible remote adjustment over
consumers’ appliances. If the security of connected devices used in aggregation is not safeguarded,
consumers could be exposed to several risks like data theft or request of appliance ransomware.
Security ﬂaws and data privacy issues are main concerns of the users, and only a few regions have
well-deﬁned rules about who can access, own, and share utility customer data.
However, the prospects for SA are bright. The global market for SA is projected to reach $38.35
billion by 2020, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 16.6% over the projected period
2015–2020. IoT-enabled devices (currently low, about 5% of white goods) are expected to grow
dramatically, and the number of sensors is expected to increase six-fold by 2020. So, according to the
International Energy Agency, by 2040 almost 1 billion households and 11 billion SA could participate
in interconnected electricity systems.
Typically, DR policies can be classiﬁed between load-shifting strategies, which move the load
from on-peak or event hours when demand and rates are the highest, to oﬀ-peak hours when
rates are lower, and load-shedding strategies, which directly reduce or avoid energy use during
on-peak hours altogether. Consequently, in the residential sector, the loads can be divided into
non-shiftable, time-shiftable and energy “sheddable”. The time-shiftable loads are the appliances
whose operation can be moved from peak to oﬀ-peak times with the minimal loss of comfort for the
inhabitant. This is the category of ‘wet’ appliances, e.g., dishwashers (DW), washing machines (WM),
and tumble dryers (TD). These appliances account for a signiﬁcant proportion of household energy
consumption. Alternatively, non-shiftable loads, such as lighting and brown appliances, cannot delay
their operation [31]. At present, there is no deployed infrastructure that allows remote activation of
these appliances. However, their behavior has been deeply studied and it is now possible to understand
the potential of the DR in supporting the operation of the network [32].
Among household appliances, a special category is the thermostatically-controlled loads (TCL)
(e.g., electric water heaters (EWH), HVAC systems, refrigerators, and freezers) as their thermal inertia
allows for ﬂexible load patterns (both shifting and shedding) while meeting their service requirement.
Therefore, compared to other SA, TCL exhibit predictable behavior from the DR point of view, and
even more when aggregated in large population clusters [33]. In recent work, a stochastic model has
been presented for the generation of high temporal resolution synthetic proﬁles of the consumption of
these domestic appliances [34]. However, its potential for ﬂexibility remains virtually unknown. [35]
presents the recent projects that are facilitating the transition from research to development. In general
terms, and due to their inherent characteristics, there are two types of TCL, with diﬀerent operating
principles. First, resistive loads (i.e., heat generation equipment) and, second, compressor-driven
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loads (i.e., heat pumping equipment). Although this paper is particularly dealing with resistive loads,
greater demand elasticities could be achieved if the control strategy achieved were extended to the rest
of the residential TCL.
4. Structure of the Smart Appliance Control Testbed
The proposed control platform is composed of four main blocks that collect data and exchange
information between each other aiming to implement the abovementioned DR policies through DLC.
The platform architecture is shown in Figure 1, where LabVIEW works as the core application by
handling the data provided by the outer blocks. This central block also has the highest priority from the
call handling point of view, that is, LabVIEW follows the classical scheme where the main application
deals with the so-called subVI to allow modular designs. At the same time, this subVIs will be the
interfaces with the rest of the blocks.
The block on the right side is related to the API that provides the testbed with both weather
information (Ambient temperature and photovoltaic (PV) production forecast) and the price of
the energy.
Finally, these DR policies must be mathematically translated into an optimization model which
includes several constraints related to the people’s habits, the availability of energy from diﬀerent
sources and the household appliances features among others. The model should also oﬀer a certain
degree of ﬂexibility with respect to the number of invokes and formulation changes. All these reasons
have contributed to opt for General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) as the software used to solve
the proposed model. Furthermore, another component including the functions given by the GAMS
API is used to integrate this software into LabVIEW using a dynamic link library (DLL). The following
sections will describe these previous blocks and their interactions in more detail.

Figure 1. Smart appliances (SA) control testbed overview.

4.1. LabVIEW
LabVIEW has been the tool used to integrate and manage all blocks of the platform. Concretely,
the developed LabVIEW application consists of two threads commonly known as while loops located in
the block diagram. The ﬁrst one implements the whole infrastructure necessary to parametrize and call
the GAMS model and comprises the data collection from the API solcast [36], dark sky [37] and Spanish
system operator information system (E-SIOS) [38], which is the information system of the Spanish
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electricity group Red Eléctrica de España (REE), using the subVI getAPIData.vi that implements an
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) client. This loop also entails the data standardization with respect
to the sampling times by means of dataConv.vi, the model call through callDLL.vi as will be described
in the following section and the display of the results. However, the second loop just converts the raw
information of the scheduled SA (name, operation mode, and time) into a recognizable information by
the model through getSAData.vi.
The graphic user interface (GUI) or front panel is shown in Figure 2 and has three main parts,
namely, the SA scheduler (part A) including at the top the EWH section where the parameters that
model this appliance (Minimum and maximum temperatures, tank capacity, nominal power, initial
temperature, loss factor, inlet water temperature, and the hourly hot water consumption) are set up.
The rest of SA under analysis in this study (WM, DW, and TD) are modeled according to their average
power consumption and are scheduled at the bottom of part A where both the time and mode of
operation as well as the cycle time can be selected. Two modes of operations have been evaluated:
The ﬁxed mode is used to launch the SA at a ﬁxed time while the variable mode enables a certain
degree of ﬂexibility since the SA is scheduled over a time interval. As a result, the platform is forced to
decide the start time within this interval once the model is solved. This part also includes information
(Name, operation mode and time) about the scheduled SA.

Figure 2. LabVIEW graphic user interface (GUI).

At the top of the part B are the parameters that model the energy storage system (ESS) such as
the initial state of charge (SoC), capacity, minimum, and maximum SoC allowed as well as maximum
power ﬂow and a maximum ratio of change. At the middle, some features of the nanogrid under study
can be found: Geographical coordinates (Longitude and latitude), tilt angle, power and eﬃciency
in the case of the PV system or maximum power and tariﬀ type with respect to the grid connection.
The last section in part B includes the local directories required by GAMS, on the left half, and the
personal keys that API administrator provides to establish a secure connection, on the right half.
Finally, part C shows the results of the optimization process divided into three graphs. From top
to bottom, the ﬁrst graph plots the hourly price of the energy according to the selected tariﬀ, the
optimal power consumption from the grid and thus the cost once these two previous ones are known.
The second graph shows proﬁles such as the SoC and power taken from the batteries, the PV production
and the amount of such power that would be injected into the nanogrid, the power usage of the SA
and the consumption to be considered non-shiftable. The last graph describes the whole state of the
EWH depicting its power consumption as well as the water and ambient temperatures.
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4.2. Linking GAMS and LabVIEW
This section describes the communication between GAMS and LabVIEW. Some papers show
the integration of GAMS into Matlab [39] or other software like LabVIEW through Matlab as an
intermediary interface [40]. In this sense, the novelty of this work is the direct coupling of both tools
without using any intermediate software. On the one hand, the inner communication between the
GAMS model and its GAMS Data Exchange (GDX) ﬁle has been included under the subsection GAMS
as appears in Figure 1. This ﬁle is often used to store the parameters with which the model is called,
as well as the model results, however, such interaction does not take place directly but will have to be
handled by means of the appropriated classes and methods that the GAMS object-oriented API [41]
provides resulting in the seamless integration of GAMS into any application such as LabVIEW in this
case. This architecture employs the C++ API in a DLL format which is the interface that makes the
linkage possible. The ﬂowchart is shown in Figure 3. First, system and working directories have been
set; the system directory refers the path where all GAMS installation ﬁles are located while the working
directory refers to the path where the GAMS models and GDX ﬁles will be stored (also shown in part B
of Figure 2). The second stage aims to create a database object where the parameters used in the model
will be stored, but this will be carried out in the third stage. The model execution options, such as
the names of the database object and the exchange ﬁle to be used are subsequently speciﬁed. The last
stages are in charge of executing the model, returning the optimal values of the decision variables.

Figure 3. Dynamic-link library (DLL) ﬂowchart for linking both environments.

4.3. An Optimization Model for Demand-Side Management
While most of the proposed models address this issue as a task scheduling problem using heuristics
algorithm to make decisions on shifting, shedding or even disconnecting the load, this paper proposes
a novel mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model that uses the price-based DR programs to
optimize the power consumption using the potential ﬂexibility that TCL provides to the demand.
The proposed model involves a smart home with its own ESS, distributed energy resources (DER)
based on PV panels as well as a scenario with SA managed through the DLC strategy.
In terms of mathematical formulation, Equation (1) refers to the objective function f (in €) where
P g (t) (in kW, as all the powers henceforth) and Pr(t) (in €/kWh) are the power consumption from
the grid and the price of the energy respectively at time slot t ∈ [1, 2, . . . T ]. The rest of the equations
are constraints related to the power balance, the user preferences and the energy availability from
the sources. Equation (2) denotes the global power balance at each time slot t with P g (t), the power
taken from the PV panels Ppv (t) as well as the power given by the energy storage system Pess (t) on the
generation side. On the demand side is the non-shiftable power Pns (t), which involves the stand-by
consumption coming from non-dimmable devices, such as lighting, low power DC adapters used to
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supply small devices and also the consumption from the SA scheduled in ﬁxed mode, Ps (t) is the
power consumption of the common-use SA such as the WM, DW and TD scheduled in variable mode
and the consumption of the EWH expressed as the product of its nominal power Pwh and the binary
variable xwh (t) that indicates its state each time slot.
Equations (3)–(5) set the limits for P g (t), Ppv (t) and Pess (t) respectively, where Pmax
denotes the
g
maximum power that can be taken from the grid and Pmax
ess the maximum power that can be injected
into or extracted from the ESS. Moreover, the ratio of change of this variable has also been constrained
in Equation (8) through the parameter dPmax
ess (in kW/h) in order to ensure a lifetime of the batteries as
 pk
long as possible. Finally, fpv Ppv , ηpv , α, λ, φ, t refers to the function that implements solcast to provide
the PV production each time slot t and thus has been taken as the maximum power available to be
pk

injected into the system from the PV panels. Parameters such as the installed peak power Ppv , the
eﬃciency ηpv , the tilt angle α or the location, through the latitude λ and longitude φ will be required
by this API in each HTTP request.
Equations (6) and (7) describe the dynamic of the ESS by means of a simple kWh counter to
compute the current state of charge SoC(t) (in %) based on the previous one SoC(t − 1) and Pess (t) and
setting the SoC(t) limits between SoCmin and SoCmax not to allow deep charges and discharges which is
also a condition to ensure a long lifetime of the system.
The SA scheduling process using the variable mode is modeled by Equations (9) and (10) and
has been conceived as a decision-maker who chooses the optimal SA operation from among the
possible ones that could be generated between the selected start and end times, by shifting the original
consumption one-time slot. In this context, let us deﬁne j as the index that refers to each SA to be
scheduled and k j the index associated with each shifted consumption that may be generated for each
j

j, being N j the number of SA and Nk the number of possible consumption proﬁles. This family of


shifted consumptions builds each matrix Γ j k j , t which has as many rows as possible scenarios and as
many columns as considered time slots T. Moreover, for the decision-making
process, all the shifted

consumptions have been associated with a binary variable x j k j and thus, the optimal scenario will be
indicated once the model is solved by means of the state of these decision variables. Finally, to ensure
just one shifted consumption operates, Equation (9) forces the sum so that just one binary variable is
equal to 1.
The EWH has been considered as a special SA due to its thermal inertia and therefore has its own
power balance equation as it is apparent from (11). From left to right, this balance involves the energy
stored inside the EWH tank characterized by the current and previous average water temperature
Twh (t) and Twh (t − 1) (in ◦ C, as the rest of temperatures hereafter), the tank capacity Cwh (in m3 ) and
the parameters that model essential features of the supply water like its density ρ (in kg/m3 ) and its
speciﬁc heat Cp (in kJ/kg·◦ C). The following terms are the thermal losses taking place in the tank walls
given by the loss factor gwh (in kW/◦ C) and the ambient temperature proﬁle Tamb (t) besides the energy
provided by the water entering the tank as a consequence of the usage events and deﬁned by means
of the hot water consumption Dwh (t) (in m3 /s) and the temperature of this water, Tinlet . Finally, the
discrete energy due to the heater element can be found. Once the EWH dynamic has been well-deﬁned,
the model for this appliance is fully completed with Equation (12) where the upper and lower limit of
min and T max .
Twh (t) are constrained according to the normal operation temperatures Twh
wh
24 
P g (t)Pr(t)
T
T

Min f =

(1)

t=1

S.t:
P g (t) + Ppv (t) + Pess (t) = Pns (t) + Ps (t) + xwh (t)Pnwh
0 ≤ P g (t) ≤
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 pk
0 ≤ Ppv (t) ≤ fpv Ppv , ηpv , λ, φ, t
− Pmax
ess

≤ Pess (t) ≤

Pmax
ess

SoC(t) = SoC(t − 1) − 100



24 Pess (t)
T Cess

Pess (t) − Pess (t − 1)
24
T
j

Ps ( t ) =

N j Nk



(5)



SoCmin ≤ SoC(t) ≤ SoCmax
− dPmax
ess ≤

(4)

≤ dPmax
ess

  

x j k j Γ j k j, t

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

j=1 k j =1
j

Nk


 
xj kj = 1

(10)

k j =1

Cwh ρCp

Twh (t)−Twh (t−1)
86400
T

=

gwh [Tamb (t) − Twh (t − 1)]+Dwh (t)ρCp [Tinlet − Twh (t − 1)] + xwh (t)Pnwh
min
max
≤ Twh (t) ≤ Twh
Twh

(11)
(12)

5. Case Study
This section aims to evidence the eﬀectiveness of the above-described DLC platform by testing
it under cases which consist of minimizing the cost of the energy imported from the grid over a
24-h time horizon, as was stated in the previous section, with a time resolution of 5 min, so that,
T = 288. Concretely, two case studies based on the available electricity tariﬀs in the Spanish market are
considered. One case is based on time discrimination in two periods (oﬀ-peak and peak) also known
as tariﬀ DHA, and another is a case using the default tariﬀ or tariﬀ A (without time discrimination).
Both cases use the SA consumption models shown in Figure 4 and based on 120 min working
cycle divided into 8 slots of 15 min provided by [42].

Figure 4. Smart appliances (SA) models employed in the optimization: (a) Washing machine demand,
(b) dishwasher demand, and (c) tumble drier demand.

Additionally, to give the case study a more realistic approach, the component of the non-shiftable
power that represents the standby consumption was obtained by acquiring the active power in one of
the laboratory circuits for a 24-h workday.
Under this framework, a typical dwelling including a small scale ESS and PV installation has been
chosen as the topology of this case study. More in detail, the PV system is modeled by a nominal power
of 2 kW, an eﬃciency of 90% and mounted with a tilt angle of 30◦ . With respect to the location, southern
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Spain has been considered for both cases, concretely at 37.88◦ and −4.79◦ of latitude and longitude
respectively. On the other hand, the ESS has a capacity of 6 kWh, a maximum charge/discharge power
of 2 kW with a ratio of change limited to 0.5 kW/h and where the SoC can ﬂuctuate in the range 35–65%,
the initial SoC was ﬁxed to 50%. The EWH considered is the type which can be found in the residential
environment, vertically mounted and cylindrical, with a capacity of 0.1 m3 as well as a nominal power
of 2 kW. Its loss factor has been set to 2·10−3 kW/◦ C and the inlet water temperature to 21 ◦ C [43],
while the water temperature inside the tank has been constrained in the range 60–85 ◦ C with an initial
condition of 65 ◦ C. In addition, an example of hot water consumption considering the water drawn
from the EWH tank due to household use such as hand washing, showering, and dishwashing among
others and based on [44] has been used. Finally, the capacity of the main grid has been ﬁxed to 4.6 kW
since it is a common value in Spain. Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the model as well as
its values.
Table 1. Main parameters of the model.
Subsystem

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Main grid

Pmax
g

4.6 kW

Cwh

0.1 m3

ESS

Pmax
ess
Cess
dPmax
ess
SoCmin
SoCmax
SoC(0)

2 kW
6 kWh
0.5 kW/h
35%
65%
50%

gwh
Tinlet
min
Twh
max
Twh
Twh (0)
Pnwh

2·10−3 kW/◦ C
21 ◦ C
60 ◦ C
85 ◦ C
65 ◦ C
2 kW

Cp
ρ

4.18 kJ/kg·◦ C
988 kg/m3

pk

PV

Ppv
ηpv
α
λ
φ

Subsystem

EWH

2 kW
90%
30◦
37.88◦
−4.79◦

Figure 5 introduces the ﬁrst case in which tariﬀ A with both scheduling mode (variable and ﬁxed)
have been used, depicting a 24-h horizon. Particularly, in this case, the scheduling conﬁguration for the
SA has been set as follows: Washing machine scheduled from 09:00 to 14:00, tumble dryer scheduled
from 16:00 to 21:00 and dishwasher ﬁxed at 14:00.
Note from Figure 5a the result of the scheduling process and the times at which the SA start their
operation cycles. As it is apparent from Psa (t), which is the decoupled consumption of all the SA
scheduled in either ﬁxed or variable mode, the washing machine starts almost at midday (at 11:45),
around the peak of the prices although a large amount of this demand is covered by the PV system.
The dishwasher at 14:00 (as was stated) and tumble drier is shifted until 18:00 where the second valley
of the price can be found. This behavior shows a clear strategy of searching for the lowest price or the
highest PV production to launch these SA. In view of the results, all the initial constraints related to the
scheduling period are clearly satisﬁed.
The non-shiftable consumption is denoted by the red line of the same ﬁgure including the ﬁxed
consumption of the dishwasher at 14:00 and the experimentally measured example in which the period
of highest activity falls in the range 09:00–18:00 according to the laboratory timetables. The green line
shows the power injected into the system from the PV panels, which represents 9.78 kWh, and has not
the same value that the PV production shown in orange (10.65 kWh) and provided by solcast. In this
case, the system does not use all the energy to achieve the most economical way, however, the amount
of this one taken from the main grid is greater than if the PV energy were fully employed.
Figure 5b depicts the EWH behavior using the above-mentioned hot water demand (expressed in
L/h instead of m3 /s for easier comprehension) and the hourly temperature proﬁle provided by dark
sky (see purple and blue lines respectively). The EWH consumption shown in orange evolves in the
range 0–2 kW due to it’s on/oﬀ operation. Before 12:00, the water temperature is more or less constant
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and the power consumption behaves in agreement to the water consumption so that a water demand
variation causes a proportional energy consumption, which means this energy is mainly used to warm
the inlet water. In fact, the highest energy consumption in this interval takes place at the peak of water
demand. On the contrary, at midday, the water consumption is not signiﬁcative and thus, this energy
is intended to increase the water temperature inside the tank from 60 ◦ C to 83 ◦ C, considering multiple
favorable conditions such as the greater availability of energy coming from the PV system, the high
ambient temperature as well as the amount of charge already stored in the ESS. This temperature
increment enables to face the future water drawn acts, which is a desirable strategy in response to DR
events as it is the presence of high market prices in this interval. Later, the temperature slowly falls up
to 60 ◦ C at 20:00 due to the water consumption and remains constant the rest of the day.

Figure 5. Optimization results using tariﬀ A: (a) Power injected by the photovoltaic (PV) system,
SA consumption, non-shiftable consumption, and PV production, (b) EWH performance: Consumption,
ambient and water temperature as well as hot water demand, (c) energy storage system (ESS)
performance: Power and state of charge (SoC), and (d) total consumption from the utility and
energy prices.

The ESS shows a clear policy based on the energy price (red line in Figure 5d) and PV production.
The initial SoC was set to 50% and quickly decreases to supply the non-shiftable power until 02:00
reaching almost 39% in a high-priced environment. Afterward, the oﬀ-peak of the prices can be found
and Pess (t) go up as fast as possible (due to the slope of Pess (t) matches to dPmax
ess ) to retrieve some
charge previously lost, which is equivalent to shift the amount of energy that belongs to Pns (t), from
the beginning of the day to the oﬀ-peak interval. During this interval Pns (t) is supplied by means of
the main grid. At 04:30 the SoC drops again to repeat the same process with Pns (t) and reaches the
minimum value allowed (35%) at 08:00. Once here, the PV system begins to inject power that goes
directly to the ESS resulting in a charging process that carries the SoC from 35% to 65% to address the
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SA consumption with the help of Ppv (t) during the most expensive interval (12:00–15:00). The rest
of time follows the same principle as explained above: Charge process in presence of the second
oﬀ-peak of the price (15:00–17:30) and subsequent discharge to supply both the tumble drier and the
non-shiftable power (17:30–00:00). The total energy exported and imported by the system was 3.89 and
3.00 kWh respectively. Another important detail is the eﬀect of dPmax
ess over P g (t): Previous tests were
done with a more relaxed value prove that a larger amount of the EWH energy can be absorbed by ESS
as this would enable better tracking of demands with higher ratios of change. Finally, in Figure 5d
the hourly prices and the main grid consumption can be found. The foregoing description of this
case is also reﬂected in P g (t) and makes it possible the main objective of avoiding and capitalizing the
peak and oﬀ-peak of Pr(t) respectively. The daily price for this case was 1.80 € with a total demand of
energy that almost achieves 16.10 kWh.
For the following case, the conﬁguration for the SA has been set as follows: Washing machine ﬁxed
at 10:00, tumble dryer scheduled from 12:00 to 20:00 and dishwasher scheduled from 14:00 to 19:00.
Figure 6a (blue line) shows how the model has decided to launch the dishwasher and tumble drier
at the lower limit of the scheduling period which allows the system beneﬁts from the PV production
(depicted in orange and kept constant from the previous case) and the ESS that also supplies part of
this consumption, especially after 13:00, where the prices are much higher than in the previous half.
The washing machine operates at 10:00 as expected. The PV production is not fully intended to be
injected into the system (just 9.96 of 10.65 kWh) as is evidenced by Ppv (t), in green, and which also took
place in the case above. With respect to the non-shiftable demand, the previous part corresponding to
the stand-by consumption has been used, including the demand of the washing machine at 10:00.
Both the ESS and EWH have similar behaviors with respect to the previous case but with some
exceptions. Figure 6b shows the performance of the EWH under the same assumptions as of the
ﬁrst case (water demand, ambient temperature, water temperature limits, and initial conditions)
although the temperature increment begins one hour earlier and is more progressive. Furthermore, the
temperature rises at one of the peaks of the water demand while the water was warmed up before
this maximum in the ﬁrst case. The ESS also performs similar, which evidences the PV production
has a higher weight in its behavior than the energy price. Moreover, with respect to Pr(t), it is more
important the shape of the function, concretely the maxima and minima location, than the absolute
values. The energy exported and imported in this case reaches 3.45 and 2.55 kWh. Finally, Figure 6d
introduces the prices, that splits the day in two well-deﬁned half, and the consumption from the main
grid where the most consumption is located in the cheapest region as desired and entails an amount
of 15.75 kWh (11.8 kWh from 23:00 to 13:00 compared to 3.95 kWh the rest of time). The daily price
was 1.30 €.
Once these previous cases have been presented, Table 2 summarizes the results. Obviously, case 2
achieves a better performance with respect to the objective function and thus, tariﬀ DHA enables to
more eﬃcient utilization of elements such as DER and ESS in presence of thermal loads that contribute
to the ﬂexibility of the system as in this case the EWH.
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Figure 6. Optimization results using tariﬀ DHA: (a) Power injected by the PV system, SA consumption,
non-shiftable consumption, and PV production, (b) EWH performance: Consumption, ambient and
water temperature as well as hot water demand, (c) ESS performance: Power and SoC and (d) total
consumption from the utility and energy prices.
Table 2. Result summary.
ESS

PV

Main Grid

Case

Imported
Energy
(kWh)

Exported
Energy
(kWh)

Injected
Energy
(kWh)

Energy
Production
(kWh)

Energy
Imported
(kWh)

Objective
Function:
Price (€)

Case 1: Tariﬀ A
Case 2: Tariﬀ DHA

3.00
2.55

3.89
3.45

9.78
9.96

10.65
10.65

16.10
15.75

1.80
1.30

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In the current context of increasing energy use in the residential environment, where most
consumption comes from the SA use, the employment of DR policies is essential to deal with this type
of loads through a DLC paradigm with the goal of reaching higher eﬃcient management of the energy
resources. This paper has proposed an original architecture that supports research and development,
and integrates tools that are very diverse and complementary aiming to develop a platform that
brings together the best features of all of them, such as the high mathematical performance of GAMS,
the accuracy of the weather forecasting applications as well as the ﬂexibility of LabVIEW as the linking
tool. Later both cases studies have been carried out to prove the high capabilities of the testbed with
successful results, placing the adopted solution as an attractive alternative towards a higher energy
performance dwelling ambient.
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Finally, as future work, the authors leave the real-time control of the DER, ESS, and loads in the
primary and secondary control of a real MG. In this context, the developed platform would perform as
a day-ahead demand scheduler in the tertiary control although additional communication channels
would need to be deployed to enable the interface with the lower hierarchical level. Furthermore, the
mathematical model written in GAMS and thus the developed DLL would also have to be adapted to
the MG needs, however, due to the reconﬁgurable nature of the system, this would not take more than
a few minutes. Hence, this platform could be migrated to be used in a real microgrid expecting the
same performance, but these considerations must be considered.
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